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USER’S GUIDE

This volume is designed to present biographical, critical, and bibliographical information on the author and the author’s best-known or most important poems. Following Harold Bloom’s editor’s note and introduction is a concise biography of the author that discusses major life events and important literary accomplishments. A critical analysis of each poem follows, tracing significant themes, patterns, and motifs in the work. As with any study guide, it is recommended that the reader read the poem beforehand, and have a copy of the poem being discussed available for quick reference.

A selection of critical extracts, derived from previously published material, follows each thematic analysis. In most cases, these extracts represent the best analysis available from a number of leading critics. Because these extracts are derived from previously published material, they will include the original notations and references when available. Each extract is cited, and readers are encouraged to check the original publication as they continue their research. A bibliography of the author’s writings, a list of additional books and articles on the author and their work, and an index of themes and ideas conclude the volume.
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EDITOR’S NOTE

My Introduction centers upon Hart Crane’s visionary ways of knowing.

Crane’s superb sequence of six lyrics, “Voyages,” is deeply indebted to the imagery of Melville’s *Moby-Dick*, as Joseph Warren Beach demonstrates. John T. Irwin, Crane’s closest reader, uncovers the poet’s “logic of metaphor” in “Voyages.”

“Repose or Rivers,” the last poem to be composed for Crane’s initial volume, *White Buildings*, is analyzed by R. W. B. Lewis and by M. D. Uroff, who clash on the nature of Crane’s “repose.”

The great “Proem: To Brooklyn Bridge,” is dismissed by R. P. Blackmur as a glorious failure but saluted by H. H. Waggoner as a transcendental triumph.

Crane’s descent into Hell in *The Bridge*, “The Tunnel,” is seen negatively from Allen Tate’s Christian perspective, while George S. Lensing usefully compares “The Tunnel” to its precursor, T. S. Eliot’s *The Waste Land*.

Hart Crane’s great death-ode, “The Broken Tower,” is seen by Marius Bewley as incarnating a new wisdom, after which Lee Edelman speculates upon the poem’s extraordinary attempt to fuse feminine and masculine images.
INTRODUCTION

Harold Bloom

O Thou steeled Cognizance whose leap commits
The agile precincts of the lark’s return...

I remember reading these lines when I was ten years old, crouched over Crane’s book in a Bronx library. They, and much else in the book, cathected me onto poetry, a conversion or investment fairly typical of many in my generation. I still have the volume of Crane that I persuaded my older sister to give me on my twelfth birthday, the first book I ever owned. Among my friends there are a few others who owned Crane before any other book. Growing up in the thirties, we found by Crane’s poetry, and though other poets followed (I went from Crane to Blake) the strength of first love still hovers whenever they, or I, read Crane.

The Marlovian rhetoric swept us in, but as with Marlowe himself the rhetoric was also a psychology and a knowing, rather than knowledge, a knowing that precisely can be called Gnosis, transcending the epistemology of tropes. What the Australian poet Alec Hope, echoing Tamburlaine, perceptively called the “The Argument of Arms” is as much Crane’s knowing and language as it was Marlowe’s. “Know ye not the argument of arms?” Tamburlaine calls out to his protesting generals before he stabs his own son to death for cowardice. As Hope expounds it, “the argument of arms” is poetic warfare, the agonistic interplay of the Sublime mode:

There is no middle way and no compromise in such a world. Beauty is the rival of beauty as force of force, and only the supreme and perfect survives. Defeat, like victory, is total, absolute, final.

This is indeed Marlowe’s knowing, and it would be pointless for a humanist critic to complain that such a vision is human-all-too-human. Power is the central poetic concept in Marlowe as it will be in Milton, and as it came to be in the American Milton, Emerson (a prose Milton, granted), and in Crane as a kind of
American Marlowe. Hope rightly points to Hazlitt on *Coriolanus* as the proper theorist of the union of the Argument of Arms and the Argument of Poetry. Hazlitt also would not gain the approval of the natural supernaturalist kind of critical humanist:

The principle of poetry is a very anti-leveling principle. It aims at effect, it exists by contrast. It admits of no medium. It is everything by excess. It rises above the ordinary standard of suffering and crimes.

But Crane is a prophet of American Orphism, of the Emersonian and Whitmanian Native Strain in our national literature. His poetic of power is therefore best caught by the American theorist proper:

...though Fate is immense, so is Power, which is the other fact in the dual world, immense. If Fate follows and limits Power, Power attends and antagonizes Fate. We must respect Fate as natural history. For who and what is this criticism that pries into the matter? Man not order of nature, sack and sack, belly and members, link in a chain, nor any ignominious baggage; but a stupendous antagonism, a dragging together of the poles of the Universe...

This might be Melville, meditating upon his own Ahab, but of course it is the uncanny Sage of Concord, satirized by Melville as Plotinus Plinlimmon and as Confidence Man; yet the satire was uneasy. Crane is not very easy to satirize either, and like Shelley, with whom his affinities were deep, Crane goes on burying his critical undertakers. Whitman and Dickinson, Frost and Stevens all had time enough, but Crane, perhaps more gifted than any of them, was finished at an age when they had begun weakly or not at all. A Gnosis of man as a stupendous antagonism, Orphic and Promethean, needs time to work itself through, but time, reviled by all Gnostics with a particular vehemence, had its literal triumph over Crane. As with Shelley and Keats, we have a truncated canon, and yet, as with them, what we have is overwhelming. And what it overwhelms, amidst much else, is any privileging of understanding as an epistemological event, prior to being the catastrophe creation of an aesthetic and spiritual value.

I am concerned here with Crane’s “religion” *as a poet* (not as a
man, since that seems an inchoate mixture of a Christian Science background, an immersion in Ouspensky, and an all but Catholic yearning). But by poetic “religion” I mean American Orphism, the Emersonian or national religion of our poetry, which Crane inherited, quite directly, from his prime precursor Whitman. True precursors are always composite and imaginary, the son’s changeling-fantasy of the father that his own poetry reinvents, and there is usually a near-contemporary agon, as well as a struggle with the fathering force of the past. The older contemporary antagonist and shaper for Crane was certainly Eliot, whose anti-Romantic polemic provoked in Crane an answering fury of High Romanticism, absurdly undervalued by Crane’s critical contemporaries, but returning to its mainstream status in the generation that receives the recent abundance of poetic maturation in Ashbery, Merrill, Ammons, Hollander and others.

The governing deities of American Orphism, as of the ancient sort, are Eros or Phanes, Dionysus or Bacchus, and Ananke, the Necessity who appears as the maternal ocean in Whitman and Crane most overtly, but clearly and obsessively enough in Stevens also. Not so clear, though just as obsessive, must be our judgment upon Melville’s representations of an Orphic Ananke in the great shroud of the sea. Melville’s “that man should be a thing for immortal souls to sieve through!” is the apt epigraph of a crucial chapter on Greek Shamanism in E. R. Dodds traced to Scythia the new Orphic religious pattern that credited man with an occult self of divine origin. This self was not the psyche, but the daemon; as Dodds says, “the function of the daemon is to be the carrier of man’s potential divinity and actual guilt.” Crane’s daemon or occult self, like Whitman’s, is the actual hero and victim of his own poetry. Crane as American Orpheus is an inevitable image, exploited already by writers as diverse as Yvor Winters in his elegy for Crane and Tennessee Williams in Suddenly Last Summer. The best of the Orphic hymns to Crane is the astonishing poem Fish Food of John Brooks Wheelwright, except that Crane wrote his own best Orphic elegy in “Atlantis,” his close equivalent of Shelley’s Adonais. But I narrow my subject here of Crane’s “Orphism” down to its visionary epistemology or
Gnosis. Crane’s Eros, his Dionysus, above all his Whitmanian Ananke, remain to be explored, but in these remarks I concern myself only with Crane as “daemon,” a potential divinity knowing simultaneously its achievement and its guilt.

The assumption of that daemon, or what the poets of Sensibility called “the incarnation of the Poetic Character,” is the inner plot of many of the lyrics in White Buildings. The kenosis or ebbing-away of the daemon is the plot of the Voyages sequence, where the other Orphic deities reduce Crane to a “derelict and blinded guest” of his own vision, and where the “ocean rivers” churn up the Orphic heritage as a “splintered garland for the seer.” Certainly the most ambitious of the daemonic incarnations is the sequence For the Marriage of Faustus and Helen, which is Crane at his most triumphantly Marlovian, but so much else is at play there that I turn to two lesser but perfect hymns of Orphic incarnation, Repose of Rivers and Passage.

Crane is a great master of transumptive allusion, of achieving poetic closure by a final trope that reverses or sometimes even transcends both his own lyric’s dominant figurations and the poetic tradition’s previous exploitations of these images. So, Repose of Rivers concludes:

...There, beyond the dykes

I heard wind flaking sapphire, like this summer,
And willows could not hold more steady sound.

The poem’s opening stanza gives a more complex version of that “steady sound” because the synaesthetic seeing/hearing of “that seething, steady leveling of the marshes” is both an irony and an oxymoron:

The willows carried a slow sound,
A sarabande the wind mowed on the mead.
I could never remember
That seething, steady leveling of the marshes
Till age had brought me to the sea.

Crane is recalling his version of a Primal Scene of Instruction, a moment renewing itself discontinuously at scattered intervals,
yet always for him a moment relating the inevitability of sexual orientation to the assumption of his poethood. The slow-and-steady dance of the wind on the marshes became a repressed memory until “age” as maturation brought the poet to the sea, central image of necessity in his poetry, and a wounding synecdoche here for an acceptance of one’s particular fate as a poet. The repressed reveals itself as a grotesque sublimity, with the second stanza alluding to Melville’s imagery in his story *The Encantadas*:

_flags, weeds. And remembrance of steep alcoves_  
_Where cypresses shared the noon’s_  
_Tyranny; they drew me into hades almost._  
_And mammoth turtles climbing sulphur dreams_  
_Yielded, while sun-silt rippled them_  
_Asunder..._

The seething, steady leveling of the mammoth turtles, their infernal love-death, is a kind of sarabande also. In climbing on another they climb dreams of self-immolation, where “yielded” means at once surrender to death and to one another. The terrible slowness of their love-making yields the frightening trope: “sun-silt rippled them / Asunder,” where “asunder” is both the post-coition parting and the individual turtle death. Crane and D.H. Lawrence had in common as poets only their mutual devotion to Whitman, and it is instructive to contrast this stanza of *Repose of Rivers* with the Tortoise-series of Lawrence in *Birds, Beasts, and Flowers*. Lawrence’s tortoises are crucified into sex, like Lawrence himself. Crane’s Melvilean turtles are crucified by sex. But Crane tells a different story about himself: crucified into poetry and by poetry. The turtles are drawn into sexual hades; Crane is almost drawn, with the phrase “hades almost” playing against “steep alcoves.” Embowered by steep alcoves of cypresses, intensifying the dominant noon sun, Crane nearly yields to the sexual phantasmagoria of “flags, weeds,” and the sound play alcoves/almost intensifies the narrowness of the escape from a primary sexuality, presumably an incestuous heterosexuality. This is the highly oblique burden of the extraordinary third stanza:
How much I would have bartered! the black gorge
And all the singular nestings in the hills
Where beavers learn stitch and tooth.
The pond I entered once and quickly fled—
I remember now its singing willow rim.

What he would have bartered, indeed did barter, was nature for poetry. Where the second stanza was a kenosis, an emptying-out, of the Orphic self, this stanza is fresh influx, and what returns from repression is poetic apperception: “I remember now its singing willow rim,” a line that reverberates greatly against the first and last lines of the entire poem. The surrendered Sublime here is a progressive triad of entities: the Wordsworthian Abyss of birth of “the black gorge”; “the singular nestings,” instructive of work and of aggression; most memorably the pond, rimmed by singing willows, whose entrance actually marks the momentary daring of the representation of Oedipal trespass, or perhaps for Crane one should say “Orphic trespass.”

If everything heretofore in Repose of Rivers has been bartered for the antithetical gift of Orpheus, what remains is to represent the actual passage into sexuality, and after that the poetic maturation that follows homosexual self-acceptance. Whether the vision here is of an actual city, or of a New Orleans of the mind, as at the end of the “River” section of The Bridge, the balance of pleasure and of pain is left ambiguous:

And finally, in that memory all things nurse;
After the city that I finally passed
With scalding unguents spread and smoking darts
The monsoon cut across the delta
At gulf gates...There, beyond the dykes

I heard wind flaking sapphire, like this summer,
And willows could not hold more steady sound.

The third line of the stanza refers both to the pathos of the city and to Crane’s own sexual initiation. But since “all things nurse” this memory, the emphasis must be upon breakthrough, upon the contrast between monsoon and the long-obiterated
memory of sarabande-wind. “Like this summer,” the fictive moment of the lyric’s composition, the monsoon of final sexual alignment gave the gift of an achieved poethood, to hear wind synaesthetically, flaking sapphire, breaking up yet also distributing the Shelleyan azure of vision. In such a context, the final line massively gathers an Orphic confidence.

Yet every close reader of Crane learns to listen to the wind for evidences of sparagmos, of the Orphic breakup, as prevalent in Crane’s winds as in Shelley’s, or in Whitman’s. I turn to Passage, White Buildings’s particular poem of Orphic disincarnation, where the rite of passage, the movement back to unfindable and fictive origins, is celebrated more memorably in the opening quatrain than anywhere else even in Crane, who is clearly the great modern poet of thresholds, in the sense definitively expounded by Angus Fletcher:

Where the cedar leaf divides the sky
I heard the sea.
In sapphire arenas of the hills
I was promised an improved infancy.

The Fletcherian threshold is a daemonic crossing or textual “image of voice,” to use Wordsworth’s crucial term. Such a chiasmus tends to hover where tropes collide in an epistemological wilderness. Is there a more outrageously American, Emersonian concept and phrase than “an improved infancy”? Crane presumably was not aware that Passage centered itself so directly at the Wordsworthian heart of the crisis poem, in direct competition with Tintern Abbey and the Intimations of Immortality ode. But the American version as established in the Seadrift poems of Whitman was model enough. Crane, inland far though he finds himself, hears the sea. The soft inland murmur promised Wordsworth so improved an infancy that it became an actual intimation of a more-than-poetic immortality. But for Whitman the secret of the murmuring he envied had to be listened for at the water-line. Crane quests for the same emblem that rewarded Repose of Rivers, but here the wind does not flake sapphire in the arenas of these inland hills, where the agon with the daemon, Whitman’s dusky demon and brother, is to take place.
In Whitman’s great elegy of Orphic disincarnation, *As I Ebb’d with the Ocean of Life*, the daemon comes to the poet in the shape of a sardonic phantom, “the real Me,” and confronts Whitman, who may hold his book, *Leaves of Grass*, in hand, since the phantom is able to point to it:

But that before all my arrogant poems the real Me stands yet untouch’d, untold, altogether unreach’d, Withdrawn far, mocking me with mock-congratulatory signs and bows, With peals of distant ironical laughter at every word I have written, Pointing in silence to these songs, and then to the sand beneath. I perceive I have never really understood anything, not a single object, and that no man ever can, Nature here in sight of the sea taking advantage of me to dart upon me and sting me, Because I have dared to open my mouth to sing at all.

In Crane’s *Passage* the sulking poet, denied his promise, abandons memory in a ravine, and tries to identify himself with the wind; but it dies, and he is turned back and around to confront his mocking daemon:

Touching an opening laurel, I found A thief beneath, my stolen book in hand.

It is deliberately ambiguous whether the real Me has stolen the book, or whether the book of Hart Crane itself is stolen property. Unlike the abashed Whitman, Crane is aggressive, and his phantom is lost in wonderment:

“Why are you back here—smiling an iron coffin?” “To argue with the laurel,” I replied: “Am justified in transience, fleeing Under the constant wonder of your eyes—.”

But nature here, suddenly in sight of the sea, does take advantage of Crane to dart upon him and sting him, because he has dared to open his mouth to sing at all:

He closed the book. And from the Ptolemies Sand troughed us in a glittering abyss.
A serpent swam a vertex to the sun
—Oh unpaced beaches learned its tongue and drummed.
What fountains did I hear? what icy speeches?
Memory, committed to the page, had broke.

The Ptolemies, alluded to here as though they were a galaxy rather than a dynasty, help establish the pyramid image for the serpent who touches its apex in the sun. The glittering abyss belongs both to time and the sun, and the serpent, drumming its tongue upon the beach where no Whitmanian bard paces, is weirdly prophetic of the imagery of Stevens’s *The Auroras of Autumn*. The penultimate line glances obliquely at Coleridge’s *Kubla Khan*, and the poem ends appropriately with the broken enchantment of memory, broken in the act of writing the poem. It is as though, point for point, *Passage* had undone *Repose of Rivers.*

*The Bridge* can be read as the same pattern of orphic incarnation/disincarnation, with every sublime or daemonic vision subsequently undone by an ebbing-out of poethood. That reading, though traditional, seems to me a weak misreading, inadequate to *The Bridge*’s strong misreadings of its precursors. Nietzsche and Pater, both of whom Crane had pondered, taught a subtler *askesis*, and *The Bridge* advances upon *White Buildings* (except for *Voyages*), by mounting a powerful scheme of transumption, of what Nietzsche called the poetic will’s revenge against time and particularly against time’s proclamation of belatedness: “It was.” Crane shrewdly wrote, in 1918: “one may envy Nietzsche a little; think of being so elusive,—so mercurial, as to be first swallowed whole, then coughed up, and still remain a mystery!” But veteran readers of Crane learn to observe something like that when confronted by the majesty of *The Bridge* at its finest, as here in the final quatrains of the “Proem”:

Again the traffic lights that skim thy swift
Unfractioned idiom, immaculate sigh of stars,
Beading thy path—condense eternity:
And we have seen night lifted in thine arms.
Under thy shadow by the piers I waited;
Only in darkness is thy shadow clear.
The City’s fiery parcels all undone,
Already snow submerges an iron year ...
O Sleepless as the river under thee,
Vaulting the sea, the prairies’ dreaming sod,
Unto us lowliest sometime sweep, descend
And of the curveship lend a myth to God.

Crane in White Buildings is wholly Orphic, in that his concern is his relation, as poet, to his own vision, rather than with the content of poetic vision, to utilize a general distinction inaugurated by Northrop Frye, following after Ruskin. The peculiar power of The Bridge at its strongest, is that Crane succeeds in becoming what Pater and Nietzsche urged the future poet to be: an ascetic of the spirit, which is an accurate definition of a purified Gnosis. Directly before these three final quatrains of “To Brooklyn Bridge,” Crane had saluted the bridge first as Orphic emblem, both harp and alter, but then as the threshold of the full triad of the Orphic destiny: Dionysus or prophet’s pledge, Ananke or prayer of pariah, and Eros, the lover’s cry. It is after the range of relations to his own vision has been acknowledged and accepted that a stronger Crane achieves the Gnosis of those three last quatrains. There the poet remains present, but only as a knowing Abyss, contemplating the content of that knowing, which is a fullness or presence he can invoke but scarcely share. He see “night lifted in thine arm”; he waits, for a shadow to clarify in the darkness; he knows, yet what he knows is a vaulting, a sweep, a descent, above all curveship, a realization of an angle of vision not yet his own.

This peculiarly effective stance has a precursor in Shelley’s visionary skepticism, particularly in his final phase of Adonais and The Triumph of Life. Crane’s achievement of this stance is the still-unexplored origin of The Bridge, but the textual evolution of “Atlantis,” the first section of the visionary epic to be composed, is the probable area that should be considered. Lacking space here, I point instead to the achieved stance of Voyages VI as the earliest full instance of Crane’s mature Orphism, after which I will conclude with a reading of “Atlantis” and a brief glance at Crane’s testament, The Broken Tower.

The governing deities of the Voyages sequence are Eros and Ananke, or Emil Oppfer and the Caribbean as Whitmanian fierce old mother moaning for her castaways. But the Orphic Dionysus, rent apart by Titanic forces, dominates the sixth lyric,
which like Stevens’s *The Paltry Nude Stares upon a Spring Journey* partly derives from Pater’s description of Botticelli’s Venus in *The Renaissance*. Pater’s sado-masochistic maternal love-goddess, with her eyes smiling “unsearchable repose,” becomes Crane’s overtly destructive muse, whose seer is no longer at home in his own vision:

My eyes pressed black against the prow,
—Thy derelict and blinded guest

Waiting, afire, what name, unspoke,
I cannot claim: let thy waves rear

More savage than the death of kings,
Some splintered garland for the seer.

The unspoken, unclaimed name is that of Orpheus, in his terrible final phase of “floating singer.” Crane’s highly deliberate echo of Shakespeare’s Richard II at his most self-destructively masochistic is assimilated to the poetic equivalent, which is the splintering of the garland of the laurel. Yet the final stanza returns to the central image of poetic incarnation in Crane, *Repose of Rivers* and its “hushed willows”:

The imaged Word, it is, that holds
Hushed willows anchored in its glow.
It is the unbetrayable reply
Whose accent no farewell can know.

This is the achieved and curiously firm balance of a visionary skepticism, or the Orphic stance of *The Bridge*. It can be contrasted to Lawrence again, in the “Orphic farewell” of *Medlars and Sorb Apples* in *Birds, Beasts and Flowers*. For Lawrence, Orphic assurance is the solipsism of an “intoxication of perfect loneliness.” Crane crosses that intoxication by transuming his own and tradition’s trope of the hushed willows as signifying an end to solitary mourning, and a renewal of poetic divination. *Voyages VI* turns its “imaged Word” against Eliot’s neo-orthodox Word, or Christ, and Whitman’s Word out of the Sea, or death, death that is the Oedipal merging back into the mother. Crane
ends upon “know” because knowledge, and not faith, is his religious mode, a Gnosis that is more fully developed in The Bridge.

The dozen octaves of the final version of “Atlantis” show Crane in his mastery of the traditional Sublime, and are wholly comparable to the final seventeen stanzas of Shelly’s Adonais. Crane’s absolute music, like Plato’s, “is then the knowledge of that which relates to the love in harmony and system,” but Crane’s love is rather more like Shelly’s desperate and skeptical outleaping than it is like Diotima’s vision. For six stanzas, Crane drives upward, in a hyperbolic arc whose burden is agonistic, struggling to break beyond every achieved Sublime in the language. This agon belongs to the Sublime, and perhaps in America it is the Sublime. But such an agon requires particular contestants, and “Atlantis” finds them in The Waste Land and, yet more repressedly, in Whitman’s Crossing Brooklyn Ferry, the great addition to the second, 1856, Leaves of Grass, and Thoreau’s favorite poem by Whitman.

Much of Crane’s struggle with Eliot was revised out of the final “Atlantis,” but only as overt textual traces; the deep inwardness of the battle is recoverable. Two modes of phantasmagoria clash:

Through the bound cable strands, the arching path  
Upward, veering with light, the flight of strings,—  
Taut miles of shuttling moonlight syncopate  
The whispered rush, telepathy of wires.  
Up the index of night, granite and steel—  
Transparent meshes—fleckless the gleaming staves—  
Sibylline voices flicker, waveringly stream  
As though a god were issue of the strings....

A Woman drew her long black hair out tight  
And fiddled whisper music on those strings  
And bats with baby faces in the violet light  
Whistled, and beat their wings  
And crawled head downward down a blackened wall  
And upside down in air were towers  
Tolling reminiscent bells, that kept the hours  
And voices singing out of empty cisterns and exhausted wells.
The latter hallucination might be called an amalgam of *Dracula* and the Gospels, as rendered in the high style of Tennyson’s *Idylls of the King*, and obviously is in no sense a source or cause of Crane’s transcendental opening octave. Nevertheless, no clearer contrast could be afforded, for Crane’s lines answer Eliot’s, in every meaning of “answer.” “Music is then the knowledge of that which relates to love in harmony and system,” and one knowledge answers another in these competing and marvelous musics of poetry, and of visionary history. Crane’s bridge is to Atlantis, in fulfillment of the Platonic quest of Crane’s Columbus. Eliot’s bridge is to the Inferno, in fulfillment of the neo-Christian condemnation of Romantic, Transcendentalist, Gnostic quest. Crane’s Sibylline voices stream upward; his night-illuminated bridge becomes a transparent musical score, until Orpheus is born out of the fight of strings. Eliot’s Sibyl wishes to die; her counterpart plays a vampiric score upon her own hair, until instead of an Orphic birth upwards we have an impotent triumph of time.

This contrast, and others equally sharp, constitute the context of Crane’s aspiration in “Atlantis.” But this aspiration, which is for knowledge, in the particular sense of Gnosis, yields to Eliot, as it must, much of the world of things-as-they-are. The closing images of “The Tunnel,” the section of *The Bridge* preceding “Atlantis,” combine *The Waste Land*’s accounts of loss with Whitman’s darker visions of those losses in *Crossing Brooklyn Ferry*:

> And this thy harbor, O my City, I have driven under,
> Tossed from the coil of ticking towers.... Tomorrow,
> And to be.... Here by the River that is East—
> Here at the waters’ edge the hands drop memory;
> Shadowless in that abyss they unaccounting lie.
> How far away the star has pooled the sea—
> Or shall the hands be drawn away, to die?

> Kiss of our agony Thou gatherest,
> O Hand of Fire
> gatherest—
Emerson’s was a Gnosis without Gnosticism; Crane’s religion, at its darkest, shades from Orphism into Gnosticism, in a negative transcendence even of the Whitman who proclaimed: “It is not upon you alone the dark patches fall, / The dark threw its patches upon me also.” The negative transcendence of “Atlantis” surmounts the world, history and even precursors as knowing, in their rival ways, as Eliot and Whitman. Crane condenses the upward intensities of his first six octaves by a deliberate recall of his own Columbus triumphantly but delusively chanting: “I bring you back Cathay!” But Crane’s Columbus invoked the Demiurge under Emily Dickinson’s name for him, “Inquisitor! incognizable Word / Of Eden.” This beautiful pathos of defeat, in “Ave Maria,” was consonant with Whitman’s Prayer of Columbus, where the battered, wrecked old mariner denied all knowledge: “I know not even my own word past or present.” Crane’s American burden, in the second half of “Atlantis,” is to start again where Dickinson and Whitman ended, and where Eliot had sought to show no fresh start was possible. Knowledge in precisely the Gnostic sense—a knowing that knows the knower and is, in itself, the form of salvation—becomes Crane’s formidable hymn addressed directly to itself, to poem and to bridge, until they become momentarily “—One Song, one Bridge of Fire!” But is this persuasively different from the “Hand of Fire” that gathers the kiss of our agony?

The dialectic of Gnosticism is a triad of negation, evasion and extravagance. Lurianic Kabbalah renders these as contraction, breaking-of-the-vessels and restitution. Fate, freedom, power is the Emersonian or American equivalent. All of these triads translate aesthetically into a dialectic of limitation, substitution and representation, as I have shown in several critical books starting with A Map of Misreading. Crane’s negation or limitation, his contraction into Fate, is scarcely different from Eliot’s, but then such rival negative theologies as Valentinian Gnosticism and Johannine Christianity are difficult to distinguish in their accounts of how to express divinity. Gnostic evasion, like Crane’s notorious freedom and range in troping, is clearly more inventive than authorized Christian modes of substitution, just as Gnostic
extravagance, again like Crane’s hyperbolical Sublime, easily surpasses orthodox expressions of power.

Crane’s elaborate evasiveness is crucial in the seventh stanza of “Atlantis,” where the upward movement of the tropology has ended, and a westward lateral sweep of vision is substituted, with the bridge no longer confronted and addressed, but seen now as binding the continent:

We left the haven hanging in the night—
Sheened harbor lanterns backward fled the keel.
Pacific here at time’s end, bearing corn,—
Eyes stammer through the pangs of dust and steel.
And still the circular, indubitable frieze
Of heaven’s meditation, yoking wave
To kneeling wave, one song devoutly binds—
The vernal strophe chimes from deathless strings!

The third line implies not merely a circuit of the earth, but an achieved peace at the end of days, a millennial harvest. When the bridge returns in this stanza’s last four lines, it has become heaven’s own meditation, the known knowing the human knower. And such a knowing leads Crane on to the single most central stanza of his life and work:

O thou steeled Cognizance whose leap commits
The agile precincts of the lark’s return;
Within whose lariat sweep encinctured sing
In single chrysalis the many twain,—
Of stars Thou art the stich and stallion glow
And like an organ, Thou, with sound of doom—
Sight, sound and flesh Thou leadest from time’s realm
As love strikes clear direction for the helm.

Contrast the Precise Shelleyan equivalent:

The One remains, the many change and pass;
Heaven’s light forever shines, Earth’s shadows fly;
Life, like a dome of many-colored glass,
Stains the white radiance of Eternity,
Until Death tramples it to fragments.—Die,
If thou wouldst be with that which thou dost seek!
Follow where all is fled!—Rome's azure sky,
Flowers, ruins, statues, music, words, are weak
The glory they transfuse with fitting truth to speak.

Superficially, the two stanzas are much at variance, with Crane's tone apparently triumphal, Shelly's apparently despairing. But the pragmatic or merely natural burden of both stanzas is quite suicidal. The bridge, as "steeled Cognizance," resolves the many into One, but this music of unity is a "sound of doom" for all flesh and its senses living in time's realm. Love's "clear direction," as in Shelley's climactic stanza, is towards death. But Shelley is very much involved in his own relation, as poet, to his own vision. Crane's role, as known to the bridge's knower, forsakes that relation, and a terrifyingly free concentration on the content of poetic vision is the reward. "Of stars Thou art the stitch and stallion glow" Marlowe himself would have envied, but since both terms of the trope, bridge and stars, exclude the human, Crane is impelled onwards to extraordinary achievements in hyperbole. When the bridge is "iridescently upborne / Through the bright drench and fabric of our veins," then the human price of Gnosticism begins to mount also. Crane insists that all this is "to our joy," but that joy is as dialectical as Shelly's despair. And Crane, supremely intelligent, counts the cost, foreknowing all criticism:

Migrations that must needs void memory,
Inventions that cobblestone the heart,—
Unspeakable Thou Bridge to Thee, O Love.
Thy pardon for this history, whitest Flower,
O Answer of all,—Anemone,—
Now while thy petals spend the suns about us, hold—
(O Thou whose radiance doth inherit me)
Atlantis,—hold thy floating singer late!

Would it make a difference if this read: "Cathay,—hold thy floating singer late!" so that the prayer of pariah would belong to Columbus and not to Orpheus? Yes, for the final stanza then would have the Orphic strings leap and converge to a question clearly different:
—One Song, one Bridge of Fire! Is it Atlantis,
Now pity steeps the grass and rainbows ring
The serpent with the eagle in the leaves ...

Crane’s revision of the Orphic stance of *White Buildings*, of lyrics like *Repose of Rivers* and *Passage*, here allows him a difference that is a triumph. His serpent and eagle are likelier to be Shelley’s than Nietzsche’s, for they remain at strife within their border of covenant, the ring of rainbows. Atlantis is urged to hold its Orpheus late, as a kind of newly fused Platonic myth of reconcilement to a higher world of forms, a myth of which Gnosticism was a direct heir. “Is it Cathay?,” repeating the noble delusion of Columbus, is not a question of hinting defeat, but foreboding victory. Yet Orphic victories are dialectical, as Crane well knew. Knowledge indeed is the kernel, for Crane astutely shows awareness of what the greatest poets always know, which is that their figurations intend the will’s revenge against time’s “it was,” but actually achieve the will’s limits, in the bewilderments of the Abyss of troping and of tropes.

The coda to Crane’s poetry, and his life, is *The Broken Tower*, where the transumption of the Orphic quest does allow a final triumph:

And so it was I entered the broken world
To trace the visionary company of love, its voice
An instant in the wind (I know not wither hurled)
But not for long to hold each desperate choice.

Crane mentions reading other books by Pater, but not the unfinished novel *Gaston de Latour*. Its first few chapters, at least, would have fascinated him, and perhaps he did look into the opening pages, where the young Gaston undergoes a ceremony bridging the spirit and nature:

Gaston alone, with all his mystic preoccupations, by the privilege of youth, seemed to belong to both, and link the visionary company about him to the external scene.
The “privilege of youth” was still Crane’s when he died, and *The Broken Tower* remains as one of those links. Such a link, finally, is not to be judged as what Freud called “a false connection” or as another irony to be ironically recognized, but rather as a noble synecdoche, self-mutilating perhaps as is a steeled Cognizance, but by its very turning against the self, endlessly reconstituting the American poetic self, the *pneuma* or spark of an American Gnosis.
Hart Crane lived only until the age of 32. He committed suicide, agonized, among other things, by doubt in his poetic skill. Little did he know that in time his approximately 100 poems—written during a short period of just 16 years—would be viewed so favorably. In fact, they proved more than enough to put him on par in many critics’ eyes with the great handful of American genius poets—Whitman, Dickinson, Frost, Stevens, Eliot, and Emerson.

Born on July 21, 1899 in Garretsville, Ohio, Harold Hart Crane was the only child of Clarence Arthur, who would become a successful candy manufacturer, and Grace Hart Crane, who longed for a show-business career. By age nine the boy had moved with his parents to Cleveland, and the couple’s marriage was in such disarray that the young boy was sent to live with his maternal grandmother, also in Cleveland. Crane later called his childhood a “bloody battleground,” where his father was remote and his mother smothered and controlled her son, turning him against his father while at the same time taking out her own frustrations on him. Twice before the age of 16 he attempted suicide, in the midst of continued strife between his parents. In his mid-teens he also had his first homosexual experience.

In 1913 the teenage Crane had begun to write poetry. He studied the work of Byron, Swinburne, Marlowe, and others, as well as the dialogues of Plato, whose sections on the necessity of divine madness in poets Crane underlined doubly in red ink in his text. By 1916, the year that his parents finally divorced, Crane had his first poem published, left high school, and headed for New York, intent on devoting himself to studying and writing poetry. But the still-young Crane suffered financially in New York and so returned to Cleveland in 1918, where he held a few jobs; and then in 1919 took up the offered post of clerk in one of his father’s stores in Akron. Within a year and a half, after a stinging fight with his father that caused a complete break in their relationship, Crane again took up his work in poetry, garnering a job at an advertising agency in Cleveland for financial support.
Crane’s work was published in leading literary magazines and received praise from many critics. Already, though, he had found that alcohol and blaring music could extend his periods of heightened consciousness, the primary state in which he would work. He headed back to New York in the spring of 1923. Now a known talent, he was in contact with almost all of the key writers of the early 1920s. He lived temporarily with author, editor, and critic Gorham Munson and his wife, and with the help of another literary friend obtained a job with an advertising company. In 1924 he moved into a room where Roebling, the Brooklyn Bridge architect, had once lived; the room overlooked the bridge itself, which Crane already knew was to be the topic of his lengthy epic *The Bridge*. The poet lived more stably in the summer and fall of 1924, when he worked on his poem “Voyages” and was romantically involved with Emil Opffer, a Danish sailor. Opffer was frequently away, which in some ways seemed to help the relationship. Except for these months, Crane’s life in New York was a struggle due to unemployment, drunkenness, and his experiences in seedy establishments on the waterfront, where he frequently was beaten and robbed.

In desperation, Crane asked Otto Kahn, a New York banker and artist’s patron, for a loan so that he might continue his work on *The Bridge*. Kahn agreed and Crane continued to write, sharing a home with the poet Allen Tate and his wife. In 1926 he traveled with novelist and critic Waldo Frank to the Isle of Pines, a place he remembered as a sanctuary from when he visited there as a boy. It was there that he heard a publisher had agreed to produce his first book of poems. Encouraged, he worked intensely that summer, reportedly writing as much as three-quarters of *The Bridge* within a week—as well as many of his Key West poems.

When a hurricane destroyed the plantation where Crane was staying, he headed back to New York, where he renewed his previously reckless lifestyle and increased his alcohol consumption. His first book of poems, *White Buildings*, was published in 1926 and did not receive the reviews he had hoped for—frustrating him and causing a notable decline in his poetic output. Late in 1928 he traveled to Europe, spending the first half of 1929 in Paris, where his vices found a ready outlet. He
returned to New York in July of 1929 and finished the last section of *The Bridge*, which was published in 1930 and received mixed reviews from its earliest critics. Increasingly he had become unable to take pleasure in his work, even though a number of his pieces continued to be published.

Crane was awarded a Guggenheim fellowship in 1931 and sailed to Mexico to begin work on an epic covering the conquest of that country. He received much support from people in the artists’ colony where he lived but did little writing, wrapped up again in fights and drunkenness, and alternating between manic and depressive states. He lived with Peggy Baird, former wife of the writer Malcolm Cowley, attempting a heterosexual love relationship. It is believed that he produced none of the Mexican epic. Indeed, he feared he had lost his artistic ability, although his last poem, “The Broken Tower,” would prove anything but this to his readers. Frequently he threatened to commit suicide and at one point tried to do so by swallowing iodine. Crane’s father, with whom he had somewhat reconciled, died in the winter of 1932, and the poet started back on a ship to the United States to help settle the estate. On April 27, after a night of drinking, he climbed over the ship’s railing and jumped off the stern to his death.
CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF

“Voyages”

“Voyages” is composed of six sections and describes a journey of love, death, and rebirth. The first section, “Voyages I,” was originally written as a separate poem in 1921. “Voyages VI” existed in a different version as well, first written in 1923. All of the remaining sections were worked on between 1924 and 1925, with “Voyages II” being the piece that has come to be most highly regarded.

“Voyages I” is full of crisp, relatively straightforward imagery, describing children playing on a shore in the first stanza. The second and third stanzas give an “answer” to the children, even though in the first stanza they are “gaily” absorbed and not in search of answers. The second stanza describes their rough surroundings—a sun that “beats lightning on the waves” and waves that “fold thunder on the sand.” The narrator watches the “brilliant kids” and explains what he would tell them if they could hear him, namely that they must never trust, for “The bottom of the sea is cruel.” The carefree playing of the children stands in stark contrast to this last line. They cannot hear it, perhaps, because they are too young to fully understand it and are at the point in their lives where play is, and should be, what is most important. Yet the reader can hear and understand the narrator’s warning, which stands as a forewarning of what is yet to come in the rest of “Voyages.”

“Voyages I” was originally entitled “Poster,” and at least one critic, Evelyn Hinz, interprets it in a markedly different way from most others. In her view, the point of the poem is not to warn about the dangers of trusting and cruelness of the sea but to show the impossibility of communication. The first stanza, then, is a description of a scene, a totally visual experience. Sound enters only in the second stanza, and it is here that a voice starts to speak. This, then, could be compared to advertising, wherein a strong image is matched with a caption. Crane himself said he valued the poem as a delving into “advertisement” form. When one reads the poem as a commentary on communication, the
central point in the poem is the frustration in knowing that the message cannot be heard. The line midway through the poem, “And could they hear me I would tell them,” becomes the key line. In both readings, it is curious that while the narrator is intent on giving the children a message but cannot, he still gives the message to the reader.

“Voyages II” is seen as one of Crane’s greatest lyrics. It presents a kind of dream-like state, seemingly illogical and an experience of intense sensibility. It speaks of death and rebirth, with the transcendent force not being God but the force of the poet artist. The poet must unite nature and his art in order to be reborn in a state of total understanding. Rather than the sea being itself an embodiment of life, death, and eternity that the poet speaks of or to in the poem, the sea can also be seen as a vehicle, carrying the narrator and his lover, with the poem more focused on love. Love can be viewed as a unifier; love brings one into a more natural state; in the poem the rhythms within lovers’ veins mimic that of the sea, for example. Under this scenario, the sea signifies the freedom that man has to lose himself through love. By the end of the poem, then, the narrator is asking that the lovers be allowed to continue on the sea, in their passionate life, until the poet learns the ultimate secrets of life that the sea can reveal.

“Voyages III” explores the attraction of death through love. The narrator says that the “theme of you,” his sailor lover, is in the sea at night, while the narrator himself is there as well, never far from the sailor or perhaps never far from just the feeling of his presence. There is a feeling of ceremony and something more than human expressed in the first stanza through words and phrases such as “enthrones,” “ribboned,” and “reliquary hands.” The “reliquary hands” at the very end of the first stanza conjure the image not just of relics from some significant person or thing but of death, albeit death that leaves something of value.

By the next stanza, negative, chaotic imagery becomes stronger, once the narrator and his lover are “admitted through black swollen gates” of the sea. They are allowed into this whirlwind “wrestling” of waves and starlight, a description of chaos that is itself quite structured, however, by Crane’s repetition of words. The descriptions of nature wrestling and
kissing end with the short line “Your body rocking!” The connotations are of confusion, loss of control, and love making. This is followed by words that force a slowing down. The calm words speak of death as something that “if shed,” instead of “carnage,” produces a wondrous change: “The silken skilled transmembrement of song.”

In “Voyages IV” the dangers of the previous sections are now reviewed. The poet is thinker, not experiencer. Love still exists, but now it is contemplated. It is examined in relation to time, which is frequently commented on in the poem, as in “hours and days,” “advancing now,” “June,” “today,” “widening noon,” and “my years.” The narrator seems to question how love can persist if other aspects of nature must “close” and if he himself knows that he “Must first be lost in fatal tides…” if he is “to tell,” to be the poet of value. Yet even in this state of examination, the poet still tells his lover to partake in the wonders of love.

Out of the examination of “Voyages IV” comes the realization of an ending in “Voyages V.” It is far different from the dreamy, sensuous, and at times frightening and blurred previous sections. Now the poet realizes that his love affair is over. In contrast to earlier descriptions, “Voyages V” is filled with connotations of clarity. Its first word is “Meticulous,” for example. Nature, too, now no longer is helpful, fluid, or a limitless vehicle for the narrator’s love. He and his lover are now separate from it. The estuaries have become “too brittle,” and the sky is “hard.” “What words / Can strangle this deaf moonlight?” the poet asks, lashing out at nature and at the same time wondering if his words can have power over it.

Immediately after this, the simple, short explanation of the end of the poet’s relationship is realized in “For we / Are overtaken.” The narrator poet and his lover no longer can exist as a couple because of a force more powerful than themselves. The description stands out for its brevity. It also stands out for the way it is split, directly between subject and verb, with the first two words appearing not only at the end of a line but at the end of a stanza, and the rest of the phrase appearing at the beginning of a new line in the next stanza.

There is now a “tidal wedge” between the lovers, who are slowly overpowered by the “tyranny of moonlight, moonlight
loved / And changed.” It was inevitable that their love end, the narrator has learned. But not only has time destroyed their relationship, it also is ruined because the narrator has come to perceive his lover, and the world, differently. The sailor lover speaks here, for the first time in any of the poem’s sections. What he says appears as a direct quote and shows him as trite, probably one of the worst qualities for one that wishes to be deeply involved with a poet. The quote also makes him appear mundanely real and very different, not necessarily from what he was, but from the way the narrator previously perceived him. The world is now a new place for the narrator poet, and he is no longer part of a pair but a new self with new freedoms.

The narrator must now confront his new self in “Voyages VI”; however, we find out, he does not know who or what that new self is yet but is desperate to find out. Once again, he is at the mercy of nature, except now he is by himself, no longer one with a lover:

O rivers mingling toward the sky
And harbor of the phoenix’ breast—
My eyes pressed black against the prow,
—Thy derelict and blinded guest

Waiting, afire, what name, unspoke,
I cannot claim...

The poet not only cannot see who he is, but his eyes are “black” and “blinded,” indicating the intensity of the change he is still undergoing. He not only looks forward to a newness but accepts the violence that still surrounds him, almost reveling in its “savage” waves. From this confusion comes a few mixed images. The narrator is not only confronted with a goddess, but a “lounged goddess.” She speaks with her eyes and smiles. Here, then, the narrator is given a positive image, yet one that does not communicate with him. In the stanza before the last, there is the image of an island, possible solidity. Instead, however, it is described as a “floating dais” and the “white echo of the oar!” Seemingly it can offer no comfort or help.

By the last stanza “The imaged Word” is introduced. It appears to offer some hope and stability, for it “holds / Hushed
willows anchored in its glow.” It has the ability not just to hold but to offer an anchor and to glow. At the same time, one wonders if it is hushing the willows, if it is anchoring them without giving them a choice. The imaged Word, then, offers an escape from the chaotic movement of the water that has occurred throughout “Voyages”; it offers the poet something more stable than the erotic love affair, but what it offers instead is unclear.

In the last two lines it is further described as: “It is the unbetrayable reply / Whose accent no farewell can know.” There is something lasting here, for the Word cannot be betrayed and one cannot turn away from it in a farewell; it will always promote truth and will always exist. Yet at the same time, the description is disarming as well, for it is a description arrived at with negatives. The poet calls the Word “unbetrayable” (emphasis added), and he uses the negative in the last line as well. The narrator is being offered an escape from darkness; it is just unclear what the “Word,” that gift of poetry, truly is.
Hart Crane’s series of mystical love-poems, “Voyages,” would be better known if they were better understood. They have the double interest of reflecting the same general religious philosophy as *The Bridge* at the same time that they are an intimate confession of Crane’s private experience as a lover. Their imaginative quality is so fine that Yvor Winters can say of the second of these lyrics, “it seems to me, as it has seemed to others, one of the most powerful and one of the most perfect poems of the past two hundred years.” But Mr. Winters must have been thinking in terms of poetry pure and simple; for he has been very hard on Crane for what be considers the unsoundness of his philosophy of pantheistic optimism, and he is certainly not the critic to condone what he must consider the perverseness of Crane’s life and character. These poems are certainly “difficult” and in need of “explication” if they are to be widely appreciated even by discriminating readers of poetry. It seems never to have been noted, for example, how much they owe, in imagery and phrasing, to Melville’s *Moby Dick*. The affiliation between these two distinguished American writers makes a curious story in itself. And the poetic genius of Crane is brought into higher relief by noting how his imagination transformed and glorified the hints taken from Melville’s brilliant but often meretricious prose.

In the second of Crane’s lyrics, what first reminds one of Melville is a curious phrase in the second line, “unfettered
leewardings.” The word leewardings is obviously derived from the nautical adjective leeward, “being in the direction toward which the wind is blowing.” One is familiar with several derivative expressions, “leeward tide,” “to leeward,” etc. But the dictionaries list no verb leeward, still less any participial or participial noun leewarding. And one begins to wonder whether the word as used by Crane had an actual existence in nautical literature other than what it has in Moby Dick. There it occurs in one of Captain Ahab’s lyrical monologues when, in the 135th chapter, he is surveying the sea from the masthead while keen in his pursuit of the White Whale.

An old, old sight, and yet somehow so young; aye, and not changed a wink since first I saw it, a boy, from the sandhills of Nantucket! ... There’s a soft shower to leeward. Such lovely leewardings! They must lead somewhere—to something else than common land, more palmy than the palms.

Thus Captain Ahab, on a fair morning in the Pacific, looking to leeward, observes a soft shower and is reminded of palmy isles and peaceful vistas quite out of key with the stern business of killing on which he is bent. He allows his mind to relax an instant at the thought of lovely scenery in the direction the wind blows, and with the Elizabethan daring that characterizes his speech, he (apparently) invents a word for these attractive operations of nature on the surface of the sea. Such lovely leewardings!

And then comes Crane, visioning the sea as “this great wink of eternity, / Of rimless floods, unfettered leewardings.” His phrase is much more evocative than Melville’s, since eternity calls up for him an infinity of rimless floods and of winds blowing without check far as imagination will carry. Since he is also writing a love poem, pondering on uninhibited movements of the blood, and upon love that transcends time and death, the adjective unfettered bears a double charge of feeling.

Crane was, we know, an assiduous reader of Melville, and the most natural supposition is that his imagination had been impressed in Moby Dick with this rare and precious word, especially when we consider that Captain Ahab is explicitly reflecting on the changelessness of the ocean, and that this is a
direction that brings Crane naturally to his view of the sea as “this great wink of eternity.” I will not insist on the presence in Melville of the word *wink* (“not changed a wink since first I saw it”), though who knows what stray flotsam will be taken up by a poet’s imagination and transmuted into precious metal? Perhaps more emphasis should be laid on the fact that his “lovely leewardings” remind Ahab of palmy isles, as Crane’s “unfettered leewardings” carry him on to his “adagios of islands” and to his quite different “penniless rich palms,” where only the word remains.

And then there is a second, less peculiar phrase in Crane which has its antecedent and its probable inspiration in Melville. Crane says of his sea that “its diapason knells / On scrolls of silver snowy sentences.” In the 51st chapter of *Moby Dick* the Pequod is cruising

one serene and moonlight night, when all the waves rolled by like *scrolls of silver*; and by their soft, suffusing seethings, made what seemed like a silvery silence, not a solitude; on such a silent night a silvery jet was seen far in advance of the white bubbles at the bow. Lit up by the moon, it looked celestial; seemed like some plumed and glittering god uprising from the sea.

This is a rather extreme example of the showy style in which Melville was all too prone to indulge, under the lure of the iambic pentameter and the odious lure of alliteration. And taken by itself, “scrolls of silver” is not particularly arresting or original. But in Crane these silver scrolls are inscribed with snowy sentences, or judgments, upon the subjects of the sea. These sentences are pronounced in judicial sessions by the “sceptred terror.” And the only persons not subject to them are lovers. For they rend (or destroy) “all but the pieties of lovers’ hands.” And thus the scrolls of silver have their immediate relevance to the central theme of this poem, which is the way love is exempt from, though deeply involved with, the sea and the several metaphysical entities symbolized by the sea.

**Note**

1. In quotations from Melville and Crane the italics are mine.
SIDNEY RICHMAN ON UNDERSTANDING “VOYAGES II”

[Sidney Richman has taught in the English Department at the University of Wisconsin. In this section of his essay on “Voyages II,” he explains how some critics of Crane missed the poet’s power. They attempted to interpret Crane’s works with logic, and overlooked the poet’s true gifts in the process, according to Richman.]

In the poetry of Hart Crane we may eventually find the aptest symbol of our age. If T.S. Eliot did more than any man to portray the spiritual emptiness of our lives, then Crane did even better: he demonstrated that spirit kills. More than either of the poets could of course realize, the pattern of their lives clarifies and orders the shape of modern history: Eliot by deciphering the form of his own frustrated vision of “time past and time present,” and Crane by building upon that vision an even greater frustration—an exorbitant and utterly insupportable affirmation of the present and the future.

Of the two, the young Eliot’s was unquestionably the easier task. If his supernaturalism was negative, it was supernaturalism nonetheless; and there can be as much form in destruction as in creation. But for Crane there was only the blind-alley of pure sensibility. In most essentials his vision was chaotic; and if he managed to sustain it at all it was only at the expense of raw intensity—possibly at the expense of his own life.

It is probably the one thing we know best about Hart Crane’s poetry: how it failed. From Winters to Blackmur to Tate, the issue has been exploited and defined until it has become a commonplace of criticism. To be sure, no one can doubt the poet’s lyrical vitality or the dynamism of his imagination; but in some ways, his very gifts seem the prime ingredients in his failure. Against such compelling intensity as was his, there was simply no structure to “body it forth.” And so, as R. P. Blackmur notes, Crane’s work lacks that “quality of completeness, of independence so great that it seems underived and an effect of pure creation.”
The wisdom of Mr. Blackmur’s criticism must be apparent to all who have read *The Bridge*. In his most ambitious poem, as in his life, the age Crane lived in proved intractable. Whatever value remains in *The Bridge*, it is not in its wholeness or its “curveship,” but in the “broken columns” that dot the shambles: sections of lyric beauty that one must accept as complete. In short, the poem “lends” no “myth to God.” If anything, it lends a myth to our own Godlessness.

But criticism of the poet, no matter how well-defined and demonstrable, must also come to terms with his greatness; and Crane’s virtues are surely as impressive as his failures. A great deal of his poetry continues to find a startled and delighted audience; and if not in its entirety, then at least in some of its passages, *The Bridge* does approach the status of the great American poem. For all the incompleteness of his vision, Crane remains one of the few important and genuine innovators in twentieth-century American poetry. He has, in fact, the curious appearance of being a far greater poet than he should have been.

What is called into doubt, however, is not the body of criticism which has focused on Crane’s deficiencies as a myth-maker (deficiencies apparent and indisputable), but really the obstinacy of the focus. It is perhaps a question of Crane’s real intentions. And in this regard, it is well to remember that *The Bridge* is not alone dedicated to the creation of a myth, nor even to a transcendental re-investment of religious spirit into the industrial world. It is also devoted, in fact primarily devoted, to what Waldo Frank has called the Whitmanesque theme of “man’s transfiguration.”2 Altogether it is a much more ambitious task than the purely mythic. For essential to such a goal, as the case of Whitman or Baudelaire demonstrates, is the necessity for creating a new sensibility, a new mode of apprehending reality. And in Crane, as clearly as in any author of his day, there is notable evidence of what must be the poet’s most exciting gift to mankind: the sudden extension of consciousness through craft. ( ... )

It would, of course, be ridiculous to warn that such a poem [“Voyages II”] cannot be interpreted with ease. If it retains, as its continuing popularity among anthologists would indicate, an
endless source of appeal, it is nevertheless inexhaustibly bizarre. There is about it, as about the more rarified visions of Rimbaud, the aura of an hypnotic dream.

And in a sense “Voyages II” is precisely a dream, for it represents a reordering of the world in terms of sensibility. Like so many Symbolist poems, it is a sustained strategy to extend a moment of intense perception and to give it authenticity by a special re-working of language. Needless to say, the poem can only be understood, if understood at all, in the light of its own techniques. Whatever its “logic,” it will be found in the poem’s multiple inter-relationships and not in the “outside” world.

Perhaps the best single clue to an interpretation of the poem was supplied by Crane himself in the short essay he wrote in 1925 to clarify the design of *White Buildings*. In discussing his method of composition, and indirectly his general aims, he wrote that it was his desire “to go through the combined materials of the poem, using our ‘real’ world somewhat as a spring-board, and to give the poem as a whole an orbit or predetermined direction of its own.” And the process by which this would be done, he said, was to raise the poem on “the organic principle of a ‘logic of metaphor,’ which antedates our so-called pure logic, and which is the genetic basis of all speech, hence consciousness and thought-extension.” ( ... )

Perhaps the one most significant feature of “Voyages II,” at least in a structural sense, lies in its astonishing mixture of control and seeming chaos. From the first line to the last the imagery is unmistakably Crane’s, and Crane’s at his best: intense, evocative, bewilderingly colorful. And yet the over-all “logic,” the divisions, appear to be formal. Whatever its essential nature, the emotion the poem deciphers is ordered in the stanzaic progression: from yearning and exhortation to action, to the completion of action and the projection of future consequences.

Notes

Evelyn J. Hinz on Critics’ Misreadings of “Voyages”

[Evyn J. Hinz teaches at the University of Manitoba. She has written and/or edited books on Anaïs Nin. In this essay, she explains how even critics who are appreciative of Crane’s strengths, misread “Voyages” by over-simplifying it and viewing it only in a straightforward manner.]

That Hart Crane’s “Voyages” perfectly exemplifies Robert Penn Warren’s theory that “poetry wants to be pure, but poems do not”1 would seem to be the premise of most interpretations of the poem in the last decade. On either side of Joseph Riddel’s 1966 apologia for Crane’s “Poetics of Failure”2 one encounters such Warren-sounding phrases as “the tension in the poem between creative and destructive process” and “the lost vision of love transcendent.”3 Yet if one looks closely at some representative statements concerning the conclusion of the poem, it begins to appear that the willingness to accept impurities is to be found, if at all, in the interpretation of the “middle” of the poem and that it is really the (seeming) ultimate purity of the final lines that has engaged the critic.

The last stanza of the poem (which Brom Weber uses as the epigraph to his edition of the Letters) is all too familiar:

The imaged Word, it is, that holds
Hushed willows anchored in its glow.
It is the unbetrayable reply
Whose accent no farewell can know.4

A few questions (to be considered later) will suggest the deceptive simplicity of the quatrain: does “imaged Word” refer to poetry, to all poetry, or to a certain kind of poetry? Is the image of “Hushed willows” held and “anchored” a positive or a
negative image of restricted movement? Does “glow” connote a
gentle or a dying fire? What, if any, is the relationship between
“the unbetrayable reply” and the “imaged Word”? Is an
“unbetrayable reply” a thing to be desired? Is a “farewell”
obviously a thing to be regretted? And finally, are these Crane’s
sentiments or those of a speaker? Instead of considering these
possibilities, however, criticism has tended to treat the final
stanza as the expected donnée of romantic poetry. “In words
charged with religious and personal significance, he ends his
celebration,” writes Vincent Quinn to introduce the quatrain,
and after quoting it he goes on: “In this ecstasy, he envisions his
harbour, the goal of his voyages. It is the pure possession that he
had long sought but had failed to experience. It dwelled always at
the heart of his desire. His failure to realize it could not
extinguish its glow; it beckoned to him even in the throes of
defeat.”5 After quoting the stanza, R. W. Butterfield writes that
“M. L. Rosenthal’s summary of ‘Voyages VI,’ that it is ‘an
awakening into defeat redeemed only by the refusal to deny the
glory of the dream,’ is nicely succinct,” and later adds his own
summary: “The ‘Voyages’ sequence is the last word in Crane’s
idealism: it is his myth of individual man, finite in search of
infinity, defeated yet triumphant.”6 “This is the ‘Word’ of
poetry,” declares R. W. B. Lewis after quoting the quatrain,
“transcendent reality imaged in language”; he then goes on
officially to conclude the situation with respect to the poem: “By
the end of ‘Voyages,’ there can be little doubt about the nature
and content of Crane’s so ardently sought after ‘vision.’ One has
heard it remarked that Crane was occupied with the tactics and
intensity of vision, with the excitement of pursuing it, rather than
with its definable substance. But about ‘Voyages’ there can hardly
be any uncertainty. It is a vision of this human life, of the loves
we experience, the sufferings we endure, the kinds of death we
undergo—and of the splendor and beauty of that life when it is
viewed under the aspect of eternity and illuminated by the
language of poetry.”7 However these interpretations begin, then,
whatever they have to say about the rest of the work, they all see
the end of the poem as a “pure statement” confirming the power
of poetry; judging by them one would classify “Voyages” as
another romantic poem upon the age-old theme of poetry and
time which resolves the problem in the equally time-honored
fashion of affirming the ultimate transcendence of the “word” over the “flesh.” That this may be much too simplistic an interpretation I have suggested by noting the complexities of the final stanza; but even without returning to the poem at this point we can strengthen the suggestion by observing the way in which the affirmative reading is presented. As I have tried to indicate, all three interpretations of the conclusion of the poem follow the same pattern: first, the concluding stanza is quoted, and then instead of explication de texte there follows something of a paean to the power of poetry and the poetic vision which functions as a summary of the theme. My point, simply, is that the triumphant conclusion, as presented, comes from the critic rather than from the poem. The quotation, of course, is itself supposed to be the “proof,” but to proceed in this manner is to assume that the stanza is a straightforward prose statement.

NOTES

1. Robert Penn Warren, “Pure and Impure Poetry,” Kenyon Review, 5, No. 1 (Winter 1943), 228–54. Warren suggests that he uses the words pure and impure “often” and “loosely” in his essay, but that he means generally “something like this: the pure poem tries to be pure by excluding, more or less rigidly, certain elements which might qualify or contradict its original impulse” (p. 241). In applying Warren’s theory I admit a similar, possibly a broader, latitude.


JOHN T. IRWIN EXPLORES CRANE’S USE OF METAPHORS

[John T. Irwin teaches at Johns Hopkins University. He has been the editor of the Georgia Review and has written books on Faulkner, Poe, and Borges. Here he examines in depth one phrase in Crane’s “Voyages II”: “Adagios of islands.” He explains that the typical structure of a Crane metaphor mimics the structure of a Crane poem and that both are indicative of Crane’s view of the poetic act itself.]

Certainly, Crane’s metaphors never offend by being obvious. Their very difficulty is an implicit compliment to the reader whose feeling for verbal nuances is trusted to supply the link between tenor and vehicle. Characteristically, in Crane’s verse the metaphoric relationship “A is B” takes by ellipsis the form of a complex word or phrase “AB,” and this complex word or phrase becomes in turn part of the metaphoric relationship “C is AB,” and so on, with mounting complexity. The structure of a typical Crane metaphor is a microcosm of the structure of a typical Crane poem, and both are in turn embodiments of his concept of the poetic act. Consider as an example the phrase “adagios of islands” from “Voyages.” Crane himself cites it in the essay “General Aims and Theories” in discussing the dynamics of metaphor: “... when, in ‘Voyages’ (II), I speak of ‘adagios of islands,’ the reference is to the motion of a boat through islands clustered thickly, the rhythm of the motion, etc. And it seems a much more direct and creative statement than any more logical employment of words such as ‘coasting slowly through the islands,’ besides ushering in a whole world of music” (p. 221). The phrase occurs in the third stanza of the poem:

And onward, as bells off San Salvador
Salute the crocus lustres of the stars,
In these poinsettia meadows of her tides,—
Adagios of islands, O my Prodigal,
Complete the dark confessions her veins spell.

Within the concentric circles that form its contexts [“Voyages”
of islands” mean? Crane says that it refers to “the motion of a boat through islands clustered thickly, the rhythm of the motion, etc.” Though there is no explicit reference to a boat in the third stanza (such a reference only occurs near the end of the poem in the line “O minstrel galleons of Carib fire”), there is in the second line of the poem an obvious evocation of sailing in the nautical phrase “unfettered leewardings.” This hint of a boat adrift suggests the traditional image of the “drunken boat” that runs through poems like Shelley’s “My soul is an enchanted boat” in *Prometheus Unbound*, Rimbaud’s “Le bateau ivre,” and Thomas’ “The Ballad of the Long-Legged Bait.” This image pattern is one of the contexts in which “Voyages” operates: on the one hand, it suggests man adrift on the ocean of life; on the other, the poetic imagination adrift on the ocean of the unconscious. Given the traditional connection between water and the sexual act, the ocean of the unconscious is seen as a reservoir of creative energy on which the boat of the imagination floats seed-like, at once sustained and threatened. Beyond the implication of poetry as a sublimation of the sexual drive, there is the suggestion of poetry and love (the “oceanic feeling”) as analogous forms of the incarnation of the word. The imaginative act and the sexual act are each a kind of generation in which the word is made flesh. For poetry, the embodied logos is the ordered world of the poem; with love it is the microcosmic human child. The strategy of using images of the poetic incarnation of the word to describe love is clearly at work in “Voyages” (II) when Crane says of the sea that its “diapason knells / On scrolls of silver snowy sentences,” and when he speaks of its “superscription of bent foam and wave.” Further, by describing the love affair in terms of the poetic incarnation of the word, the poet suggests that the real offspring of this love is the poem which embodies it. Thus, in “Voyages” (VI) though the love affair itself is waning, the child of that love, the imaged word, remains.

With this network of associations in mind we are in a better position to analyze the phrase “adagios of islands.” It would appear at first glance that “adagios” is the vehicle of this metaphor and “islands” the tenor, that is, that features of the
“adagios” are being attributed to the word “islands.” Certainly, there is a sense in which the metaphoric relationship “islands are adagios,” on the level of deep structure, is appropriate. One of the meanings of “adagio” is “a slow movement or part in music” with the connotation of a contrastive section between faster movements, and this sense of “adagio” is roughly appropriate to the slow, rhythmic, apparent motion of an island when seen from a boat rocking in the waves. Though this is a possible reading and one which we may wish to keep in mind, a further examination of the phrase within the context of its own poem and within the larger context of “Voyages” will reveal that the relationship “islands are adagios” on the level of deep structure only partially corresponds to the variety of relationships embedded in the surface form “adagios of islands.”


**PAUL RAMSEY ON SPIRITUALITY IN “VOYAGES VI”**

Paul Ramsey has been Poet-in-Residence at the University of Tennessee-Chattanooga. He has written a number of books, among them works covering John Dryden and Shakespeare. Here he describes Crane’s religious tendencies in his poetry. Ramsey explains, however, that ultimately Crane’s poetry focuses more on experience, which provides its “greatest power and greatest lack.”

The last stanza [in “Voyages VI”] is, in itself, a beautiful Christian or Spinozian poem, a motto for religion and science, a celebration of the fundamental trustworthiness through which righteousness and knowledge become possible.

In context, it is less Christian. Crane was not a Christian, though he often uses Christian terminology or themes, flowing them with other themes into the imaged fusion which is the poetic act of his religion. In the poem, the mingling themes are
several. In the first stanza the strangeness of the sea, its difference from man, shifts in perspectives of the swimmer; mystery is chimed. In the second stanza, idea and image meet at the horizon; in the “sun’s / Red kelson,” the sun’s path reflected in the waters, the abstract is literally envisioned; since a kelson is longitudinally structural in a ship, the word spoken (at least hinted) is science, the intelligible order of the created world.

In the third stanza the prayer is a mingling. The phoenix is a traditional symbol of rebirth and specifically of Christ: harbor, sea, and sky united. In the image eternity and nature have become one (which one?).

The speaker is prayerful, derelict (guilty, penitent, adrift, not under control) and blinded, awed but agnostic, praying modestly to and through the brutal, death-dealing power of nature for only “some splintered garland.”

Next comes a spirituality flashed in the vast rapidity of space, then Venus, sexually smiling “unsearchable repose.” The word then flows into Word, Venus becomes Christ.

But the last is not true. Venus is mighty and unpredictable, a wonderfully gracious lady one day, a shoddy harridan the next. Christ fails not. I speak as a Christian, but readers holding other beliefs and disbeliefs should have comparable difficulties with the poem; the various themes, beliefs, insights, doubts, flow to one, an extremely elusive one. What logic-of-metaphor unites, logic outside of metaphor refuses. Hence there is an ontological problem.

Second, there is a moral problem. The poem does not clearly imply or presume any ethics, not even a trust-the-dark-gods or trust-your-impulses romantic ethic, not even an ethic of faithful love. At most there are indirect, inconsistent hints. Yet Crane sought a way.

The blessedness is the poem, the achievement poetic. The religion is creative, in more ways than one, creatively and promiscuously polytheistic. The act of celebration creates many an object to celebrate. Crane loved the mode of prayer-apostrophe: in the other Voyages occur “O my Prodigal,” “O Seasons clear,” “O minstrel galleons of Carib fire,” “love,” and “you” [the loved one]; in The Bridge literally dozens, including

The three most important religious tendencies in Crane’s poetry are, first, as we have seen, to praise and celebrate whatever is or can be felt as holy; second, to envision death as a door or mode of salvation; third, to find suffering holy or a way to holiness. ( ... )

The poetic belief that suffering precedes and somehow leads to salvation (holiness, reconciliation, joy) is one of the most pervasive of Crane’s themes, attempting to rationalize and consecrate his own sufferings. It occurs in “Repose of Rivers,” “Recitative,” “Lachrymae Christi,” “Possessions,” “Legend,” “For the Marriage of Faustus and Helen,” “At Melville’s Tomb,” “The Mermen,” “Moment Fugue,” “The Broken Tower,” and elsewhere, and is a major structural element of The Bridge.

The process is not theorized or its causation told. The analogy to Crucifixion and Resurrection, and to other tragic structures including Aristotle’s catharsis, is plain, and the Christian analogy is sometimes made explicit, but the view is not fully Christian or Aristotelian. It is not Christ’s Sacrifice, accepted, which opens the door; nor does Aristotelian or other recognition (discovery, knowledge) lead to reversal. Rather, blind, usually un-moralized suffering inexplicably leads through. The aesthetic is holistic, the ontology obscure, tentative, doubted, normally divorced from the ethical.

Crane offers, then, a poetry primarily of experience rather than of understanding. His visions come from not reason or penitence, but from experience transformed by metaphor into poetry. To say that is to describe his greatest power and greatest lack.

Crane’s “Voyages,” a six-part meditation on the sea, love, death, potency, and poetry, reproduces under guise the same set of characters as Whitman’s poem: poet-initiate, ambiguous sea-woman, both mother and bride, and “Prodigal,” from whom Crane is imparted the mystery of sexuality. Like Whitman’s poem, it is not a formal funeral elegy, but an odd love poem which traces the course of love from consummation to separation and in so doing locates poetic strength in ultimate separation, or death, and unexpected consolation in a permanent kingdom of poetic immortality. Like Whitman’s poem, it traces a personal and literary history: from innocent, unseasoned childhood to the knowing adult state preliminary to visionary experience. Like that poem, it is an elegiac initiation, calling, at its close, for the traditional, if somewhat “splintered,” “garlands” of poetic accomplishment. ( ... )

“Voyages IV” and “V” backtrack in characteristic elegiac fashion and follow upon the orphic climax much as Milton’s long meditation on the uses of poetry and the need for fame fills out the reference to ritual dismemberment. Milton likens flirtation with fame to earthly erotics, the pleasurable tangling in Neaera’s hair which distracts him from both worldly and heavenly vocation. Crane, in his post-coital speculation on the risks and pleasures of self-expenditure cries: “No, / In all the argosy of your bright hair I dreamed / Nothing so flagless as this piracy.” In fact both reach the same conclusion: Milton resolves to let others “sport with Amaryllis in the shade” while he devotes himself to earning his heavenly “meed” of fame; Crane greets post-coital separation and
the inevitable mortality of human love with a resolve to find a principle of permanence in “the signature of the incarnate word,” that is, in the sacred, imperishable word of poetry rather than physical union. One of the initiated now, Crane considers love from an experiential perspective in “IV” and “V.”

Crane’s flower imagery is deserving of further discussion because, as his experiment with the pastoral catalogue in the “Cape Hatteras” section of The Bridge reveals, he was very much aware of the peculiar eroticism—at once bridal and funereal—of the pastoral floral bouquet. As mentioned previously, the love-death of orgasm is figured in “one floating flower.” In “Voyages II,” “crocus lustres” of stars and “poinsettia meadows” of the sea’s tides are offered to the Prodigal in a gesture of sexual invitation. The fourth poem relies on the language of flowers to evoke that safe harbour, couched in nuptial terms, which would cement their union and confer upon it a permanence, “the chancel port and portion of our June.” In a telling chiasmus of elegiac and epithalamic imagery, Crane calls for flower-strewing: bouquets marking the path of wedded lovers are superimposed upon the staves honouring the bier of the one “lost in fatal tides.”

Shall they not stem and close in our own steps
Bright staves of flowers and quills to-day as I
Must first be lost in fatal tides to tell?  (p. 38)

He still hopes for transcendental recovery of song through love:

No stream of greater love advancing now
Than, singing, this mortality alone
Through clay aflow immortality to you.  (p. 38)

But if the last lines of “IV” leave the lover still hoping to achieve a wedding with the beloved—“widening noon within your breast for gathering,” expecting still to “receive / The secret oar and petals of all love”—the fifth poem of the sequence renounces love and sex in favour of poetry. The lover literally dissolves and falls away as the poet realizes nothing is there for futurity and permanence:
Knowing I cannot touch your hand and look
Too, into that godless cleft of sky
Where nothing turns but dead sands flashing. (p. 39)

The ultimate “piracy” has been the betrayal that is mortality—the recognition that human life is as transient and unreliable as “moon light, moon light loved / And changed....”


**WILLIAM EMPSON, BERNARD HERINGMAN, AND JOHN UNTERECKER ON “VOYAGES III”**

[William Empson was a poet and literary critic. He published books of poetry as well as several other books, covering such topics as pastoral poetry, Renaissance literature, Shakespeare, and Milton. Bernard Heringman was a poet and scholar, best known for his work on Wallace Stevens and Theodore Roethke. The late John Unterecker wrote a biography of Hart Crane. He taught at Columbia University, published poetry, and wrote on Yeats. In the passage that follows, Unterecker responds to both Heringman’s analysis and Empson’s expansion of that scholarship. Among other commentary, Unterecker points out that if one sees “Voyages III” as taking place at night, the imagery works throughout.]

Perhaps one of the values of textual analysis is the demand it makes for further textual analysis. In any event, both of your clarifications of and insights into ‘Voyages III’ invite me to append a few notes of my own.

In general I am in accord with Empson’s enlargement of Heringman, but I feel both of you have allowed yourselves to build rather complicated images that leave difficult passages almost as difficult as when one first sees them. I have particularly in mind your comments on the *reliquary hands*, the *breast*, the *black swollen gates*, the *whirling pillars* and the *lithe pediments*. All of
these are made even more difficult to sort out because of Empson’s suggestion that the poem is built on a structure of sunlight on sea surface.

I want, therefore, to try a slightly different reading that will help point up the infinite consanguinity of all the images in the poem if we make the reliquary hands central and the rest of the imagery supportive.

In order to look at the poem in this fashion it is necessary to reconsider Empson’s view of the light on the sea surface. Empson assumed that the sky was ‘making love to the sea, chiefly by making it blue perhaps,’ and then went on to build that impressive image of sun glittering like starlight on the little waves.

But what if the stars really are stars—and the light not the broken up light of the sun but the reflected light of the stars themselves? And the sky, which does make love to the sea (both of you have commented on the richness of the interrelationship of the words love and death), the sky then would not make love to the sea by making it blue, but black, the funeral black of the black swollen gates of the sea, the reliquary starlight-jewelled black hands which the sea lifts. If one rereads the text one more time, there is little suggestion of a sun, and there is considerable evidence to suggest a night scene. The you retrieved (recovered—a suggestion not only of death but of the dark of night when things are most easily lost) from the sea by light is retrieved not by the big light of the sun (which would make the loss difficult if not impossible) but by the little searching light of the moon and the stars. If the scene is a night scene, the transition also becomes easier to the night of death, becomes easier to the sea’s and the speaker’s reliquary hands that in the next line transform into black swollen gates. The sea / lover’s hands / gates are reliquary not merely because they are jewelled (by starlight) but because they contain the true relique, the real jewel, the saintly corpse: you. So the reliquary hands not only suggest the worship of a sacred person, they remind us that the sacred person is dead. The double love, which Empson points out, of the sea and Crane for the sailor is a love that hugs closely on death. We have only to glance at the end of ‘Voyages II’, a passage beginning six lines from the opening of ‘Voyages III’, to see Crane anticipating this
poem in another (the same?) night death in which love figures largely: ‘... sleep, death, desire, / Close round one instant in one floating flower.’

The passionate love of death not so much at the hands of the lover as in the embrace of the lover (who does become equated to the sea through the poem’s last line) informs the whole poem and ties it together. Consider again what happens if the scene is a night seascape: the sailor is pictured at sea (his image—the theme of him—retrieved by the starlight) but wrapped in the reliquary hands (the glittering black waves) of the sea. These reliquary hands open out into black swollen gates. But gates admit one to death—death at sea. Heringman finds the whirling pillars a troublesome image, and Empson sees them in terms of waterspouts. Empson’s seems to me a logical reading but—in terms of the action of the poem—an inverted one. For couldn’t they just as well be whirlpools—pillars sinking into the sea and leading to death? Again, a glance back to ‘Voyages II’ provides us what seems to me fairly clear verification: ‘Bequeath us to no earthly shore until / Is answered in the vortex of our grave / The seal’s wide spindrift gaze toward paradise’ (my italics). If the imagery of the second stanza of ‘Voyages III’ does suggest an undersea scene, then the rocking body is a dead body, and the lithe pediments are the shifting wave-tops supported by the whirling pillars of the vortex itself. Undersea, light does wrestle incessantly with light—in a much richer fashion than on the sea surface. This interwoven light, twisting, comes literally through wave on wave to the rocking body. If the black swollen gates (the reliquary hands) are the waves as well as the gates, black and swollen, to death, as well as the hands of the sea, then the star can kiss the star (in Empson’s sea-surface manner) but now really through wave on wave until it reaches embraces, the rocking body of the dead sailor.

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF

“Repose of Rivers”

Hart Crane returned to the Isle of Pines, 11 years after he had been there in his youth. He believed that by escaping to its seclusion he could complete his epic work, *The Bridge*, the writing of which so plagued him; instead, he wrote “Repose of Rivers” (1926). This four-stanza poem ends with an additional stunning couplet. The poem is powerful for its ability to create a reminiscence, now colored by experience, and an array of contrasts. In the Wordsworthian Romantic tradition, the poem’s narrator contemplates a trying youthful past. Critics also have commented on the poem as revealing Crane’s growth into homosexual adulthood. Some critics believe the poem is also a reflection on an artistically creative period, reviewed at a point when the narrator feels creatively depleted.

The poem starts with a line whose sound mimics its meaning: “The willows carried a slow sound.” The line requires that it be said slowly; both “willows” and “slow” take time to say because of their long vowel sounds. The repetition of the vowel sound, as well as the “s” in these words and the word “sound” also add to the soothing easiness of the line. In the second line, the “s” sound continues with “sarabande,” the first three-syllable word introduced and one with multiple soft sounds. The word means a slow, stately court dance or the music for such a dance, quite appropriate here.

Yet a shift in mood, characteristic of Crane’s work, takes place already in this second line. For in the second line the wind “mowed” the mead, and two lines later this is intensified when the poet describes a “seething, steady leveling of the marshes.” The harshness of “seething” stands out sharply in comparison to the rest of the stanza. In this first stanza, “I” also appears, in the shortest line, drawing attention to it. We learn that the narrator’s memory of this youthful period comes about now that his age and experience have returned his thoughts to the sea; both his age and experience also color his view of the past.

The second stanza invokes a memory and creates a rather
dream-like description. The narrator recalls steep alcoves of cypresses that “shared the noon’s / Tyranny; they drew me into hades almost.” Apparently the cypresses and sun are so overpowering as to make the narrator feel nearly pulled into hell. One assumes this is because of the sheer height of the trees in the steep nooks, in combination with the strength of the sun. One wonders why the cypresses cannot provide protection from the sun. Probably this is because they are too inaccessible.

Curious here also, for a few reasons, is the narrator’s description that “they drew me into hades almost.” First, the use of the word “hades” is rather childlike and demure in comparison to its actual meaning, diminishing the description’s intensity and also reminding us that the narrator is looking back into childhood. Further softening the intensity of “they drew me into hades almost” is the word “almost,” placed purposefully at the end of the line. It seemingly indicates that the memory may be intense at first but that it is not only a wide-eyed child’s description but one that is tempered by one who understands the need for truth and reality as well. Especially when seen in light of the next stanza, the hades reference may mean that as the narrator looks back, he feels pulled into hell, since youth is gone.

As the second stanza continues, turtles trying to climb are described as “mammoth,” perhaps seemingly large because they are being viewed by an impressionable youth. Yet no matter how large the turtles may be they are not able to make their climb. Just as the youth is nearly pushed into hades by the powers of nature, so, too, the turtles slip back down into “sun-silt” that “rippled them / Asunder….” The fact that the turtles must yield and are “rippled … / Asunder…” diminishes their power as well. Also, “mammoth” brings to mind prehistoric times, a connotation that is reinforced by the fact that the turtles are crawling out of silt, invoking images of the primordial soup that life grew from according to Darwinian theory. These connotations can make this not just one youth’s remembrance, then, but a remembrance that is a part of the early history of us all. The word “Asunder” is seldom used today, adding to the feeling that this is an occurrence from a time long ago that will not return. The ellipsis after “Asunder” adds to the feeling that this is a contemplative, dream-like recollection.
While the ellipsis slows down our reading at the end of stanza two, stanza three, in contrast, starts swiftly and powerfully. The narrator invokes a strong wish for times past, ending the proclamation of that desire with an exclamation point. “How much I would have bartered!” he declares, wishing to turn back time and willing to trade so much to do so. The statement comes somewhat by surprise in light of the previous stanza, where the memories of natural surroundings are harsh. As stanza three continues we get more description, at first less harsh than that of stanza two, since we are told of nestings in hills and young animals. But then there is a fleeting description of “The pond I entered once and quickly fled—,” seemingly an unpleasant remembrance of his youthful self not being prepared for the water’s cold or for entrance to any new place such as homosexuality. Immediately following, though, is the comforting “I remember now its singing willow rim.” Seemingly, this shows that the experience that he initially fled turned positive, or that now in retrospect, it has positive elements.

Stanza four leads to the poem’s climax. “And finally,” it starts, and we are tempted to read through quickly, in anticipation of a possible grand summation. The second line here reinforces this feeling, repeating the word “finally” as well. Whereas previously the descriptions of heat, land, water, and wind were rather mingled and combined pleasantness with harshness, now the imagery turns clearly harsh. The description is of a city, not only unnatural and man-made, but, in this case, something that is destroying nature, and the poet’s own nature, as well. The description is ugly and destructive but becomes palatable, since the narrator says he is beyond this place now.

In contrast to the “scalding” and smoke of the city is the next description, that of a monsoon, wet and cool. While usually a monsoon connotes destruction and fear, here it causes more of a welcomed cleansing, leaving in its aftermath a peace. It appears “At gulf gates,” gates being a place of entry as well as of exit, a place of passage and change. Again, there is an ellipsis in the poem. Again it forces a slowing down of our reading and a transition. Just after it, the end of the last line in the stanza also reinforces the transition: “There, beyond the dykes.” It is an introductory phrase leading into the beginning of the final
description; by being at the end of the stanza and separated from
the rest of its sentence, it makes the final description that starts
the next stanza stand out even more.

This final image takes the form of a couplet that is quite
fantastic:

I heard wind flaking sapphire, like this summer,
And willows could not hold more steady sound.

Throughout the poem youthful memories have mixed with new
sensations as the narrator reflects. The end result in this couplet
is a cherishing of an other-worldly sound that is also visual and
gem-like and that invokes all the wonder of summer. The
willows as sound-holders are here again, as they were at the
poem’s start and in its middle. They have been a solid image
throughout, and now they hold a sound that is so steady that
nothing of greater steadiness would be possible for them to
embrace. Or, alternatively, perhaps it is that this sound is beyond
even the willows to grasp. Whatever the case, the poet has
experienced wonder, and the joy is not just in its marvel but in
the fact that it is everlasting.
CRITICAL VIEWS ON

“Repose of Rivers”

SAMUEL HAZO ON CRANE’S LYRICAL TRANSCENDENCE

[Samuel Hazo has been Professor of English at Duquesne University. He authored numerous books of poetry. In this selection from his book on Crane, one of the earliest full-length works on the poet, Hazo describes what he sees as three stages that categorize the lyric poems Crane presents in his first book, White Buildings. “Repose of Rivers” is one poem that shows “the fullest realization of Crane’s lyrical talent,” according to Hazo.]

Most of the critics who admire Crane’s poetry are unanimously high in their praise of his lyrical talent. And even those critics who have reservations about Crane’s achievement as an American poet are usually willing to concede that he has written a durable number of short poems or that certain parts and lines of The Bridge are notable lyrical moments.

Crane’s versatility as a lyric poet in his first published book, White Buildings, is best examined and most readily seen in stages. The first stage would include those relatively simple poems which reveal a strong influence of the Imagists. Crane’s purpose in these poems is the evocation of a single, dominant mood through the use of sensation-creating tropes, as in “Legend,” “My Grandmother’s Love Letters,” “Garden Abstract,” “In Shadow,” “The Fernery,” “North Labrador,” “Pastorale,” and “Sunday Morning Apples.” Included in the second stage are those poems in which Crane is indebted to the Elizabthans and the French Symbolists, as well as the Imagists. These are poems like “Black Tambourine” and “Stark Major” where Crane’s imagistic ability fuses with the careful conceits of the Elizabthans and the rapid, symbolic transitions characteristic of Laforgue, Mallarmé and Rimbaud. The third stage represents the fullest realization of Crane’s lyrical talent. The influences of
the Imagists, the Elizabethans and the French Symbolists are still apparent, but they are integrated into and transcended by an idiom that is unmistakably Crane’s own. ( ... )

It is this aspect of Crane’s talent that has led R. P. Blackmur to say that

Crane habitually re-created his words from within, developing meaning to the point of idiom; and that habit is the constant and indubitable sign of talent. The meanings themselves are the idioms and have a twist and life of their own. It is only by ourselves meditating on and using these idioms—it is only by emulation—that we can master them and accede to their life.

One finds this idiom in poems like “Praise for an Urn,” “At Melville’s Tomb,” “Chaplinesque,” “Lachrymae Christi,” “Repose of Rivers,” “Passage,” “Paraphrase,” “Possessions,” “Recitative,” “The Wine Menagerie,” “For the Marriage of Faustus and Helen,” and “Voyages.” ( ... )

“Repose of Rivers” derives its basic force from a combination of reminiscence and contrast. Almost Wordsworthian in its tranquility, the theme of the poem emerges from the way in which the past intrudes into the present. This reminiscence is enforced by the symbolic contrast between heat and coolness—the heat of the swamp and the city contrasted with the coolness of the sea and the sea winds.

Harboring the remembered pleasure of days when the “sarabande” of “wind” stirred in the “willows” and also of those times when “age had brought me to the sea,” the poet faces with some regret the present swelter of his surroundings. He is in a swamp where “cypresses” tower in the hellish heat and where turtles rise through waters heavy with sediment (“sun-silt”) toward the “sulphur dreams” of the sun. Just as the turtles fail to break surface and find themselves sliding back into the murk, so does the poet discover that he is momentarily unable to transcend the present.

The memories stirred by the poet’s remembrances of the sea breed a nostalgia for the now no longer barterable experiences of “singular nestings in the hills” and the once-entered “pond” with its “singing willow rim.”
At last the sea itself saves the poet from the futility of reminiscence, enabling him to pass beyond the oppressive memories of “alcoves,” “gorge,” and “city.” The “alcoves” have been sweltering; the “gorge” is only an unrecoverable moment in the unrecoverable past. The “city” is pictured as a patient in need of anodynes (“scalding unguents spread”) or as a victim of the torture of “smoking darts,” and both of these images are suggestive of pain. To soothe these memories of torpor and pain comes the “monsoon” with its “wind flaking sapphire.” Thus the final line of the poem thematically reverts to the poem’s beginning. The “monsoon” in the poet’s present world and the remembered sarabandes of the wind are both seen as reprieves sent from the sea. Caught in the net-like limbs of the willow, the “monsoon” brings to the poet a sound not of terror but of security (“steady sound”).


R. W. B. Lewis on Crane’s Disconsolate Perspective of His Career

[...]

But on the private side, the return to the Isle of Pines had greatly exacerbated his sense of failure. It was Crane’s first glimpse of the place since the time, eleven years before, he had come there as an adolescent near the start of a literary career and had experienced certain excited Wordsworthian intimations. Thinking back on that in his moment of despair, and building, after all, out of his allegedly empty vision, Crane wrote a sweetly desolate recapitulation of his poetic career, as it then seemed to him. “Repose of Rivers” has the same kind of significant locus in that
career—at its mid-point—that, close to the end of it “The Broken Tower” would have.

It is the return to the Caribbean that sets off the chain of symbolic reminiscences:

The willows carried a slow sound,
A sarabande the wind mowed on the mead.
I could never remember
That seething, steady levelling of the marshes
Till age had brought me to the sea.

This is not only a man’s reminiscence of his early youth (or to cite the Longfellow poem again, of his “lost youth”); it is also a poet’s recollection of the phases of his imaginative life, even, indeed, of his own earlier writings. One is tempted to make a check-list of the poems implicitly invoked, by means of recurring symbols and allusions, in “Repose of Rivers”: to name only the most obvious, “Possessions,” “Voyages” (especially “Voyages VI,” and its “hushed willows”), “Emblems of Conduct” and “Passage.” (...)

This literal Caribbean breeze is, on a symbolic level, the same inspiring and purifying wind whose entrainments Crane had joined in “Passage”; just as, on the same level, it is the same sea which in that earlier poem had promised him “an improved infancy.” But the tone here is infinitely melancholy, the rhythm slow and thoughtful. For, recalling how once he had heard the wind and sea—how he had been responsive to creative urgencies—the poet is driven to rehearse the discouraging pattern of his poetic life. He does so in a series of condensed alternations: between the bright promise and the ugly results (“flags”—like “the ensign” in “Recitative”—and “weeds”); between the felt remembered hell of experience, with its deadly heat, its monstrous shapes and “sulphur dreams” and the “singing willow rim” of the refreshing pond. The latter reference suggests the poetic opportunity confronted and speedily lost:

The pond I entered once and quickly fled—
I remember now its singing willow rim.
At this moment of total memory (the memory in which “all things nurse”), he recalls the hideously degrading city he had moved through, with its “scalding unguents” and “smoking darts,” like the “smoked forking spires” of the soul-breaking city in “Possessions.” “How much I would have bartered”; how much of all this he would have exchanged for a recovered vision. But he remembers, too, how—once at least, or perhaps periodically and typically—“after the city,” inspiration had returned: “The monsoon”—a seasonal or periodic wind of the Indian Ocean—“cut across the delta / At gulf’s gates.” He had after all, upon occasion, crossed those spiritual gates, those new thresholds, with the aid of the nourishing wind.


M. D. UROFF ON “REPOSE OF RIVERS” AS A POEM OF ESCAPE

[M. D. Uroff is the author of Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes. In this extract from her book on Crane, Uroff disagrees with Lewis’s view of “Repose of Rivers.” Uroff sees the poem as an escape from both the “tormenting” city and nature.]

“The Mango Tree” was to be grouped with “Repose of Rivers” and “O Carib Isle!” under the title “Grand Cayman,” presumably because the two later poems were inspired by a harrowing trip to Grand Cayman taken in the early summer of 1926. The trip was made in part for pleasure but chiefly in the hope that it would stimulate Crane’s flagging powers to finish The Bridge. Instead, it produced “Repose of Rivers,” which Lewis has interpreted as “an eloquent statement about the failure of creativity.”10 It is important, however, to distinguish accurately the source of this failure. “Repose of Rivers” is about repose, but not the irksome repose of creative energy. The poet is rendered frantic in this poem not by his own dormant powers but by the repose of rivers; its stillness recalls him to an earlier scene which sets off a series
of disquieting memories. Unlike the “repose of rivers,” his memories, long dormant but now awakened, offer him no repose.

The actual trip to Grand Cayman, as Crane described it to Waldo Frank, forms quite a contrast to the poem it inspired. Crane says:

And the much bruited Grand Cayman was some torment, I can survive to tell you. Flat and steaming under black clouds of mosquitoes, and not a square inch of screening on the island. I had to keep smudge fires burning incessantly in my room while I lunged back and forth, smiting myself all over like one in rigor mortis and smoke gouging salt penance from my eyes. The insects were enormous; Isle of Pines species can’t compare in size or number. After nine days and nights of that I staggered onto the schooner—and here I am—with a sunburn positively Ethiopian.11

Victimized by the ravages of nature in real life, the poet transposes this experience in “Repose of Rivers.” In the poem the physical torment of the actual experience is transformed into the mental torment of the memories the scene inspires. The natural scene, despite its “sarabande” and “seething,” remains fairly constant and tranquil. The “slow sound” of willows, the “steady leveling of the marshes,” the cypresses that “shared the noon’s / Tyranny,” even the “mammoth turtles” that “Yielded, while sulsilt rippled them,” all are contrasted in their slowness and lethargy to the speaker’s harried movement through the varied landscapes of his memory.

That the poet has not before remembered the events that the scene recalls is not surprising. They are memories of torments that drew him “into hades almost.” In recalling them, he says, “How much I would have bartered!” And his admission here suggests that he would have gladly exchanged them for more sustained experiences. They are memories of darkness, of places where cypresses hid the light, of “black gorges.” The activity there has been brief, secret, and perhaps guilty, and in every sense not peaceful or happy. The poet does not participate, even in memory, in the repose of the landscape.
The poet’s memory also figures in another way in “Repose of Rivers.” Stemming as the poem does from his immediate experience, it is remarkably full of images Crane had used in his earlier poetry. The image of the willows that appears in the opening, middle, and closing of this poem is used in the final stanza of “Voyages VI”:

The imaged Word, it is, that holds
Hushed willows anchored in its glow.
It is the unbetrayable reply
Whose accent no farewell can know.

Typically the symbol of sorrow, the willows become for Crane in “Voyages VI” a private symbol of tranquility and peace beyond sorrow. While the willow is hushed in the awesome scene of “Voyages VI,” it is significantly connected with sound in “Repose of Rivers” and with a sound that serves to attract the poet’s attention at points where it tends to veer away from the scene. As a symbol of tranquility here, however, the willows serve to remind the poet of a repose that he cannot experience. The poem opens:

The willows carried a slow sound,
A sarabande the wind mowed on the mead.
I could never remember
That seething, steady leveling of the marshes
Till age had brought me to the sea.

Returning in the middle of the poem to the willows, the poet says, “The pond I entered once and quickly fled— / I remember now its singing willow rim.” And the final stanza brings the poet again to the willows: “I heard wind flaking sapphire, like this summer, / And willows could not hold more steady sound.” The repetition of the willow image, with its slow sound, its singing, reminds the poet of his separation from the natural scene. He has forgotten the willow’s sound and has fled from its singing. The “steady sound” of his own music that the poet hears in the end is not the sound of the willows; it arises only after he has passed beyond the land and been cut off from it. The wind he hears comes from the sea and is contrasted to the repose of rivers. In
“Voyages VI” the “hushed willows” are held in the poet’s “imaged Word”; here, however, they will not hold the poet’s “steady sound.” He must move beyond them to write his poem.

NOTES

10. Lewis, Poetry of Hart Crane, p. 211.


ROBERT COMBS VIEWS CRANE’S POEM IN THE ROMANTIC TRADITION

[Robert Combs teaches at George Washington University. In the following selection, he describes the Romantic’s need to face despair, which brings growth and fullness. Like Wordsworth in “Tintern Abbey,” Combs writes, Crane studies himself by reliving a boyhood experience in “Repose of Rivers.”]

The confrontation with despair, Crane’s saison en enfer, will play an important part in The Bridge. It is a crucial fact in Romantic psychology. The willingness to examine and record even the most dreaded emotional experience is the trial by fire of the Romantic. And the most dreaded experience is the point at which the illusion of well-being drops away and one must face the breakdown of his world into chaos. Grasping and accepting the inevitability of his own destruction is the most difficult phase in the education of a Romantic. It replaces any mythology his culture gives him, insisting on the ultimate triumph of phenomena over all categorical knowledge. In this way his agonizing descent toward nothingness insures his commitment to non-commitment as a critic of culture; it gives to gratifying emotions, when they return, a beauty and power greater than any they possessed before; and it imparts to his whole intellectual endeavor the saving grace of humility.

If there is no foundation for identity, nothing lasting and “real” that we know as ourselves, what is it we contemplate in
introspection? The answer must be our past configurations of knowledge, our memories of the styles of behavior (especially perception) which have thus far constituted reality for us. One of the most important of these styles is our habitual way of responding to our own behavior, insistently construing it as consistent and of a piece. This is the illusion of identity. Wordsworth, in the *Prelude* and in “Tintern Abbey,” probed the sense of identity, first, by turning from society and its roles which stabilize those habits of behavior and, second, by examining himself in the repetition of an experience, such as visiting a place he had loved as a boy. Crane does the same thing in “Repose of Rivers.”

Crane has returned to the Isle of Pines and is recalling what he had forgotten for so long, what the sounds and feelings there meant to him as a boy. These memories are revived in a highly stylized form. The sound of wind through the trees is described as a sarabande, and heavy alliteration contributes to the musical effect. In the second stanza weeds become flags, and the alcoves, cypresses, and turtles are remembered in a kind of dream sequence and are imbued now with great value. These memories in their simplified and intensified form are preferred to the more immediate memories of the city which become equally stylized, but nightmarishly so. Such mental distortion is unavoidable, for all things “nurse” memory. The hurricane winds of the recent visit are even superimposed on the earlier memory of the steady sound through the willows. But Crane’s present experience refuses to be confined by memory or stylization. The brilliant metaphor, “wind flaking sapphire,” seems to break down the boundaries of comprehension. This metaphor illustrates Crane’s ability to sustain a tension between the phenomenal world and the constructs for interpreting it. Our mind lags behind this image as we try to comprehend it. Crane is demonstrating the fact that phenomenal reality challenges the mind to conceive it in each new moment of apprehension. “Repose of Rivers” charts the process of introspection beginning with memory, in which reality and identity seem so objective and manageable that the luxury of preference can be entertained, and ending with immediate fact, which is either thrilling or terrifying, but always uncompromising in its demands.
ALFRED HANLEY ON HOW A VISION GROWS OUT OF CHILDHOOD MEMORIES

[Alfred Hanley is Chief Academic Dean at Cayuga Community College in Albany, New York. In this extract from his book on Crane, he describes the process in which the poet’s recollection of youthful memories brings about a new vision. This vision comes almost as a gift, differing from what occurs in Crane’s other poems of childhood recollections.]

Crane has already shown us from “Emblems of Conduct” that one of the sanctuaries of the Ideal is memory. At least seven of the eleven poems discussed in this chapter deal in some way with memory. “Repose of Rivers” is a remembrance of childhood, wooded haunts awakened in the speaker by the sound of the monsoon where the Mississippi meets the Gulf:

The willows carried a slow sound,  
A sarabande the wind mowed on the mead.  
I could never remember  
That seething, steady leveling of the marshes  
Till age had brought me to the sea.

The tempo of this opening stanza, remarkably mimetic of the rush of wind over land, is as stately as the “sarabande” it describes—which eases the reader softly from the stunning chill of “North Labrador.” But in keeping with Crane’s practice of shifting pace, the speed of “Repose of Rivers” gradually accelerates and the mood is intensified toward the epiphany of the closing couplet. The poem’s persona is never more excited than to be vigilantly responsive to and grateful for another of nature’s “tossed secrets”; and the speaker is not nearly so expansive as the imperative observer in “Sunday Morning Apples.” There is nothing of the “brazen hypnotics” we will find
at the same kind of discovery in “For the Marriage of Faustus and Helen.” “Repose of Rivers,” in its tranquil ascent, does, however, lift the reader from the depression of “The Fernery” and from the quiescence of “North Labrador.”

It is in memory, the poet tells us in the fourth stanza, that “all things nurse”; for in its haven are fed, kept alive, what would otherwise perish—our most cherished revelations. And the speaker does remember, goes back to, the intimations he had received at play in hills and by stream and pond. He shares the secrets by offering us the very images in which he had found them—trusting we too will find them. Through stanzas two and three, we have the cabalistic catalogue:

Flags, weeds. And remembrance of steep alcoves
Where cypresses shared the noon’s
Tyranny; they drew me into hades almost.
And mammoth turtles climbing sulphur dreams
Yielded, while sun-silt rippled them
Asunder ...

One gets a sense of having entered the mystery of a charmed, an infernal and supernal realm, “hades almost,” in the dreamy commingling of light and dark, in the hiddenness of the place, and in the preponderance of the funerary cypresses. And ponderous turtles, “Mammoth,” primordial one might infer, slip as though from trances down sulphur-yellow banks into the “sun-silt” below—adding to the primal, the pristine, character of the scene.

“How much I would have bartered!” the speaker exclaims in stanza three: what he would have given to have more than just the memory of what he had touched upon there and in the “black gorge”:

And all the singular nestings in the hills
Where beavers learn stitch and tooth.
The pond I entered once and quickly fled—
I remember now its singing willow rim.

The music he had heard, it seems, portended too much—more than he could then endure or comprehend.
And finally, resigned to the mere recollection of these things, he is almost contented to “nurse” in his memory their mystical import against their desecration by the filth spewed from the stacks of urban industry, “With scalding unguents spread and smoking darts.” But then, “After the city that I finally passed,” he says, with no indication that he was either seeking or expecting, “At gulf gates”:

I heard wind flaking sapphire, like this summer,
And willows could not hold more steady sound.

There is another fusion of two distinct but parallel experiences—two “minor epiphanies”—to produce a “major epiphany,” as in “Sunday Morning Apples.” What he could not rightly respond to or apprehend in his youth he receives now as the fruition of the seed of wisdom planted then. The sound of the monsoon “flaking” the Gulf’s blue water is more than just physically sustained, “steady.” It is metaphysically constant, as revelatory and dependable, as salvific, as what the wind spoke through the willows of his youth—only better apprehended.

Memory is not discarded. It has done its work and will, we know, serve the poet again; but the persona in White Buildings no longer needs to find his sole solace in memory. What the observer sees is not artifact either. It is a direct experience of transubstantial vision. The last two lines of the poem break this movement’s pattern of lament, revery, and artifice through which that “steady sound” could only be heard vicariously or in echoes. The transformation of the vision is not as far reaching or radical as it will be after “Paraphrase,” but it is real. Curiously, it does not come through the expenditure of self foretold in “Legend”—at least that immolation, that “burning,” is not made explicit here. It is a gratuitous, a purely graced, transfiguration, not characteristic of most of Crane’s poetry in which the price is always paid by passage through deprivation and destruction—as it will be from this point on in White Buildings.

Yet it is right that before the experience of annihilation in “Paraphrase” and the immolation of “Possessions” whereby the “bright logic” is earned, that there be one purely given glimpse of its essence—which is also an apt close to a cluster of
“emblems” that could not kindle but could only mimic or recall or yearn for the “bright logic.” The “gulf gates” of this poem are more than just “spiritual gates” remembered. If they are not yet thrust open, they are found and the “key” made “ready to hand” for entry in “Possessions.”


THOMAS E. YINGLING ON HOMOSEXUALITY IN THE POEM

[Thomas E. Yingling has been Assistant Professor of English at Syracuse University. In this extract, he outlines Crane’s references to homosexuality in “Repose of Rivers” and other poems. He shows that in “Repose of Rivers” Crane is concerned with determining a way to express homosexual subjectivity.]

Written in the summer of 1926, after both “Voyages” and “The Wine Menagerie” had tested and rejected the premise of being’s authentication through homosexual experience, and long after the first elations and hopes in his relationship with Emil Opffer had led to disappointment, “Repose of Rivers” nonetheless asserts the centrality of homosexuality in authorizing a modern identity and a modern poetics. As Robert Martin has suggested, “Repose of Rivers” is a “major autobiographical statement” that “dramatizes the difficulties of coming to terms with sexuality and the final surmounting of those difficulties” (The Homosexual Tradition, 142). But Crane’s point in the poem is not so much to represent the subjective experiences one traditionally associates with the autobiographical or coming-out text; rather, the poem concentrates on finding a model of homosexual subjectivity that moves beyond the family romance and its strict duality of masculine and feminine identities. “Repose” does not depict an actual relationship between two men; it focuses instead on the problem of homosexual self-authorization as an issue of internal resolution where one comes to maturity through a rejection of Oedipal models of development and an adoption of homosexual
ones. Harold Bloom, in a rare instance of address to material difference, identifies the text as a record of “the poetic maturation that follows homosexual self-acceptance” (Agon, 258). The homosexual text in the poem is obscure, but certainly Martin and Bloom are right to read it as a text of homosexual authorization. Martin traces the reference to Whitman in its discourse of marshes, in its phallic image of the flag, and particularly in its allusion to Whitman’s “Once I Pass’d Through a Populous City,” a poem made infamous as a homosexual text when Emory Holloway published its preheterosexual, manuscript version in The Dial in 1920. As Martin suggests, “Whitman helped Crane understand the sexual origin of art and gave him the confidence to write poems as a tribute to his own loves and so preserve them from time and loss” (The Homosexual Tradition, 148).

The poem presents the search for an authentic identity as a process of losing the active, masculine will; the speaker seeks a horizontal “repose” wherein all his acts and utterances would be guaranteed authenticity. But according to the poem’s terms, this must be an authenticity invested in something that is beyond the stake of the personal; occasioning the poem’s autobiographical urgency is its perception that authentic identity cannot be housed in ego-formation, tainted as that is by Oedipal paradigms and repressions. For the poem, recovery of memory occurs only through the loss or transcendence of the ego signified here as an emptying out:

The willows carried a slow sound,
A sarabande the wind mowed on the mead.
I could never remember
That seething, steady leveling of the marshes
Till age had brought me to the sea.

(Poems, 46)

The memory recovered here is not, of course, some specific thing the speaker has forgotten, but a faculty—the ability to hear, and consequently the ability to speak, genuinely. The trope of authentic utterance as sea-speech of death comes from Whitman’s autobiographical “Out of the Cradle,” and as in Blake or Emerson, memory figures not recall but forgetting, the active
forgetting of what has intervened between the subject and his original, originary relation to the universe, the “seething, steady leveling of the marshes” and their liminal grace.

The poem offers three sets of specific memories, the first two of which provide insufficient memorial instruction, the last of which represents passage into maturity. (...)

The third set of memories are the focus of Martin’s contention for reading this as Crane’s rewriting of “Once I Pass’d Through a Populous City,” the city on the delta at gulf gates certainly seeming—referentially—to be New Orleans, the site of Whitman’s “coming out” in his text. This city—the privileged site of homosexual knowledge—provides the arena for acquiring that experience the poem has been leading toward, that experience through whose later reason memory may acquire its true value. The emphasis in this stanza is not on a specific coming-out experience, whatever that might have been (although the third line does have a hot, homosexual sound), but on the finality that is invested in that experience:

And finally, in that memory all things nurse;  
After the city that I finally passed  
With scalding unguents spread and smoking darts  
The monsoon cut across the delta  
At gulf gates ... There, beyond the dykes  

I heard wind flaking sapphire, like this summer,  
And willows could not hold more steady sound.

(Poems, 46).

The speaker achieves here a new authority in his subjectivity—defined neither through identification with the father or the mother but according to the homosexual authority of the city and the homosexual author (Whitman). And by figuring this as “that memory all things nurse,” the poem suggests both that this memory nurses or nurtures all things and that all things have led into this memory. It also suggests that this authentic identity is perhaps ever-new, always rediscovered—that even future memories may return to it for nurturance. This figure of nursing memory suggests the repose of a horizontal, syntagmatic relation to desire (the “seething, steady leveling of the marshes” rather
than “noon’s / Tyranny”) and a source from which identity flows rather than one in which it is repressed (no longer the pond behind the dam). (It would be impossible not to comment on the word “dykes” in this context. Crane means it here most obviously as a conceptual rhyme with the dammed pond, as that which he has moved beyond. And yet we know—from its appearance in Carl Van Vechten’s Nigger Heaven—that the word also signified “female homosexual” in the slang of Crane’s era, and it signifies in that sense in the poem, too. He has moved “beyond” the “dyke-ness,” the slangy, pejorative notion, of homosexuality; he has moved beyond the condition of homosexual-as-woman; he has moved beyond an image of repression. And yet he has not moved beyond the deep subterfuge of such linguistic equivocation, nor beyond the need to distance himself from the lesbian.)

If we can easily deconstruct this repose as only a pose or a reposing of what has been inscribed, or if we see in it already the shape of death (the river empties into the sea, finding its repose only in its nonbeing), we have to see as well that “Repose of Rivers” is the most fervent and well-crafted of Crane’s attempts to make homosexuality the center of poetic consciousness. He refuses to surrender his right to a threshold of consciousness that is legitimate, and the difference between this poem and “Passage” would seem to be that this text takes homosexual experience as authentic whereas the former had sought an “Authentic” experience from which the homosexual would always be excluded.

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF

“Proem: To Brooklyn Bridge”

“Proem: To Brooklyn Bridge” is the opening poem of Crane’s most ambitious undertaking, *The Bridge*, a lyrical epic composed of a number of poems amounting to more than 1200 lines that continues in Whitman’s tradition of portraying a new positive American myth, one entwined with homosexuality. It was composed over seven years, from 1923 to 1930, with most of the work taking place between 1923 and 1927. The poem revolts against the then-current belief that Romanticism was dead and was replaced with the likes of T. S. Eliot’s hopelessness.

“To Brooklyn Bridge” serves as a prelude to the rest of *The Bridge*, introducing images that will recur and ideas that will be explored in greater depth as the work progresses. The poem opens with the image of a seagull dipping in “white rings of tumult,” flying over the water, possibly in view of the Statue of Liberty. By stanza two, the gull has become “apparitional,” seemingly disappearing; it “forsake[s] our eyes,” imposing a feeling of abandonment on the viewers. These viewers are nameless workers, stuck in office buildings behind pages of figures waiting to be filed away. The pages, themselves, then, seem as meaningless as the people working over them, since the pages are not spoken of for their use but only as items to be filed among so many others. The connotation is of boredom and lack of individuality. The image turns more abrupt and frightening by the last line of the second stanza, where the elevators “drop” the workers to the bottom of their office buildings. The workers cannot even depend on the technology of the elevator to transport them effectively when the day is finally over. There is not just meaninglessness now, there is also precariousness. Again the workers are described as “us,” signifying the universality of the bereft human condition.

In the third stanza, the narrator says he is reminded of cinemas, where “multitudes” sit desperately in front of “some flashing screen” in search of answers that they never receive. The movie plays repeatedly in front of new wretched eyes. The
elevators signaled the beginning of darkness in the poem. The
darkness then intensifies in this movie theater, where the film’s
projected “flashes” provide no rescue. The cinema image is a
strong one also because a film, by its own nature, is merely a
representation of reality, something that can provide only a
temporary escape.

The central image in “To Brooklyn Bridge” and The Bridge
overall is the Brooklyn Bridge itself, yet it does not appear until
the fourth stanza. Its importance is clear, though, when the
narrator addresses it as “Thee.” In contrast to the description of
the lives of the drone office workers, the imagery in this stanza is
of light, movement, and freedom, as well as stillness. It is as if the
bridge’s freedom to shine silvery across the river’s expanse allows
it great contentment, even in its immovability. The notion of
confinement and freedom co-existing was first introduced when
the narrator described the water the gull flew over at the poem’s
opening. Now the bridge, man-made and still, can yet reach over
the moving harbor water that the gull did, and with majesty. It is
man-made yet something more.

By the fifth stanza we realize that the elevator which dropped
its riders in the second stanza was a foreshadowing of something
worse to come. For in this fifth stanza someone emerges from
the usual confines of the city and jumps off the bridge to his
death, falling into the depths rather than rising into the light as
the gull and bridge do. He is called a “bedlamite,” a reference to
the fact that he lives in the chaos of the city, and also connoting
one from a lunatic asylum. This is the last description of city
dwellers. Recognizing their / our tragedy, the narrator reaches to
the bridge for a solution.

In the sixth stanza, it is noon and then afternoon. There is a
mix of natural and man-made imagery. Now the cables of the
bridge “breathe” and not just over the river but over the whole
North Atlantic. By the seventh stanza, the bridge has more
power, offering “Vibrant reprieve and pardon.” Since man has
made this glorious bridge, he deserves to be looked upon not too
harshly; and also, more simply, the poet is telling us that by its
very existence as a thing of wonder, the bridge offers escape and
forgiveness to pained man.

The poem intensifies in the eighth stanza, as the narrator
bestows more significance upon the bridge. Whereas before it was addressed as “Thee,” now it is addressed, as if at the start of a prayer, as “O harp and altar.” It becomes a delicate musical instrument, something still man-made and that can be used to create beautiful sound. As an altar, the bridge becomes a place of tribute and/or sacrifice, a place that is a bridge to another, supernatural world. Here, it seems, is where man can find a path to revelation and God. For the first time, directly, although in parentheses, the narrator questions how “mere toil” could have built such a thing as this bridge. There must be something extraordinary in man that allowed him to do this, or there must be something beyond man that played a part. The expansiveness of what the bridge can be a vehicle for is described in the last two lines of the stanza, where the religious connotations persist: “Terrific threshold of the prophet’s pledge, / Prayer of pariah, and the lover’s cry,—.”

The bridge’s religious significance continues into the next stanza, where its traffic lights become like an “immaculate sigh of stars.” The lights create a beaded path, alluding to rosary beads used for praying and the path the poet has been searching for. The stanza ends with two strikingly strong images. The lights “…condense eternity: / And we have seen night lifted in thine arms.” These lights are, or can create, a condensed parcel of eternity; they can be or create an intensified experience of the supernatural, revelation, God. The last line is one of awe over the fact that the bridge’s light can have the power to remove night, darkness, and evil. At the same time, this last line brings to mind the religious image of Mary, the mother of Christ, holding her dead son in her arms. Great sorrow and sacrifice must take place to reach what is almighty, it seems.

In the tenth stanza, the narrator tells us that he “waited” under the bridge in darkness and in snow, saying that only in this darkness is the bridge’s “shadow clear.” This calls to mind the previous imagery revolving around the death of Christ, the ultimate sacrifice to save man from his sins. In the last stanza, the narrator again calls out to the bridge. Now, though, it stretches over the sea and prairies, beyond the river and its city. And now the narrator is not just marveling at the bridge but directly making a request of it: “Unto us lowliest sometime sweep,
descend / And of the curveship lend a myth to God.” He has been inspired by the bridge, but he wants more; he is looking to the bridge for an explanation of God that modern man can understand. It is at first glance a large request, but actually is stated most humbly, for the narrator describes himself as lowly and asks only that he be lent this understanding. The gift of understanding is described as “a myth,” indicating the narrator’s realization that there may be more than one explanation. The quest will continue through The Bridge.
CRITICAL VIEWS ON

“Proem: To Brooklyn Bridge”

R. P. BLACKMUR CALLS CRANE A GREAT FAILURE

[R. P. Blackmur was a critic, poet, and Professor of English at Princeton University. He was the editor and/or author of numerous books. In the following selection, Blackmur explains some of the reasons why he and other critics found fault in Crane’s poetry. Among other problems, Blackmur shows how Crane repeatedly uses strong images, which are, he says, lacking truly clear observation and “control and precision of impact.”]

It is a striking and disheartening fact that the three most ambitious poems of our time should all have failed in similar ways: in composition, in independent objective existence, and in intelligibility of language. *The Waste Land*, the *Cantos*, and *The Bridge* all fail to hang together structurally in the sense that “Prufrock,” “Envoi,” and “Praise for an Urn”—lesser works in every other respect—do hang together. Each of the three poems requires of the reader that he supply from outside the poem, and with the help of clues only, the important, controlling part of what we may loosely call the meaning. And each again deliberately presents passages, lines, phrases, and single words which no amount of outside work can illumine. The fact is striking because, aside from other considerations of magnitude, relevance, and scope, these are not the faults we lay up typically against the great dead. The typical great poet is profoundly rational, integrating, and, excepting minor accidents of incapacity, a master of ultimate verbal clarity. Light, radiance, and wholeness remain the attributes of serious art. And the fact is disheartening because no time could have greater need than our own for rational art. No time certainly could surrender more than ours does daily, with drums beating, to fanatic politics and despotically construed emotions.

But let us desert the disheartening for the merely striking
aspect, and handle the matter, as we can, within the realm of poetry, taking up other matters only tacitly and by implication. Let us say provisionally that in their more important works Eliot, Pound, and Crane lack the ultimate, if mythical, quality of aseity, that quality of completeness, of independence, so great that it seems underived and an effect of pure creation. The absence of aseity may be approached variously in a given poet; but every approach to be instructive, even to find the target at all, must employ a rational mode and the right weapon. These notes intend to examine certain characteristic passages of Hart Crane’s poems as modes of language and to determine how and to what degree the effects intended were attained. The rationale is that of poetic language; the weapons are analysis and comparison. But there are other matters which must be taken up first before the language itself can be approached at all familiarly.

Almost everyone who has written on Crane has found in him a central defect, either of imagination or execution, or both. Long ago, in his Preface to *White Buildings*, Allen Tate complained that for all his talent Crane had not found a suitable theme. Later, in his admirable review of *The Bridge*, Yvor Winters brought and substantiated the charge (by demonstrating the exceptions) that even when he had found a theme Crane could not entirely digest it and at crucial points simply was unable to express it in objective form. These charges hold; and all that is here said is only in explication of them from a third point of view. ( ... )

In the part of *The Bridge* called “Virginia,” and in scores of places elsewhere, there is a single vivid image, of no structural importance, but of great delight as ornament: it both fits the poem and has a startling separate beauty of its own, the phrase: “Peonies with pony manes.”¹ The freshness has nothing to do with accurate observation, of which it is devoid, but has its source in the arbitrary character of the association: it is created observation. Another example is contained in

```
Down Wall, from girder into street noon leaks,
A rip-tooth of the sky’s acetylene;
```

1
which is no more forced than many of Crashaw’s best images. It is, of course, the pyramiding associations of the word acetylene that create the observation: representing as it does an intolerable quality of light and a torch for cutting metal, and so on.

Similarly, again and again, both in important and in ornamental phrases, there are effects only half secured, words which are not the right words but only the nearest words. E.g.: “What eats the pattern with ubiquity.... Take this sheaf of dust upon your tongue ... Preparing penguin flexions of the arms ... [A tugboat] with one galvanic blare ... I heard the bush of lava wrestling your arms.” Etc. Not that the italicized words are wrong but that they fall short of the control and precision of impact necessary to vitalize them permanently. ( ... )

It is said that Crane’s inchoate heart and distorted intellect only witness the disease of his generation; but I have cited two poets, if not of his generation still his contemporaries, who escaped the contagion. It is the stigma of the first order of poets (a class which includes many minor names and deletes some of the best known) that they master so much of life as they represent. In Crane the poet succumbed with the man.

What judgment flows from these strictures need not impede the appreciation of Crane’s insight, observation, and intense, if confused, vision, but ought rather to help determine it. Merely because Crane is imperfect in his kind is no reason to give him up; there is no plethora of perfection, and the imperfect beauty, like life, retains its fascination. And there is about him, too—such were his gifts for the hearts of words, such the vitality of his intelligence—the distraught but exciting splendor of a great failure.

NOTE

1. Compare Marianne Moore’s “the lion’s ferocious chrysanthemum head.”

In the Proem, “To Brooklyn Bridge,” which is surely one of the most magnificent of modern poems, a triumph of applied science is celebrated as a symbol of achievement both material and spiritual. Here is concrete and beautiful evidence of the skills of the engineers, but here also is a suggestion of a mythic curve. The shape of the bridge is that of a promise; incomplete, demanding completion along lines already laid down, it unites vitality and form in a highly evocative symbol. To a poet, if not to a geometer, it suggests the perfect circle of the mystics, but it challenges the symbolizing activity in man to complete the circle; it suggests the ultimate symbol of physical science, the Einsteinian cosmos of finite but unbounded space; it points ahead to the passage in “Cape Hatteras” beginning

But that star-glistered salver of infinity,
The circle, blind crucible of endless space,
Is sluiced by motion—subjugated never.

Yet at the same time it never ceases to be the parabolic sweep of Brooklyn Bridge, very real, very concrete, connecting Brooklyn and Manhattan as well as the spheres. Since it is not a part of my purpose to attempt complete critical assessments of any of the poems I discuss in this study, I shall not comment on the many magnificent lines in the poem or on its perfectly mastered structure; but because I have already indicated my opinion that The Bridge fails as myth, I should like to say now that if Crane had written nothing else but the Proem his name would be an important one in modern poetry.

But before turning to the rest of The Bridge I should like to
note two features of this poem that are very relevant to the purposes of this study. First, the poem indicates—symbolically, I should say it achieves—that union of the sensible and the conceptual, the world of experience and the world of physical theory, which the Einstein of Mr. McLeish’s poem of that name failed to achieve. With the mystic’s solvent vision Crane sees the traffic lights against the “unfactioned idiom” of the now greatly expanded parabola as “immaculate sigh of stars.” In flashes of insight gained in the composition of his poetry—not, apparently, in his life outside his poetry—Crane did achieve something of the vision for which he longed. But insights demand interpretation, and interpretation requires a suitable frame of reference, a philosophy or a myth; which takes us back to Crane’s failure, without, however, lessening the achievement.

Second, the bridge of the Proem moves as a symbol from concrete to abstract, from physical to spiritual, from limited to infinite suggestiveness, by a motion so gradual that it is impossible to detect, yet equally impossible to deny. Crane’s power as a lyric poet is nowhere better indicated than in this gradual transmutation of the bridge symbol. More subtle than the shifts in the symbolism of the annunciation in the lyric in “The Dry Salvages,” this poetic sleight of hand takes us, as it took Crane, close to the comprehension which he desired and we desire. We are ready, profoundly yet unconsciously prepared, at the end, for

\[
\begin{align*}
O & \text{ Sleepless as the river under thee,} \\
& \text{ Vaulting the sea, the prairies’ dreaming sod,} \\
& \text{ Unto us lowliest sometime sweep, descend} \\
& \text{ And of the curveship lend a myth to God.}
\end{align*}
\]

So the Proem has prepared us for a work which will celebrate man’s conquest of space—physically, as in the bridge, intellectually, as in the scientific knowledge that made the bridge possible and that reveals that the curve of the bridge is a segment of the curve of cosmic space, and finally, as in religious myth. Einsteinian science has become something more than arcane formulae; it has taken on the character of revelation, revealing the relationship of the curve of the bridge and the curve of the
cosmos and the light of the traffic signals and of the stars. And of this complex revelation Crane has forged a unity, so that all things, bridge, knowledge that made it possible, even the darkness in which the shadow of the bridge attains its only clarity, point to one end: the symbol of man’s completion of the curve, the final word in the poem, God.


**JOSEPH J. ARPAD ON CRANE’S INTERPRETATION OF THE PLATONIC MYTH**

[Joseph J. Arpad has taught at Bowling Green State University. He is the joint author and/or editor of books on Buffalo Bill and Davey Crockett. He explains in the following selection that Crane saw Plato’s vision of the philosopher as similar to Crane’s vision of the lyric poet—one who finds truth through “a logic of” imagery or metaphor. Arpad also describes how Crane’s view of myth comes out of a Platonic context.]

One striking feature of Hart Crane’s *The Bridge* is the poet’s seemingly unorthodox conception of myth. Although several scholars have made known Crane’s use of myth, they have not concerned themselves with exposing the poem as myth—an idea explicit in its dedicatory proem. Furthermore, although various critics have been successful in establishing Crane as a poet by equating his Platonic idealism with romantic mysticism, this approach has not proved precise enough to lend total coherence to the symbolism, the metaphysical imagery, and the structure of the poem, nor in particular, to explain the poet’s use of the term *myth*. By emphasizing, however, Crane’s Platonism—by opposing it to notions of romantic mysticism—one may gain this needed insight, and in so doing, add meaning to Crane’s poetic principle “the logic of metaphor,” establish a structure for *The Bridge*, and uncover the Platonic sources for his myth of the Brooklyn Bridge. (... )
In his letter to Munson, Crane argued that in banishing poets from the ideal state, Plato had been merely acting in self-defense. According to Crane, both the poet and the philosopher attained truth through a synoptic view of experience. The only difference was in the kinds of truth acquired—one, a poetic truth, the other, philosophic—and there was no reason to believe, the techniques of vision being the same, that one was more valid than the other. Thus, for expository purposes, Crane’s “logic of metaphor” may be equated with Plato’s philosophic method of perceiving universal Forms or Ideas, the “synoptic view” of experience. This approach acts toward clarifying certain problems which have frustrated attempts to explicate *The Bridge*.

The first of these is the poet’s disturbing use of the word *myth*. In the last stanza of “Proem: To Brooklyn Bridge,” the poet invokes the bridge to “descend / And of the curveship lend a myth to God.” The idea of the Brooklyn Bridge, specifically the curves of the bridge, lending a “myth” to God does not readily agree with the traditional sense of *myth*, meaning a story or narrative. Yet, it does correlate with the Platonic sense of myth. *Platonic myths* were not stories but philosophic expositions of Ideas. Throughout the *Dialogues*, Plato made little apparent distinction between the Greek words *mythos* and *logos*; the stories he told were both the ideal and the philosophic exposition of the ideal. The “accounts” were narrative syllogisms, logical progressions of insights, pressed forward by the Platonic dialogues. But since, for Plato, all insights were visions of forms or images, the dialectical progressions were actually of images, not words. Crane recognized this as closely approximating the “qualitative progression” of images found in lyric poetry; the Platonic philosopher, like the lyric poet, attained his vision of truth through a logic of imagery—in Crane’s terms, a “logic of metaphor.” Thus, it was perfectly appropriate to have the Brooklyn Bridge “lend a myth to God.” In Crane’s poetic vision, the bridge embodied an absolute Form or Idea (its curveship) which could only be comprehended through a lyrical progression of images; the poem itself was a record of that progression and was, in the Platonic sense, a myth.

Often referred to as the “allegory” of the cave, the Platonic
myth was created to expose an individual ideal, the Idea of the philosopher. As Crane had stated earlier in his letter to Munson, this was also the poetic ideal, the Idea of the poet. Thus, in “Proem” the poet states (stanza three):

I think of cinemas, panoramic sleights
With multitudes bent toward some flashing scene
Never disclosed, but hastened to again,
Foretold to other eyes on the same screen.

The “cinemas” are described as “panoramic sleights”—that is, as panoramas of sly artifice, like the shadows on the wall of the cave. “Multitudes” are “bent toward” these shadows, but the reality is “never disclosed” except to “other eyes,” the eyes of Crane’s poet-philosopher. Here, then, is a direct allusion to the Platonic myth. Another is the fifth stanza:

Out of some subway scuttle, cell or loft
A bedlamite speeds to thy parapets,
Tilting there momentarily, shrill shirt ballooning,
A jest falls from the speechless caravan.

The poet sees in this suicidal attempt a re-creation of Plato’s warning to the would-be philosopher. Out of the subway scuttle (the subway itself, a tunnel, remarkably similar to Plato’s description of the cave), a man “speeds” to the parapets of the bridge, as though escaping from some imprisonment (suggested by “cell”). Standing upon the parapet, the man hesitates, as though blinded and confused by what he sees on the other side. The words “tilting,” “momently,” and “jest” suggest his fate: having been blinded by what he has seen, the man is unwilling to consummate his escape by jumping; instead, he is suspended there, “tilting” back and forth “momently” (not momentarily), as though vacillating between two worlds, both of which he can no longer comprehend. The witnesses to his act (the “caravan”) are “speechless”; yet, at least one of them finds opportunity to ridicule him for destroying his vision (“a jest falls ...”).

Notes

1. For the rationalist critique of Crane as a romantic mystic, see, for example, R. P. Blackmur, Form and Value in Modern Poetry (New York,

5. Letters, pp. 238–239. Crane felt the articulation of these ideas was a significant mark in his development as a poet; he chided Munson for failing to recognize the new “logic” of his poetry, for allowing “too many extra-literary impressions of me” to shape his criticism of the poet.

6. *The Complete Poems of Hart Crane*, ed. Waldo Frank (Garden City, N.Y., 1958); all quotations are from this text.


8. J. A. Stewart, *The Myths of Plato* (London and New York, 1905), pp. 20–39. Crane may have been familiar with this standard work. See also his letter to Gorham Munson, Dec. 10, 1923, on his reading of Walter Pater’s *Plato and Platonism*, a work he admired more than Pater’s *The Renaissance* (Letters, p. 161).

9. Letters, pp. 238–239, and Horton, pp. 326–327, 330–333. The term “qualitative progression” is Kenneth Burke’s: *Counter-Statement* (New York, 1931), pp. 157–159. Crane and Burke, of course, were friends, Crane being particularly appreciative of Burke’s critical theories (Letters, pp. 103–104 et passim).

24. Stewart, pp. 245–253, 451–456. Though the myth is well known, it is useful here for purposes of analysis to note its outstanding features. Men were compared with prisoners in a cave, shackled facing a wall, their backs to the light, unable to see themselves or anyone else; they observed only the shadows of things on the wall. The philosopher was compared with one who left the cave, came to know things as they really were, and returning to the cave, could recognize the reality of things by their shadows. The myth included a warning to those who would become philosophers. The light in the cave was produced by a brilliant flame situated behind a parapet. People behind the parapet manipulated figurines above their heads, producing the shadows on the wall of the
cave. If one of the men were ever set free and allowed to witness the machinery, he would not comprehend what he saw, for he knew only the world of shadows. Furthermore, if the man were to rush to the parapet, not allowing his eyes to become accustomed to the light, he would no doubt be blinded by the brilliant flame. He might then prefer to return to his chains and the comfortable world of shadows; but being blinded, he would no longer comprehend the shadows either. Thus, the escaped prisoner would find himself in a frustrating state, caught between two worlds, neither of which he could comprehend. As a consequence, he would no doubt experience the ridicule of the other prisoners for having tried to see the light, only to have his vision destroyed (Cornford, pp. 227–235).

25. Coincidentally, Cornford, in his translation of the myth, notes: “A modern Plato would compare his Cave to an underground cinema...” (p. 228).

26. When *The Bridge* was written, the subway still traversed the Brooklyn Bridge. See Crane’s letter to his mother, May 11, 1924, where he describes the lights of the elevated trains on the bridge (*Letters*, p. 183).


**HERBERT A. LEIBOWITZ EXPLAINS CRANE’S MOSAIC STRUCTURE OF IMAGERY**

[Herbert A. Leibowitz has taught English at Columbia University. He was the editor of *Parnassus*. In the following section from his book on Crane, Leibowitz describes the poet’s imagery methods. He also provides a pessimistic interpretation of the ending of “Proem.”]

I have suggested that the proliferation of images is not so bewildering as a first reading might discourage one to believe. The succession of images is woven into a network of meditated meanings. The development is not left to chance. Occasionally, an image will be introduced and then dropped, while the poet goes on to elaborate another strand of imagery, but he will nearly always return to his earlier image and interlock it with the others. The structure is that of a mosaic: the gem-like fragments are
attractive by themselves, but it is only when all the pieces are put together that the pattern and the whole may be seen. This mosaic structure of Crane’s imagery, so essential to his style and his music, is tested in the “Proem” to *The Bridge*. (...)

If the bridge “condenses eternity,” it also attests to the unyielding grip in which time holds man; and if the bridge is a shimmering light of salvation, it paradoxically can be glimpsed only in darkness, and then only its shadow. Standing on shore near the docks of “Harbor Dawn,” the poet gazes up at the bridge, but it imparts to him a note of dark uncertainty. “The City’s fiery parcels all undone” suggests the extinguishing of the buildings’ light, or fragmented urban lives (undone being a permanent ruin), while “Already snow submerges an iron year” recalls the heavy load of custom that weighs down the spirit, as in Wordsworth’s “Immortality Ode,” though it is possible that the snow merely conceals the horror of the city.

The pessimistic interpretation seems correct, however, because it would logically account for the invocation to the bridge which ends the “Proem”:

O Sleepless as the river under thee,
Vaulting the sea, the prairies’ deaming sod,
Unto us lowliest sometime sweep, descend
And of the curveship lend a myth to God.

The bridge, like the Mississippi River which sings hosannas below (in “The River”), is sleepless; it vaults not only above the sea, but also extends to the prairie, the earth which waits its blooming (a foreshadowing of “The River,” “The Dance,” and “Indiana”). Although the bridge is the eternal incarnate in steel and granite, Crane remains outside its redemptive circle and therefore beseeches the bridge to descend—he has already portrayed its ascent—and lend a myth to God, that is, serve as a provisional organizing principle, or, in John Unterecker’s words, “give God a shape contemporary humans can deal with—for God is also ideally both bridge and perfect curve, the chastiser and protector who once had made a covenant with man in the shape of a rainbow.” The curveship immediately materializes in “Ave Maria” as Columbus’ prowed ship.
The criticism we can bring against Crane is that the bridge is both intercessor for man, like Christ in Christian myth, an instrument of man’s transcendence of time, and a concretization of that transcendental principle, yet Crane seems to doubt whether it is either durable or available to man. Like the Romantic poets who were searching for a naturalistic yet transcendent substitute for Christian symbols and modes of salvation, Crane has chosen a symbol that is both bodiless idea and mechanical invention, both in and outside of time. This dilemma is what the rest of the poem seeks to work out. The imagery is intelligible once the reader accustoms himself to its mosaic structure and its extreme condensation.


**RICHARD P. SUGG ON CRANE’S PRESENTATION OF THE IMAGINATIVE PROCESS**

[Richard P. Sugg teaches English at Florida International University. He is the author of a number of books, such as *Jungian Literary Criticism* and *Appreciating Poetry*. The following extract from his book on Crane’s *The Bridge* describes Crane’s view that the imaginative act is a spiraling process. Also, Sugg explains Crane’s idea in “To Brooklyn Bridge” that the poet must reside in the dormant darkness in order to reach his own creative state.]

An abortive response to the implicit freedom of the Bridge is made by one of the multitudes in the next stanza, as the imagination moves to the problem of applying the freedom evinced in the Bridge to its own life. The “bedlamite” rushes from his “subway scuttle, cell or loft” and leaps from the Bridge while unconcerned motorists continue on their “speechless caravan.” His fall is imaged in terms of speech, but this attempt to individuate himself is not an act of despair, but a search for a rebirth, as the etymology of “bedlamite” suggests. Crane’s
penchant for using words in their radical sense is well illustrated here, for “bedlam” refers both to the famous lunatic asylum in London called Bedlam and to the full name of that abbreviation: the hospital of St. Mary of Bethlehem. Thus the bedlamite is associated not only with insanity but also with Bethlehem and the birth of the Word made Flesh, and while he fails to achieve a similar rebirth here his intentions are evident. His impulse is toward the same sort of freedom, that of the integrity and harmony of the truth of the imagination, which the Bridge evinces. The pathology is clear: “To be drowned in order to be born again—this is the myth of the positive integrative aspect of experiencing truth.” The Christian imagery of the poem suggests not the birth of Christ but the recurrent birth of the imagination’s word, the continual recreation by bridging of the “multitudinous Verb” of “Atlantis.” This use of the incarnation as image of the creation of the poem further extends to the unification of time and space in one moment, for the act of the imagination puts “the serpent with the eagle in the leaves,” joins time and space, just as in Christian tradition the Incarnation and At-onement represent the total unity of time and space in one moment (as witness our dating of time from Christ’s birth). (...) 

As “Proem” draws to a close the process by which the poet has moved from the vision of the gull flying toward the sun leaves him under the shadow of the Bridge, waiting. He has moved through the City to the Bridge, from the natural through the mechanical to the imaginative, and he declares that “Only in darkness is thy shadow clear.” The season of Christmas is suggested: “The City’s fiery parcels all undone, / Already snow submerges an iron year.” And in conjunction with Christmas and the earlier “bedlamite” the waiting of the poet suggests a waiting for an epiphany, a birth, an insight, an awakening from his “dream” of act into the act itself. The paradox of the shadow of the Bridge being clear “only in darkness” suggests that the ultimate reality of the Bridge resides dormant within the poet himself, that he has had to undergo a symbolic blinding of his mental faculties in order to truly assimilate the significance of the Bridge as an active principle in his own consciousness. The organic construct of the act of the imagination is light-ridden, glorious, but the final acceptance of it must be in the dark
inarticulate regions of the individual, where it will serve to generate further life and finally lift night into the light again. This is the relationship of the poet persona to the Bridge at the end of “Proem,” where he has finally come under the Bridge to wait for it to “sometime sweep, descend / And of the curveship lend a myth to God.” He has come to recognize that the arching curve of the gull and the Bridge’s “Unfractioned idiom” embody a truth that is his truth too, that of the life and power of the imagination which lies dormant, like the “prairies’ dreaming sod,” within him.

Thus, he prays to, invokes, the imagination itself, what Crane called that “power-in-repose” that is “Sleepless as the river under thee.” He recognizes that the “Unfactioned idiom” of the arching Bridge is an arc on the spiraling process whereby the imagination’s act results from its life and can beget further life. He senses that he himself is the other half of the arching Bridge, and necessary to the unitive act, that the “curveship” of that act finds its source and goal in the life of the imagination itself, that he and the Bridge together form a complete and perfect circle. Thus he introduces The Bridge, the record of how the imagination became empowered to create the Bridge to Atlantis, to liberate itself and record that liberation in an act that would become for others a new condition of life, that would generate “new spiritual articulations.”


HELGE NORMANN NILSEN ON CRANE’S VIEW OF THE SEARCH FOR REVELATION

[Helge Normann Nilsen has taught American Literature at the University of Trondheim in Norway. He has written on Bellow and Malamud as well as other authors. In this selection from his book on The Bridge, Nilsen shows Crane’s use of eye imagery to signify man’s hunger for revelation. The average man is unaware of this desire, however, while the poet longs for it, Nilsen writes.]
The poet then turns his attention to another situation which suggests the fact that man is forever in search of a moment’s revelation. In the cinemas, the crowd stares at some “flashing scene” which is “never disclosed.” The pictures on the movie canvas are mere shadowy representations of reality, and this parable suggests that human multitudes cannot achieve the experience of the poet. They may hasten toward it as they stare at the screen, but they do not fully grasp it. But it is “foretold” or revealed to the “other eyes” of the poet, or seer. Crane’s use of the eye as a symbol is of central importance, and the meaning he attributes to it can be illuminated further by referring at this point to the meaning of this symbol in “Cape Hatteras.” Here, Crane hails the memory of Whitman and sees his eyes in the streets of the city: “Confronting the Exchange, / Surviving in a world of stocks ... ” Even in the modern city Whitman’s vision survives, and across the expanse of twentieth century America he looks with “Sea eyes and tidal, undenyng, bright with myth!” The word “myth” refers to Whitman’s belief in an all-unifying principle in nature and human history. ( ... )

The bridge of the poetic experience links man with the spiritual by means of the revelation of a dimension in external reality in which a coherence is established between man and a corresponding, universal spirit. The “bedlamite” who presumably throws himself from the bridge into the river is a caricature of the spiritual action suggested by the seagull’s flight and the curve of the bridge. His “shrill shirt balooning” is a mockery of the beating of the bird’s wing, and his suicidal fall is toward death. The introduction of this figure draws our attention to the tensions in Crane’s poetry, the oscillations between an ecstatic faith in his vision and a powerful awareness of the forces of chaos and darkness that were also present in modern American civilization. ( ... )

The proem progresses from dawn to night, and the coming of darkness provides a series of new, luminous metaphors with which to describe the bridge:

Again the traffic lights that skim thy swift
Unfractioned idiom, immaculate sight of stars,
Beading thy path—condense eternity:  
And we have seen night lifted in thine arms.

Margaret Schlauch’s interpretation of the first three of these lines is so imaginative and accurate that it deserves quotation: “Once more, at night, we can see lights of moving traffic speeding across the bridge like bright moving beads. The arc of the bridge is like a long unbroken idiomatic phrase of language or music; the lights focus a concept of eternity, the uncorrupted music of the spheres: the everlasting and absolute in the concrete and physical.” ( ... )

The traffic lights that become stars and symbols of eternity have numerous parallels throughout The Bridge, whose sections abound in sidereal imagery. The expression “lifted in thine arms” connotes a metaphor of the bridge as a woman, and the invocation in the proem of what is presumably the Virgin Mary is in keeping with the general function of the bridge as a symbol of connection between human and divine.


GERT BUELENS ON POETS’ VIEWS OF THE CITY OVER TIME

[Gert Buelens has taught at the University of Nijmegen in The Netherlands. She has edited books, including one on Henry James. In the essay from which this extract is taken, Buelens compares Crane’s view of the city to that of William Carlos Williams and Charles Olson. Crane, Buelens believes, holds the basic Romantic notion that the past was ideal; he believes the present can be as well, if the seeming chaos of urban life can be understood.]

‘Throughout romantic writing, then’, Versluys summarizes, ‘one finds a dual image of the city, a Janus-like symbol, showing on one side the outlines of the City Reviled, on the other that of the
City Redeemed’. However, Versluys goes on to point out, ‘[c]ommon to both is the rural vantage-point from which the city is seen’. The twentieth-century view of the city differs from the romantic one mainly with regard to the matter of perspective: ‘Modern city poetry is no longer written from the viewpoint of Nature but from an intra-urban vantage-point’. The city is experienced from within its own limits. Gradually, in twentieth-century writing this also comes to mean that the poet no longer compares nature and city, but instead experiences reality as what J. Hillis Miller calls ‘a single realm of proximity’. Nature and city, subject and object, mind and reality are brought together in one realm of being, which often takes the form of a city.

However, the transition from the two-pronged romantic perception of reality to this unified view of the world passes through several stages. Even from Crane to Olson a distinct shift in emphasis may be perceived.

The Bridge
The title of Hart Crane’s long poem The Bridge contains the key to his perception of reality. Like the romantics, Crane sees the world as essentially made up of two distinct realms, the flawed, physical reality of the here and now on the one hand; the perfect, transcendent ‘Everpresence, beyond time’, on the other. The link between these two realms is provided by Crane’s mythic bridge, which assumes a divine character as ‘Deity’s glittering Pledge’ (p. 498). As L. S. Dembo notes in his study of Hart Crane, the theme of The Bridge is ‘the exiled poet’s quest for a logos in which the Absolute that he has known in his imagination will be made intelligible to the world’, or in Crane’s own phrase, he is continuously searching for ‘some Word that will not die ...’

Crane’s quest starts in an urban environment. The ‘Proem’ is addressed to Brooklyn Bridge and comments on the dreary existence of Manhattan office workers, filing away pages of figures ‘[t]ill elevators drop us from our day ....’ Instead of experiencing spiritual vision, the eyes of city-dwellers focus on ‘some flashing [cinema] scene / Never disclosed, but hastened to again, / Foretold to other eyes on the same screen’. A lunatic,
who has lost his hold on reality, symbolically ‘speeds to [the Bridge’s] parapets’ and falls to his death. The event goes by unnoticed by the hurrying crowds: ‘A jest falls from the speechless caravan’.

As Versluys notes, in ‘Proem’, depression is associated with descent: the downward movement (‘elevators drop us’, ‘a jest falls’) ‘is in most of these cases sudden, buttressed by stylistic ellipses, abrupt breaks, suggesting the jagged non-organization of the modern world and revealing the city as the locus of the unexpectedly unpleasant. It is this “broken” world which necessitates the search for wholeness….’ Versluys goes on to point out that this wholeness is ‘vouchsafed and symbolized by two images of ascent: a seagull flying upwards “building high / Over the chained bay waters Liberty”, and, most importantly, the bridge itself, “lifting” night in its arms—a gesture of poetic celebration’.

Although the two symbols of completeness are both associated with the city—the seagull flies over the city harbour, while the bridge connects two of the city’s parts—they are in essence pointers towards a higher realm that are disconnected from the drab urban reality. The seagull’s anatomy enables it to fly away in ‘Liberty’, while, more ambiguously, the bridge is invoked as ‘Thee, across the harbor, silverpaced / As though the still took step of thee, yet left / Some motion ever unspent in thy stride,— / Implicitly thy Freedom staying thee!’ The sun’s match, the bridge is seen as a heavenly body, which is moreover dynamically powerful, free to leave, but which chooses, as it were, to stay linked to earth. In the last lines of the section, the bridge’s divine character is once more emphasized, as the poet addresses the bridge in supplication: ‘Unto us lowliest sometimes sweep, descend / And of the curveship lend a myth to God’. Wholeness and transcendance are thus clearly equated in the central image of the poem, Brooklyn Bridge: the mythic bridge promises transcendent harmony to a chaotic world.

Crane’s quest will now take him on a journey through the past in the hope of finding ‘in the history of American society some evidence that this society was capable of a psychological experience essentially identical with the poet’s ecstatic apprehension of the Ideal as Beauty’. Again, one should
emphasize that Crane turns to the past, to a place beyond the here and now, in his search for the experience of wholeness that he himself saw in the mythic bridge. According to Versluys, Crane uses the past in a way which is different from Eliot’s technique:

In *The Waste Land* references to an ideal past are used to defame the present. In Crane’s poem past and present are each other’s match. Or more accurately, the poet’s theme is phrased as a question, can the beauty or behaviour and the beauty of natural scenery, properties of times long since gone by, be recaptured under modern conditions?20 ( ...)

Crane’s city is a place which can he traversed, if man can attain to a poetic vision of Cathay, of a transcendent ordering principle that makes sense of the apparent chaotic characters of urban reality. Then, and only then, will existence become as meaningful as it was in the glorious moments of the harmonious past.

Notes

12. Ibid.
13. Ibid., p. 17.
18. Ibid.

CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF

“The Tunnel”

“The Tunnel” section of Crane’s masterwork *The Bridge* occurs directly before the last section, “Atlantis.” These two final pieces stand in stark contrast to one another, “The Tunnel” being a description of an intensely hellish subway ride and the most disturbing section of the overall work and “Atlantis” being a celebration of all life, the most hopeful section, and ultimately the vehicle for the final message of the work.

“The Tunnel” opens with ugly imagery of above-ground Manhattan. It is a place of “Performances,” “thousand theatres,” and people, like the poet, in search of answers. The people and poet look to the theatre and there find a garden—symbol of life and possibly the original Garden of Eden—“in the third act dead.” Rather than this experience, the poet says that the viewer, “you,” will wish yourself in another situation; this one offers no respite either, however, for now the viewer is in bed with “tabloid crime-sheets” for company. A newspaper is supposed to report on reality; its reality here is only evil.

The narrator contemplates a trip on the subway, calling a walk “better”; he decides to take the subway, though, citing that it offers “the quickest promise home.” Since he describes it this way, we almost assume that the trip and arrival at the final destination will be an escape from the death that’s been described above ground, home usually being a haven and place that is familiar and comforting. The narrator tells himself as he prepares to enter the subway, “Be minimum, then, to swim the hiving swarms.” Immediately we realize that what is below ground is similar to what has been above. Now, even worse, while the people are lacking individuality as they were above, the poet must reduce himself, apparently literally preparing his body for the physical squeeze as well as reducing and/or tightening his grip on his own individuality, so as to better move in this underground world. The glass doors leading to the subway are to be avoided for their “gyring” and for their momentary trapping of the potential traveler inside them. Already we are being prepared for a most unpleasant trip.
The subways, we are warned, are not just under the streets, but further underneath, for they are under rivers as well, indicative of the expanse of their hellish depths. Once in the subway car, the narrator describes the movements and sounds of the vehicle and the people within it as monotonous. Fragments of conversation are directly quoted in such small segments, one immediately after another, that they create an overall mosaic of meaninglessness. At the same time, some quotes are reminiscent of lines that occurred earlier in *The Bridge*, a reminder of earlier themes and that “The Tunnel” is one step of the poetic quest. In between the quotes is a stanza describing the “Our tongues” that speak; the use of “our” shows that the poet still includes himself, and us, as a part of these ugly masses. The stanza contains more imagery of ugliness and death.

By the next stanza the quotes are more disturbing. A prostitute berates a customer for asking for change; a typical rider asks rather intensely what stop is coming up, only to be given an answer about the time instead; and the prostitute jeers at her customer again, asking him why, if he didn’t like her, he still utilized her services. What she has to offer she refers to as her “gate,” recalling the epigraph at the poem’s beginning, taken from William Blake: “To Find the Western path/Right thro’ the Gates of Wrath.” It is another reminder of the travel through hell that must take place. For Blake, the Western path is one of love; apparently this is at least part of what Crane is looking for as well. Soon after hearing the taunting prostitute (symbolic of the lack of love) in Crane’s poem, we have a direct description of love: “and love/A burnt match skating in a urinal.” Love in this tunnel has been extinguished and in a most ugly manner. At least one critic also has commented that the description alludes to the Statue of Liberty, on the surface of the water above the subway system, her torch no longer lit but extinguished in the harbor water man has polluted.

In lines 66 to 82, there is a stark description of a man who’s torn in two, who haunts the narrator often on other subway trips as well, his “head swinging from the swollen strap,” while his “body smokes along the bitten rails.” The description turns into an account of an actual occurrence, when the man’s “retching flesh” was dragged through the streets. Only at the very end of
the description, the last word, in fact, do we find out that the man being described is Edgar Allan Poe. The description is based on historical reports that Poe was subdued with liquor and drugs and pulled through the streets of Baltimore humiliated and exhausted in order to try to force him to vote repeatedly for a certain political candidate. Crane saw Poe as a poet genius and describes his “agate lantern” eyes here in contrast to his persecutors’:

—And did their riding eyes right through your side,
And did their eyes like unwashed platters ride?
And Death, aloft,—gigantically down
Probing through you—toward me, O evermore!

The allusions here are to Christ, the ultimate savior, who was stabbed in his side and crucified by man, and to John the Baptist, the prophet who’s head was put on a platter by his killers. “O evermore!” is taken directly from Poe’s famous poem “The Raven.” Poe’s experience directly concerns the narrator, who sees himself in the great poet. By the end of the description, the narrator asks whether Poe was able to resist the force of his transgressors. He needs to know whether the forces of evil were too strong to fight off, not only on the streets of Baltimore but when they took the shape of those who responded negatively to his work as a poet. The narrator wonders if he himself has the strength necessary to persist as a poet.

The description of the ride continues. Some passengers are left off, only to escape from the subway’s depths and be immediately deluged in rain. Those left on the train descend under the river, accosted by the “demented” subway’s “hissing” and “scream.” The vehicle throws its passengers and their discarded newspapers. Lines 100 to 105 are the first description of an individual, a lowly cleaning woman. The narrator questions her in his mind, asking if she is traveling “home” as well. He imagines her day at work, appending to her a purpose, unlike all the other passengers who were only part of faceless multitudes. She is a mother with eyes and hands, a meager image of beauty with “golden hair,” whereas all the other travelers had just been meaningless noise. She stands as a small image of hope, love, and rebirth, one that is “bandaged,” living her own tough life.
By the next stanza there is much imagery of birth, yet destruction as well. By line 115, the narrator describes humanity, including himself, as “caught” and makes allusions to the failed poet as “shrill ganglia/Impassioned with some song we fail to keep.” This is immediately followed by the strongest image of hope in the poem so far, that of Lazarus who rose from the dead. The ground is lifted; the sound of water is “astride the sky/Unceasing with some Word that will not die…!” The narrator is still hopeful, then, that love and poetry live and can overcome the world’s hell.

The narrator stands at water’s edge, having made it through the tunnel to the other side. There is still a dark portrayal, with description such as—“wheezing,” “galvanic blare,” and “gouged glass.” He questions what the next step will be, where the ride has left him, saying that his “hands drop memory,” leaving the cruel past behind. Apparently, the hands are a vehicle for creativity and are ready to create. The narrator questions what will happen next and prays for something better. It will finally be realized in “Atlantis.”
CRITICAL VIEWS ON

“The Tunnel”

ALLEN TATE ON THE “INTENSITY OF SENSATION”

[Allen Tate was a poet and critic who taught at a number of universities, the last being the University of Minnesota, where he was Professor of English. He was the author of numerous books on criticism, biography, and fiction, including books of his own poetry. A contemporary of Crane’s, he said he was his friend for ten years. In the following excerpt, Tate sees Crane as searching for a way out of the abyss in “The Tunnel.” He believes Crane’s bridge symbol in “The Tunnel” and throughout The Bridge to be ultimately empty and therefore a cause of the poetry’s fragmentation and failings.]

[Crane’s] pantheism is necessarily a philosophy of sensation—without point of view. An epic is a judgment of human action, an implied evaluation of a civilization, a way of life. In The Bridge the civilization that contains the subway hell of the section called The Tunnel is the same civilization of the aeroplane that the poet apostrophizes in Cape Hatteras: there is no reason why the subway should be a fitter symbol of damnation than the aeroplane: both were produced by the same mentality on the same moral plane. There is a concealed, meaningless analogy between, on the one hand, the height of the plane and the depth of the subway, and, on the other, “higher” and “lower” in the religious sense. At one moment Crane faces his predicament of blindness to any rational order of value, and knows that he is damned; but he cannot face it long, and he tries to rest secure upon the intensity of sensation.

To the vision of the abyss in The Tunnel, a vision that Dante passed through midway of this mortal life, Crane had no alternative: when it became too harrowing he cried to his Pocahontas, a typically romantic and sentimental symbol:

Lie to us—dance us back our tribal morn!
It is probably the perfect word of romanticism in this century. When Crane saw that his leading symbol, the bridge, would not hold all the material of his poem, he could not sustain it ironically, in the classical manner, by probing its defects; nor in the personal sections, like *Quaker Hill*, does he include himself in his Leopardian denunciation of life. He is the blameless victim of a world whose impurity violates the moment of intensity, which would otherwise be enduring and perfect. He is betrayed, not by a defect of his own nature, but by the external world; he asks of nature, perfection—requiring only of himself, intensity. The persistent, and persistently defeated, pursuit of a natural absolute places Crane at the center of his age.

Alternately he asserts the symbol of the bridge and abandons it, because fundamentally he does not understand it. The idea of bridgeship is an elaborate blur leaving the inner structure of the poem confused.

Yet some of the best poetry of our times is in *The Bridge*. Its inner confusion is, a phase of the inner cross-purposes of the time. ( ... )

Criticism may well set about isolating the principle upon which Crane's poetry is organized. Powerful verse overwhelms its admirers, and betrays them into more than technical imitation. That is one of the arguments of Platonism against literature; it is the immediate quality of an art rather than its whole significance, that sets up schools and traditions. Crane not only ends the romantic era in his own person; he ends it logically and morally. Beyond Crane no future poet can go. (This does not mean that the romantic impulse may not rise and flourish again.) The finest passages in his work are single moments in the stream of sensation; beyond the moment he goes at peril; for outside it there lies the discrepancy between the sensuous fact, the perception, and its organizing symbol—a discrepancy that plunges him into chaos and sentimentality. A true symbol has in it, within the terms of its properties, all the qualities that the artist is able to attribute to it. But the “bridge” is empty and static, it has no inherent content, and the poet's attribution to it of the qualities of his own moral predicament is arbitrary. That explains the fragmentary and often unintelligible framework of the poem. There was neither complete action nor ordered
symbolism in terms of which the distinct moments of perception could be clarified.

This was partly the problem of Rimbaud. But Crane’s problem was nearer to the problem of Keats, and *The Bridge* is a failure in the sense that *Hyperion* is a failure, and with comparable magnificence. Crane’s problem, being farther removed from the epic tradition, was actually more difficult than Keats’s, and his treatment of it was doubtless the most satisfactory possible in our time. Beyond the quest of pure sensation and its ordering symbolism lies the total destruction of art. By attempting an extreme solution of the romantic problem Crane proved that it cannot be solved.


**LAWRENCE DEMBO ON THE POET’S QUEST FOR REVELATION**

[Lawrence Dembo taught at Cornell University. He authored, edited, co-authored, or co-edited a number of books on literature and criticism, as well as books of interviews with contemporary authors. Dembo argues that in “The Tunnel” Crane shows that the poet must endure the purgatory and confusing questions, signified by the subway, before he can be saved by the Word, which is the bridge and all it symbolizes. When he emerges from the subway, the bridge is in the darkness of the night, yet bright with electric light, offering some hope. Near the end of the poem, however, the poet offers a question, wondering how much he should hope, according to Dembo.]

Columbus, looking to the heavens (both as a navigator and a believer) for safe guidance in his struggle against the sea to bring Cathay to Europe, has a counterpart in the poet, still filled with agonizing questions about his mystic quest, attempting to weather the moral storm in the “voyage” beneath the river from Manhattan to Brooklyn. The tunnel is a modern Gates of Wrath,
or purgatory, through which the poet must pass before he can reach the “morning” and the Bridge, “Whose canticle fresh chemistry assigns / To rapt inception and beatitude.” The subway was ideal for Crane because it enabled an almost complete correspondence between the literal and symbolic action of the protagonist in the Dante pattern, and because it provided a microcosm of modern metropolitan life that the poet had to resolve in his final test of faith.

The lowest point that the poet reaches, literally and symbolically, in his quest is in the actual tunnel under the river. The subway has just taken “the final level for the dive” when the poet sees a scrub-woman:

And does the Daemon take you home, also,  
Wop washerwoman, with the bandaged hair?  
After the corridors are swept the cuspidors—  
The gaunt sky-barracks cleanly now, and bare,  
O Genoese, do you bring mother eyes and hands  
Back home to children and to golden hair?

There are ironic echoes here of Whitman’s address to Columbus:

(Ah Genoese thy dream! thy dream!  
Centuries after thou art laid in thy grave,  
The shore thou foundest verifies thy dream.)  
(“Passage to India”)

Yet if the poet sees in her the fate of Columbus and his dream, he is also attempting to see in her the pioneer woman (“Indiana”), the mother in whose “farewell gaze” he had “read” Pocahontas. He is attempting to find out once again whether or not “below derricks, chimneys, tunnels,” there is in the “depth of red, eternal flesh of Pocahontas—/ Those continental folded aeons, surcharged with sweetness” (“Cape Hatteras”). The “golden hair” image is too closely associated with Cathedral Mary to be regarded as fanciful description.

An answer comes to the poet’s question two stanzas later. If he has become “shrill ganglia / Impassioned with some song” the modern world will not let him keep, there is still “some Word that will not die”:
And yet, like Lazarus, to feel the slope,
The sod and billow breaking,—lifting ground,
A sound of waters bending astride the sky,
Unceasing with some Word, that will not die ... !

Columbus also had faith in a Word:

    incognizable Word
    Of Eden and the enchained Sepulchre,
    Into thy steep savannahs, burning blue,
    Utter to loneliness the sail is true.

Crane is not attempting to introduce Christianity as a *deus ex machina*. For Columbus the Word or Hand of Fire was Christ, God “Who sendest greeting by the corposant”; for Crane, the Word and Hand of Fire is the Bridge, “Deity’s young name”:

    O Choir, translating time
    Into what multitudinous Verb the suns
    And synergy of waters ever fuse, recast
    In myriad syllables,—Psalm of Cathay!
    O Love, thy white, pervasive Paradigm ... !

Yet the poet emerges from the Gates of Wrath not into morning, but into a midnight lit up by the Bridge, the same midnight (and pier) from which he started his mythic journey-by-memory:

    I counted the echoes assembling, one after one,
    Searching, thumbing the midnight on the piers....
    Here at the waters’ edge the hands drop memory....

Perhaps morning as Blake might have known it is impossible in the modern world; nonetheless there is still a Bridge to illuminate the night, and it lets the poet stand “Here by the River that is East,”—perhaps the sun will rise and there will be a “Tomorrow”—and ask rather than state, “shall the hands be drawn away, to die?”

    If a nineteenth-century prototype is to be sought for *The Bridge* it will be found, I think, in Tennyson’s *In Memoriam*, as
well as in *Leaves of Grass*. Like Whitman, Crane created a faith, but what is equally important, like Tennyson, he tested it with the most serious doubts an age could present.


**BERNICE SLOTE ON THE POWER OF CRANE’S MUTATING IMAGERY**

[Bernice Slote has taught at the University of Nebraska. She is the joint author of a book on Willa Cather and the editor of a book on her as well. Here Slote says that unity in “The Tunnel” and *The Bridge* overall comes about through Crane’s use of shifting imagery and repeated patterns in differing images.]

One poetic technique in Hart Crane’s work is the recurrence of imagery in slightly changed patterns, or the repetition of patterns in somewhat different imagery. This device, which as a verbal convenience I shall call transmutation, occurs often enough, in *The Bridge*¹ to be considered a part of the poem’s unity, and in one instance, at least, an emphasis on its theme. I refer to the much-maligned “Three Songs,” which few readers can fit into the logic of the whole, but which as a section is a rather remarkable anticipation of the pattern of the last three: “Quaker Hill,” “The Tunnel,” and “Atlantis.” This relationship can be considered after a look at some individual examples of transmutation in Crane’s poem.

The recurrence of image and situation in *The Bridge* was partly deliberate, partly unconscious with Crane, as he wrote to Waldo Frank:

> Are you noticing how throughout the poem motives and situations recur—under modifications of environment, etc.? The organic substances of the poem are holding a great many surprises for me.²
When one image or situation reappears, thus modified, the transmutation gains something of the tension of life—the new moment out of the past one. ( ... )

“National Winter Garden” and “The Tunnel” show human life at its crudest, its most starkly physical and degraded. As Crane said of “The Tunnel,” “It’s rather ghastly, almost surgery.”8 ( ... )

In the mechanical, material world of “The Tunnel,” the protagonist again goes through hell in order to reach paradise. The theme is stated in the quotation from Blake:

To Find the Western path  
Right thro’ the Gates of Wrath.

From Times Square and Columbus Circle, movement of the “hiving swarms” goes by night to the subway where, underground,

The phonographs of hades in the brain  
Are tunnels that re-wind themselves,

with nightmare grind of scenes chaotic and humanity bleared with death. But even as the elemental creative force in Magdalene could “Lug us back lifeward—bone by infant bone,” the Protagonist of the Tunnel’s grave rises to the harbor and the Bridge out of the subway

like Lazarus, to feel the slope,  
The sod and billow breaking,—lifting ground.

Here, too, the lines anticipate the following movement. The leap of faith and imagination is prepared for in

—A sound of waters bending astride the sky  
Unceasing with some Word, that will not die ... ! ( ... )

Many have justly criticized The Bridge as a “Myth of America” for its chaotic historical and chronological sense and for the apparent lack of continuity between several of its sections. Yet it
is fair to look again at the poem with a little more of Crane’s eye. In
the first place, he considered his poem symphonic, a “mystical
synthesis” of America in which history, fact, and location “all
have to be transfigured into abstract form....” 11 It was not to be
a narrative epic which would proceed in historical sequence but
an evolution in which idea and motif would in recurrence
construct the imaginative body of the poem as an “organic
panorama.” 12 Thus one might dare to say that The Bridge is not
the Myth of America in an historical sense at all, but a
construction and ritual celebration of the spiritual consciousness
and creative force possible to America. Because present and past
are often simultaneous and chronology distorted (as in a
Faulkner novel), The Bridge must rely on a psychological order
that is more intuitive, emotional, and mystical than rational.

A further consideration, then, is that Crane’s poetic technique
used not the ordinary historical or dialectic logic, but an organic
principle which he called “the logic of metaphor,” or “the
dynamics of metaphor.” 13 Crane’s use of words like organic and
dynamic in his discussions of his poetic intentions suggests that
form is to be found most naturally in growth and movement.
One crucial thing here is that the sensibility of the reader is
required to fuse the relationships of the metaphor as it evolves.
The poem is not given to the reader, but the reader helps to
create it. Thus the technique demands something of the
generative quality of life itself. In a larger sense than the
individual metaphor, this organic principle is exactly illustrated
by transmutations in imagery. As one form blends into another,
a kind of generation goes on within the poem, a cycle of life that
repeats but is never exactly the same. The reader participates in
its psychological movement, its ritual creation. Some of the
urgency we feel in Crane’s poetry is perhaps the sense we have of
growth in the poem itself, and the logic we can recognize is an
imaginative progression through pattern and image.

Transmutation of imagery is one organic technique in The
Bridge. The few examples which have been shown here may
indicate that Crane did attempt some unity out of chaos, and
through the very form of life itself. The test is that individual
elements like “Three Songs” are complete when placed in their
setting, no longer erratic and incidental to the poem. They are actually liberated in meaning when, paradoxically, they are confined to the cycles of transmutation which help to make up the whole symphony of *The Bridge*.

**Notes**


**Brom Weber on the Lack of Hope in “The Tunnel”**

[Brom Weber was Professor of English at the University of California at Davis. He is the editor of *The Complete Poems and Selected Letters and Prose of Hart Crane* and *The Letters of Hart Crane*, as well as the co-editor of *O My Land, My Friends: The Selected Letters of Hart Crane*. Weber values Crane’s technique in “The Tunnel” but believes that the poem fails when Crane tries to show that even in misery man has faith in God’s ultimate plans.]

“The Tunnel” is one of the four sections completed by Crane of the six sections of *The Bridge* projected by him in 1926. It occupies its intended place as a foil to the triumph and light of
the last section ("Atlantis"). From a traditional point of view, it deals with the underground cavern into which the living descend in order to receive instruction about the future from the dead. Concretely, it is a poem about a subway ride from Manhattan to Brooklyn via the East River tunnel.

It is as a description of an urban experience that the poem attains its greatest distinction, and it is unquestionably one of Crane’s most successfully-integrated pieces. The horrors of subway transportation—the noise, the broken conversations, the staring eyes, the lights, the spasmodic stops and starts at stations, the rounding of curves—are masterfully presented. An illustration of Crane’s controlled technique in this poem will show how carefully it is managed:

Be minimum, then, to swim the hiving swarms
Out of the Square, the Circle burning bright—
Avoid the glass doors gyring at your right,
Where boxed alone a second, eyes take fright
—Quite unprepared rush naked back to light:
And down beside the turnstile press the coin
Into the slot. The songs already rattle.

There is much distinctive imagery and verbal art in these few lines, but I only wish to point out one example. The stanza provides the transition from the street into the subway. The poet cautions himself to avoid the revolving doors in whose plate glass he sees his reflected image; there is a suggestion here that the whirling motion will carry him away into darkness; he manages to avoid the doors and reaches the turnstile leading to the trains. Obviously, the escape from the revolving doors is ironic, for the subway is a whirling plunge into a more devastating darkness. But it sets the tone for the lines that follow. In order to convey this claustrophobic mood, Crane has boldly and vividly ended four lines with identical single rhymes which close off each line and cumulatively provide a barrier for the movement of the entire stanza. Thus the sensitive reader is subtly prepared for the compressing, trapping effect of the subway trip.

The poem does not fulfill its function of being an integral part of The Bridge. The duality of machinery, its capacity for good
and its capacity for evil, was already demonstrated in “Cape Hatteras.” The subway is not intrinsically more dangerous to humanity, therefore, than the airplane or any other mechanical contrivance. Following “Quaker Hill,” wherein humanity itself was shown to be destructive and insensitive, the reader finds himself concluding that the subway passengers who jabber in the poet’s presence are as repulsive as the subway itself. It is they who lead him to conclude: “The phonographs of hades in the brain / Are tunnels that re-wind themselves, and love / A burnt match skating in a urinal—...” The contrast of the subway’s depth with the height of airplane and bridge is too mechanical an observation to have much significance. In the end, the poem reveals the complete helplessness of man in his mechanical jungle, a situation comparable to Columbus’ predicament when caught by storm in “Ave Maria.” In that section, as in “The Tunnel,” God is a “Hand of Fire” who sears us and gathers from us the “Kiss of our agony.” The real issue, then, is not the destructive potentiality of machinery, but rather our faith that the deeds and plans of God are always justifiable. Having furnished us with a concrete picture of the jungle, as in the vision of Poe:

Whose head is swinging from the swollen strap?
Whose body smokes along the bitten rails,
Bursts from a smoldering bundle far behind
In back forks of the chasms of the brain,—
Puffs from a riven stump far out behind
In interborough fissures of the mind ... ?

it is difficult for Crane to convince us of God’s holy purposes with these lines:

And yet, like Lazarus, to feel the slope,
The sod and billow breaking,—lifting ground,
—A sound of waters bending astride the sky
Unceasing with some Word that will not die ...

It is significant that the stanza in which these lines occur, and the very image of the new world lifting itself from the depths, should have been taken in transmuted form from a version of “Atlantis”
written long before “The Tunnel.” One could almost believe that Crane had written “The Tunnel” and then, appalled at its implications, inserted lines whose occurrence in a later poem could not be relied upon to offset the immediate negative impact of “The Tunnel.”


**THOMAS A. VOGLER ON THE POET’S CONTINUAL QUEST FOR VISION**

[Thomas A. Vogler teaches at the University of California, Santa Cruz. He is the co-author of *Unnam’d Forms: Blake and Textuality*. In the following selection, Vogler shows that the narrator in “The Tunnel” is still desperately searching for his vision; that narrator sees little hope, yet still believes that through his suffering God’s plan will be realized.]

The vision the poet achieves at this point is one he has often had (“why do I often meet your visage here”), but one he has been unable to accept until now. In these “interborough fissures of the mind” Poe replaces Whitman as an index of the poet’s experience. He does not reject the acceptance of Whitman so carefully prepared for in *Cape Hatteras*, but he finds in the agony of Poe’s last night a closer analogue for his own emotional state.35

—And did their riding eyes right through your side
And did their eyes like unwashed platters ride?
And Death, aloft,—gigantically down
Probing through you—toward me, O evermore!
And when they dragged your retching flesh,
Your trembling hands that night through Baltimore—
That last night on the ballot rounds, did you
Shaking, did you deny the ticket, Poe?
The poet is hovering on the verge of losing his faith completely, and he wonders—he can never know—if Poe gave up the ticket under comparably agonizing circumstances. Everywhere he turns he finds images of death and despair. “For Gravesend Manor change at Chambers Street. / The platform hurries along to a dead stop.”

For a moment he catches a glimpse of hope in the “intent escalator” which “lifts a serenade” upward and in the riders whose eyes shift suddenly from their shoes to the heavens which “Burst suddenly in rain.” But as the train begins “taking the final level for the dive / Under the river” the poet is still aboard, still striving to find an acceptable meeting point for his vision and his symbols. In the birdless region of the train car, “Newspapers wing, revolve and wing” in harsh contrast to the “seagull’s wings ... shedding white rings of tumult” in the “Proem,” while blank windows synaesthetically gargle incomprehensible signals through the roar. He finds only a “Wop washerwoman” with “bandaged hair” to match against the proud image of Columbus. But the question he asks her shows that his desire for a consummation of the dream-vision has not yet been completely frozen. “O Genoese, do you bring mother eyes and hands / Back home to children and to golden hair?”

The next two stanzas are a condensation of the whole argument that we have attempted to follow from Cape Hatteras on. In the first stanza Crane finally recognizes that the desire to find his vision, even in the degraded “Wop washerwoman,” is something he cannot purge, even though he can mock and burlesque it as a form of deception.

Daemon, demurring and eventful yawn!
Whose hideous laughter is a bellows mirth
—Or the muffled slaughter of a day in birth—
O cruelly to inoculate the brinking dawn
With antennae toward worlds that glow and sink;—
To spoon us out more liquid than the dim
Locution of the eldest star, and pack
The conscience navelled in the plunging wind,
Umbilical to call—and straightway die!
His vision of “worlds that glow and sink” is balanced on a “brinking dawn” that can never become full day. It is an unavoidable working of his “conscience” that produces visions “Umbilical to call” which must nevertheless “straightway die.” The poet’s “shrill ganglia” are “Impassioned with some song we fail to keep.” Failure to keep the song is death, and yet even in death he feels

the slope,
The sod and billow breaking,—lifting ground,
—A sound of waters bending astride the sky
Unceasing with some Word that will not die ... !

The “Word that will not die,” even though every particular vision the poet finds must die, is the vision of his continually reborn desire to find a vision. For an instant the poet is able to accept that vision, because his hands “drop memory” of his failure, leaving only the recognition of continually reborn desire. But there is a glimpse also of a further step, in which his hands may “be drawn away, to die.” This is the ultimate failure of desire, the final “Kiss of our agony” that he would then have to bear. In a last prophetic vision he sees the “Hand of Fire” gathering him into that last agony. The kiss of agony “takest all,” everything from the songs “we fail to keep” even to this last vision of reborn desire. “It still interests me to affirm certain things,” the poet once said in a less passionate context, but now he is contemplating even the loss of that “interest” as something that must be borne in turn and accepted as part of the cruel “parable of man.”

The vision neither finds nor attempts to discover God’s holy purpose in the poet’s suffering. He can only feel that somehow God is working his plan through that suffering and that ultimately the plan will be realized. The final “Word” is an “incognizable Word,” for the “Hand of Fire” here is the same that Crane addressed in Ave Maria, and it is still searching “Cruelly” but “with love” for his “parable of man.” But the poet has not succeeded, as it once seemed Columbus had, in getting a glimpse of the “dim frontier.” He still has only “A needle in the sight, suspended north,—/ Yielding by inference and discard, faith.”
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35. In spite of Crane’s bold claim that modern machinery was an essential part of the contemporary poet’s “material,” he had more than a small touch of Poe’s fear of machinery. In addition to Poe’s “The City in the Sea” (from which Crane: adapted a line, “And Death, aloft,—gigantically down”), one might cite the mechanical horror of stories like “The Pit and the Pendulum” and Roderick Usher’s strange picture of a fantastic tunnel.


**GEORGE S. LENSING COMPARES “THE TUNNEL” TO “THE WASTE LAND”**

[George S. Lensing has taught at the University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill. He is the author of books on Wallace Stevens and other poets. In his essay showing similarities between “The Tunnel” and T. S. Eliot’s “The Waste Land,” Lensing cites specific examples of how the two are similar as well as an explanation of the overall themes and ideas of both. Crane shows the intense negativity of Eliot in “The Tunnel,” but ultimately *The Bridge* grows away from this to optimism, Lensing writes.]

There are major differences between the two poems. *The Waste Land*, besides being three times the length of “The Tunnel,” functions according to a plan that makes it notably more complex in theme and symbol, in treatment of setting, and in temporal disjunctiveness. Its adherence to a substructure of various mythic levels is fundamentally different from “The Tunnel” which follows a simpler plan of clearer narrative sequence. It is true that in a general sense both poems incorporate a journey pattern: Crane’s poem follows the geographical progression of the subway passage from Manhattan under the East River to Brooklyn—hence paralleling the arc of the bridge overhead. Eliot’s poem loosely imitates the quest of the Grail Knight who
traverses a waste land, encounters a fisher-king, visits the Chapel Perilous and encounters the Grail objects of the tarot deck. Eliot’s journey, however, is far less cohesive and consistent than Crane’s; the Grail Knight is much less clearly defined as protagonist than the narrator of “The Tunnel.”

The moral perspective of *The Waste Land* is more fundamentally didactic than Crane’s. The earlier poem never permits the reader to forget the moral alternatives which are available as a means out of the circumstances of torpor and sterility. At the same time, Eliot’s admonishments are heeded little if at all within the narration of the poem itself, and his vision does not lead to the transfixing apotheosis which is exhibited by Crane in “Atlantis” and other parts of *The Bridge*. The final Hindu blessing with which *The Waste Land* concludes is warranted in the poem only on the terms of the protagonist who asks “Shall I at least set my lands in order?” as he fishes “with the arid plain behind me” (*Collected Poems*, p. 69). Allen Tate has suggested that the pessimism of Eliot and Crane is fundamentally different. Eliot’s, he suggests, is founded in the “decay of the individual consciousness and its fixed relations to the world,” while Crane’s acknowledges a stubborn recalcitrance on the part of individual men toward embracing “a new kind of freedom that he [Crane] identified emotionally with the age of the machine.”

“*The Tunnel*” as one part of *The Bridge* does not share the visionary optimism one finds elsewhere in the poem. While Crane had pointed to the commercialism of American society in
“The River” and “Quaker Hill,” to its potential for massive destruction in “Cape Hatteras,” to its tawdry abuse of sexual love in “National Winter Garden,” and even to the despair revealed by the bedlamite, “shrink shirt ballooning,” as he plunges to his suicidal death in “Proem,” it is only in “The Tunnel” that he totally undiscovers the sustained horrors of modern American society. The poem has larger overtones of Ulysses’ descent into the underworld, Dante’s passage through the inferno, or even the religious mystic’s dark night of the soul. More than to any of these mythic precedents, however, Crane seems to have turned to *The Waste Land*. That poem was a source, however indirect, that proved valuable in the composition of the poem that he sent off upon completion to *The Criterion*. The force and power of “The Tunnel” is owing to Crane’s own poetic originality; at no point does the reader discern servitude on his part to the model of Eliot. But as Crane learned, Eliot’s moral landscape could not be rejected out of hand. Only by assimilating fully that perspective could the poet proceed to justify the congeries of uplifting images with which he concluded the poem in “Atlantis.” Finally, the relation of *The Waste Land* to “The Tunnel” establishes authoritatively one more instance of the range and versatility of Eliot’s presence in the making of modern poetry.

Notes

16. It should also be noted that the method of establishing patterns and symbols which constitute ironic comparisons and contrasts in *The Waste Land* is integral, not only to “The Tunnel,” but to the whole of *The Bridge*. The essential unity of both larger poems depends upon the reader’s familiarity with the allusions and symbols and his ability to link them up in order to establish thematic clusters within which lie the comparisons and contrasts. Eliot’s influence on Crane here may be considerable, but it is an influence that is more pervasive in *The Bridge* than “The Tunnel” alone.


Hart Crane wrote “The Broken Tower” (1932) when he was in Mexico, involved for the first time in a brief heterosexual love affair. The relationship would prove to be one of the few good things for Crane during his Mexican stay, for he wrote almost nothing while there, repeatedly threatened to commit suicide, attempted it, and then finally did so by jumping over the side of a ship. The poem, considered one of his strongest works, was finished shortly before his death; despite intense suffering in his own life, Crane ended the poem in hope, a near-last grasp for an answer to overwhelming despair.

The poem opens with “The bell-rope that gathers God at dawn.” It is curious that it is not the bell, nor the sound of the bell, but the rope that is the vehicle strong enough to bring God. Later in the stanza we learn that the bells and rope are part of a cathedral, a sacred place where God is usually thought to be present, although here, apparently, he must be drawn in. Religious elements recur throughout the poem, seemingly because the poet’s heightened state described throughout must approach the divine. In the first stanza, the poet also is being called by the bell-rope. Yet he is in a terrible state, “as though” helpless, “dropped down” and left wandering in front of the cathedral “From pit to crucifix, feet chill on steps from hell.” The cathedral is no place of peace and communing with God for him, then. Rather, it is a place of pain. The image of stepping out of hell only to then have one’s feet be too cold is one of continued pain.

The poem’s second and third stanzas both start with direct addresses to the reader, each having its own repetition of words, indicating the poet’s urgent need to be heard. Even before the sun is up and the bells are rung, there is a “corps / Of shadows” in the bell tower, their “shoulders” emitting a devotional ring, seemingly to the divine that is the source of their gifts. “Corps” also brings to mind “corpse.” Perhaps these shadows are symbols of earlier dead artists; they can serve as reminders of poetic
genius or of how hard the poet in “The Broken Tower” will have to work to approach their greatness.

The third stanza opens with “The bells, I say, the bells break down their tower; / And swing I know not where.” Because repetition has occurred at the opening of stanza two, when it occurs here in stanza three as well, the poet appears even more insistent on being heard and perhaps is troubled, almost as if he and/or we are disbelieving of what he is describing. The bells seemingly are the poetic voice or another great internal force expressing itself so powerfully that it breaks its own tower, unable to be contained. Now even the poet does not know where the bells exist or what form their force will take next. He describes himself as their “slave!” and speaks of “my long-scattered score / Of broken intervals,” referring to the periods that his poetic skill has disappeared. If the bells are also, or instead, to be the emotional force within the poet, then the broken intervals can be those periods of his life when he had no love or otherwise suffered because of this uncontrolled force within him that caused pain in his relationships. The power of the bells is expressed throughout stanza four as well, as the bells’ sound reverberates now in the larger depths of canyons, destroying other sounds as well, and echoing across the expansive “plain.”

The poet tells us in stanza five that he “entered the broken world / To trace the visionary company of love.” It is unclear, at this point, if the broken world is the broken tower; it seems it at least partially is, the world having been broken apart by the intensity of the poetic voice, or the poet just seeing the world as broken apart since his poetic vision has taken over. In this stanza, he has “entered” in search of love and its transcendence and/or possibly love that will provide him with the transcendence necessary for his poetic work. He believes the love will be fleeting.

Stanza six starts with the brief, simple sentence, “My word I poured.” This sentence is quite different than the earlier descriptions of the bells bursting out uncontrollably and with a destructive force. Here the poetic voice is a flowing liquid. The image is positive, yet it is immediately followed by the poet’s doubting whether his words are true art, passing the test of the
“monarch” above that makes judgments about one’s life and poetic work. This great one “strikes crystal Word,” seemingly meaning he has the power to make a poet’s work art. Note that the word of the humble poet is not capitalized at the beginning of the stanza, but here the poetic word that this almighty force can bestow is capitalized. Religious overtones are powerful again here, since “Word” in everyday usage refers to the message of the bible or of God. The language in this description continues in the harsh mode of the earlier description of the bells. “Strikes” create the poetic achievement, and the achievement itself is described as crystal, something that is quite solid, contrasting the words that “poured” at the stanza’s opening. Throughout the stanza the poet questions whether he can rightfully be hopeful of his poetic ability.

In stanza seven, the poet realizes that his own interior self, his own “blood” cannot provide the answers he needs to travel the visionary path. By the end of the stanza, he questions whether the answer can be found in another place, in a “she” that is mortal, which can be an actual female lover and/or the female side of his own self. The pulsing blood imagery continues into stanza seven, where the poet listens to the blood in the “she” as well as in himself, as if they may be one in the same. Additionally, the sound of the language itself in the second line mimics a rhythmic pulsing. The poet is strengthened by the recognition of the she and is now assured of the gift inside himself, describing it as “What I hold healed, original now, and pure….”

The rejection of the uncontrolled bells becomes complete in stanzas nine and ten, where an alternative “tower” is described as being built “within.” The tower that previously seemed to connote the world or the poet is rather the place inside where the poetic self can exist, protected. This tower is very different from what it was in the poem’s beginning. Now it is a “slip / Of pebbles,—visible wings of silence sown / In azure circles, widening as they dip.” The tower, then, is a place of openness and acceptance, the slip a place where a boat can dock and be secure. It does not need large stone like that in a cathedral; unassuming pebbles work better. “Slip” also again has feminine connotations, being something a woman wears. As the stanza continues, the imagery is all visual and silent, toying with our
conception that poetry must be heard and in marked contrast to the loud bells at the poem’s beginning. There is some similarity to the opening, though, because dipping wings are in the sky, just as the bells were high in the air; the imagery in both cases alluding to the divine above.

Yet by the last stanza, what is below, the female, fertile earth, meets what is above, to create love and transcendence, far from the destructive, incessant bells at the opening.

...—visible wings of silence sown
In azure circles, widening as they dip

The matrix of the heart, lift down the eye
That shrines the quiet lake and swells a tower...
The commodious, tall decorum of that sky
Unseals her earth, and lifts love in its shower.

Religious connotations still occur (“shrines”), but there is a break with the bells in this last stanza. Here what is marveled at is the “commodious … decorum” of the sky, markedly different from the bells that held power over the slave poet earlier in the poem. Also, whereas the bells had been described as producing ovals, here circles are being produced, a more regular shape. “Widening as they dip” can be describing the circles and also it may be read to mean that the circles are widening the heart. The circling wings pull the eye to the enshrined lake (which also refers to the liquid of “My word I poured” at the center of the poem). Note the description that they “lift down” (a literal oxymoron); in the act of bringing the masterful/poetic eye down to earth the eye is lifting itself to a greater place. The lake is already shrined by the eye, but the eye must be reminded of the lake's power in order for the tower to grow. Male and female must meet for love to take place and for art to be born.
CRITICAL VIEWS ON

“The Broken Tower”

MARIUS BEWLEY ON CRANE’S UNDERSTANDING OF HIS LIMITATIONS

[The late Marius Bewley was Professor of English at Rutgers University. He wrote The Eccentric Design, a study of form in the American novel, and a book on Hawthorne and Henry James. Here Bewley says that Crane’s statement in his last poem is one of thorough realization that he can never reach the absolute vision of the poet. Bewley sees “The Broken Tower” as more “concentrated and intense” than Crane’s earlier work.]

To recapitulate briefly: the poet, dedicated to an absolute, a Platonic vision, must necessarily fail to achieve it in his art. Crane had learned that the tower of absolute vision was much too high for him to climb in his poetry, and he realized this with peculiar clairvoyance at the close of his life when he seemed to be running down in a frenzy of neurotic debauchery. The steep encroachments of his blood seemed to be not only qualifying but destroying his poetic vision. Crane turns, therefore, from Apollo, whose fierce exactions he cannot satisfy, to the instruction of a lowlier, more human guide, “she / Whose sweet mortality stirs latent power.” This woman is not merely an abstract personification like the Pocahontas of The Bridge, she is a gracious evocation from the very centre of Crane’s own being, and she beckons him back to an acceptance of those creative limitations no poet can escape, but which The Bridge had desperately tried to deny. Crane is intimately aware of her in ways that suggest she is not, indeed, physically separable from Crane himself, but is an emblematic concentration of the feminine qualities of submission, humility, and passivity in his own nature. Crane counts the beats of her pulse, but it is important to observe that the throbbing is in his own veins. She
faintly recalls, in her identification with Crane, the nostalgic, nameless yearning he had expressed in “Southern Cross,” and embodied in his picture of

homeless Eve
Unwedded, stumbling gardenless, to grieve
Windswept guitars on lonely decks forever.

This highly exceptional Eve, unwedded and an outcast (Crane’s own condition), he describes as “docile, alas, from many arms / ... wraith of my unloved seed!” She is less the object of desire than Crane’s feminine counterpart and (in the guitar image) the burden of his songs. In what Mr. Brom Weber has called Crane’s “womanless life,” this focusing of the female elements in his nature—acceptance, passivity, acquiescence—in terms of a symbolic woman is an astonishingly original way of encompassing the full circle of human experience which is necessary to achieve the final vision towards which the poem is directed, and which is explicitly described in the tenth stanza. Crane’s technical achievement here is as startling and as original as Eliot’s use of the male–female consciousness of Tiresias to achieve a somewhat similar goal in *The Waste Land*.

The woman of “The Broken Tower” is differentiated at once from the swaying shadows of the second stanza. Her “sweet mortality” relates to the bee and honey imagery of perfect song, but simultaneously qualifies the reference by the idea of limit implicit in “mortality.” The presence of the qualities she represents provides a regenerating influence on Crane’s vision: “What I hold, healed, original now, and pure...” The agony he has endured so long subsides before the angelus, which teaches submission to the creative Word: “Be it done unto me....” The sweet lady of his poem suddenly looks towards him in the guise of the Virgin.

From this new feeling of wholeness and integrity the poet builds a new vision in which there is an interaction between heaven and earth—a vision in which both the Apollo of absolute song and the lady of “sweet mortality” play their parts. The angelus, prayer of prophecy and submission, gives the key of the last two stanzas, and they are composed of humilities and quiet
acceptances. A slip is a pier to which ships come for docking and unloading. The word suggests here Crane’s willingness to accept what his vision brings to his poetry without the frenetic attempt to force his experience, as he had done for so long. It is worth noting that the circling wings of the ninth stanza recall the circling gull of the “Proem” which was a metaphorically successful prophecy of vision in *The Bridge* before that vision collapsed. In a sense Crane has reached in almost the last lines he ever wrote a new beginning and a better vision than the old.

There are two aspects to poetry, then: its god-like aspiration, symbolized by the sun imagery, and its human limitations, embodied in the evoked lady of the seventh and eighth stanzas. Neither aspect can exist successfully without the other. The last stanza deals in opposites which, in the imagery, live harmoniously together. Thus, “lift down” represents a poised balance between the two directions and tendencies. The “eye” is both the eye of the poet and the eye of heaven, the sun. Now that Crane understands that absolute vision can be approached only through the limiting and distorting perspectives of mortal vision he draws nearer to the possibility of authentic achievement than he had ever been before, and one word does service both for the poet’s eye and the sun. This eye, or symbol of vision, shrines a lake, but it also swells a tower. Both images are sexual and have reference to the god and the earth-bound lady, between whom union is now possible. The blending of these constitutes the resolution, and the heaven of the poet’s imagination. The last two lines show the interaction once again of the two tendencies, but it is the god imagery, the sky and the sun, which remains the stronger, though only complete in its acceptance of earth and limitation.

I said earlier that in a sense Crane made a new and better beginning in this poem than he ever had before. Certainly the poem is built on a deeper, more sensitive intuition into the nature of art and his own genius than Crane had achieved at any earlier date. The wisdom is greater, the poetry more concentrated and intense. But it would be folly to assert that if Crane had lived he would have continued to overcome in this fashion the sterility that beset his last years. The poem lives in the anguish of a recognition that in all likelihood had come too
late, even had Crane not died in 1932. it is well to remember that in Coleridge’s great “Dejection” ode similar recognitions grew from similar anguish. Had Coleridge died in 1802 we might have lamented, on the grounds of the Ode, his unwritten poems. But Coleridge lived for thirty-two more years only to justify the prophecy he had made in “Dejection.”


HENRY BRAUN ON GETTING BEYOND THE POEM’S OBSCURITIES

[Henry Braun has taught at Boston University. His book of poetry is Vergil Woods. He comments here on the difficulty in reading “The Broken Tower” but on its true craft as well, not only within certain striking lines but as evidenced in the careful construction of its stanzas.

The poet then asks (the grammar of the dash in line 27, whether it is justifiable or not, permits an abrupt shift from the tower symbolism to straightforward language) if his beloved has regenerated him.9

The rest of the poem says, in very complex language, that she has. His word, through her love, was “cognate” of true epiphany. Lines 29 and 30 allude to the fact that when you feel another’s pulse in a certain manner you can perceive your own. Stanza 8, therefore, says that the bodily life of the beloved, in the pulsing of its blood, recalls to the poet previous beatings of the veins in himself. These pulsations are of a like nature to the carillons; they are the manifestations of the divine in love between man and woman. The blood is capable of “holding” spiritual life. Although old pulsations are called up (as, in stanza one, the morning angelus reminds the poet of “the knell / Of a spent day”) those now experienced are “original,” “sure,” and “pure.” Regeneration is not a patching-up, in other words; it is the access of entirely new life in spite of the memories which it stirs. ( ... )

Any paraphrase of The Broken Tower is likely to strain at the bit
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in many places. Some of Crane’s verse is opaque, it seems, until one looks at the syntax in a cross-eyed fashion: then everything falls into a place. The poem, actually, is open to the criticism that R. P. Blackmur levelled at Crane in general in his essay “New Thresholds, New Anatomies.” It lacks the “ultimate verbal clarity” (Blackmur’s phrase) of great poetry.

The poem is basically in a very free sort of pentameter. The stanzaic form is similar enough to that of the Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard for one to impute clarity to difficult passages when it is not actually there. Occasionally a plain statement bobs out tantalizingly and creates a strong expectation of logic throughout the stanza that contains it. Some of the most memorable lines of the poem are examples of this: “The bell-rope that gathers God at dawn,” “The bells, I say, the bells break down their tower / And swing I know not where,” “And so it was I entered the broken world,” and “or is it she / Whose sweet mortality stirs latent power?” The mixture of straightforward and deviant speech sometimes might give one the feeling of reading a serious “Jabberwocky” that hovers on the edge of great meaning. It brings to mind, in fact, the experience of listening to music that seems about to spill over into verbal signification, but never quite makes it. Upon repeated reading, nevertheless, the “logic of metaphor” begins to function. There is no doubt also that the poem is a masterpiece of craft. Even a line like “My veins recall and add, revived and sure,” which may seem weak at first, has a subtle use. It is, rhythmically and by the repetition of “re,” an example of the pulsing of veins.

It would be difficult to point out specific influences in The Broken Tower. A line like “Whose sweet mortality stirs latent power” modifies a theme prominent in the Elizabethan sonnet. Perhaps the passage “Now his huge bulk o’er Afric’s sands careened, / Now the black planet shadowed Arctic snows,” in George Meredith’s Lucifer in Starlight, hovers behind “that tribunal monarch of the air / Whose thigh embronzes earth.” The reading of Hopkins, which certainly was important for Crane, may help account for small effects like “What I hold healed” in line 32. Particular kinds of symbolism, moreover, were possible after French poetry of the last century. “The bell-rope that gathers God at dawn”, for example, is the same kind of
breaking away from the traditional figure or metaphor as Apollinaire’s “Bergère ô tour Eiffel le troupeau des ponts bête ce matin” (Zone). Admittedly, one must visualize a reluctant Lamb of God straining at the rope in order to have a correspondence between the lines.

In spite of the obscurity of several passages, a profound experience does come through in The Broken Tower. There are striking and unforgettable lines. Even the extremely wide-ranging symbolism shows Crane to have been more of a poet than most of his contemporaries. He apparently was open to the furthest connotation. At times, except for the skilled construction of each stanza, this may seem to have been like a talent for madness. There may indeed be something in common; but according to Aristotle’s characterization of metaphor, it is the best touchstone of genius as well.

Notes

9. Crane writes, January, 1932 (Letters, p. 394): “But I can, and must say that your love is very precious to me. For one thing it seems to give me an assurance that I thought long buried. You can give me many things besides—if time proves me fit to receive them: the independence of my mind and soul again, and perhaps a real wholeness to my body.”


George A. Knox on Crane’s Commentary on the Visionary Quest

[George A. Knox has been Professor of English at the University of California, Riverside. He is the author of books such as Critical Moments and Dos Passos and “The Revolting Playwrights.” In his essay on “The Broken Tower” he reviews other critics’ comments on the poem and adds his own. In the extract below, he explores Crane’s views on inspiration as revealed in the poem.]
The mixture of pagan and Christian implications in “The Broken Tower” is nothing new in Crane’s work but nevertheless presents a problem of extremely perplexing obscurity. The privacy of associations is a related matter. His play on the oval nature of bell sounds, the etymological punning on “encyclical,” and the ecclesiastical mergings all operate in the poem coordinately. The abstractness, and doubtful reference, of the imagery in the fourth stanza is difficult, but easy in comparison with what comes later. Crane sees the bells and by extension visualizes the successive waves of sound given off. Stylistically, he reinforces this in the c and o in “encyclicals” and “canyons,” words which follow right after Oval. Further, the canyons down which the sounds vibrate are terraced and heaped high “with choir.” Perhaps something in the topography of the scene suggested this imagery. The horizontality, verticality, and circularity are part of the geometry of vision in this poem but also a hint of striations and stratifications that do not ideally connote the flow of creative power. He mounts the “steps from hell”; the shadows in the tower are “corps”; stars are “caught and hived”; “bells break down their tower”; “tongues engrave / Membrane through marrow”; his score “Of broken intervals” is “long-scattered”; “Oval encyclicals in canyons” heap “The impasse high with choir. Banked voices slain!”; and “terraced echoes” are “prostrate on the plain! ...” These images are hardly joyous ones, and the fifth stanza begins by telling us that: “so it was I entered the broken world / To trace the visionary company of love, its voice / An instant in the wind (I know not wither hurled) / But not for long to hold each desperate choice.” In “Atlantis” he wrote of “moveless soundings hailed” from “black embankments,” suggesting impediments in the voyage of the visionary quester. The moveless soundings and the terraced echoes complement each other, one of sea and the other of land.

In Mexico, Crane was in a land-environment, reminded of his original quest, the tracing or tracking, or drawing, of other visionaries. Yet he was aware of having achieved little lasting value. Inspiration is so transitory—“An instant in the wind....” He has poured his word when it was molten and hot, and he had poured it (wasted) in alcoholic dissipation. Pouring ironically
refers to both senses, to wasting in alcoholic excess and to casting the hot stuff of inspiration into poetic forms—like casting bells. Perhaps this leads (Crane knew such talk from Lachaise, whose bronze seagull he cherished as “the bird”) into “embronzed.” The reflective (and reflexive) musical and sculpturesque implications are strong here. The musical “scored” gives way to “engrave” in the same stanza, moving also into the carving action of “grooves,” engraving, fleshly wounding—as in “cleft to despair.” Bewley thinks “cleft to despair” is a return to Apollo and the musical metaphor. It is possible that the Apollonian implications—the musical, the sun (which “embronzes” earth) and the god-like insinuations support this. If the Apollonian implications do carry through, one might add that Apollonian implications do carry through, and that Apollo is cognate with the Greek word for “assembly,” and from this the idea of tribune might seem latent in “tribunal.” The pun would aid in explicating the first stanza. The calling-together of the communicants in assembly would be consonant with the Apollonian sun-god, with a “logical” pun on the Son-Christ.

The Sun-son-God inference is tempting, for out of the Apollonian lore we recall that the god was alternately creative and destructive. Sacrificial connotations are also difficult to tag. “The steep encroachments of my blood” may echo Wallace Stevens’s “Sunday Morning”—if, indeed, we need an outside source (“... and she feels the dark / Encroachment of that old catastrophe, / As a calm darkens among the water-lights”). In fact, other reverberations from “Sunday Morning” ask to be considered, particularly in stanza VI where we find an allusion to death, “Whose sweet mortality stirs latent power....” This cancels out Peggy Baird, at least for the moment. Stevens’s protagonist says that without death we experience no poignancy or pathos, no poetry: “Death is the mother of beauty, mystical, / Within whose burning bosom we devise / Our earthly mothers waiting, sleeplessly.” Both poems celebrate a Sunday morning setting and thematic complex. The “visible wings of silence sown / In azure circles, widening as they dip” might relate to Stevens’s “casual flocks of pigeons” which make “Ambiguous undulations as they sink, / Downward to darkness, on extended wings.” For Crane, vision evokes the oxymoron of “visible wings of silence” dipping into “The matrix of the heart....”

**M.D. Uroff Reveals Crane’s Proclamation of Victory in the Poem**

[M. D. Uroff is the author of *Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes*. In this extract from her book on Crane, she sees the broken tower in the poem as symbolic of the poet’s victory over the concrete world and also as symbolic of the poem’s victory over the closed self.]

The violence of poetic vision is the subject of the last poem Crane wrote before he committed suicide. Read as his epitaph, “The Broken Tower” has been given elaborate significance. The brokenness of the title and of the major symbol in the poem has been generally regarded as Crane’s indictment of the modern world and a summary of the kind of poetry he could write. However, given the background of violence and destruction in his poetry, it is possible to assume that the brokenness is salutary. The tower has been broken by the bells, and the brokenness is part of the victory of the poet over the concrete and obdurate world and also part of the victory of the poem over the constricted and enclosed self. As early as “Recitative” Crane had urged the poet, to “leave the tower”; here, at the end of his life, he describes this action:

The bells, I say, the bells break down their tower;  
And swing I know not where. Their tongues engrave  
Membrane through marrow, my long-scattered score  
Of broken intervals ... And I, their sexton slave!

The tower has been broken by the music of the poetic bells, not by the world. In an earlier version the bells “sing” and “Their tongues engrave / My terror mid the unharnessed skies.” It is the overpowering and outpouring and barrier-breaking poetic energy that survives. The poet says he has “entered the broken world” and in a sense it is the shattered modern world, the world
of time and imperfection, but it is also the world that he has broken, the world whose message he has released from its prison, from its dead form. At the end of “The Broken Tower” the poet reconstructs a tower, not the constricting church bell tower or the stone tower but the tower of poetry within the “matrix of the heart.” The poem ends:

And builds, within, a tower that is not stone
(Not stone can jacket heaven)—but slip
Of pebbles,—visible wings of silence sown
In azure circles, widening as they dip

The matrix of the heart, lift down the eye
That shrines the quiet lake and swells a tower ...
The commodious, tall decorum of that sky
Unseals her earth, and lifts love in its shower.

The broken tower and the chiming bells that break it symbolize many things poetically here: the constriction of mortality and the immortal song of the poet, the limits of words and the music that transcends them, the obdurate world and the life that is released poetically from it, the isolation of the poet and the love that destroys that isolation.

Breaking and razing and destroying are not negative actions for Crane; they are always the way of affirmation. As in “Possessions,” where the white wind razes all but “bright stones,” so here there remains to the poet the “slip / Of pebbles,” his enduring poetry. And the poetic act in “The Broken Tower,” as in “Possessions,” is somehow conjoined with the sex act. Tormented by his lust, the speaker in “Possessions” says:

I know the screen, the distant flying taps
And stabbing medley that sways—
And the mercy, feminine, that stays
As though prepared.

In “The Broken Tower” the same torment is expressed and the same sweet feminine figure appears:

The steep encroachments of my blood left me
No answer (could blood hold such a lofty tower
As flings the question true?)—or is it she
Whose sweet mortality stirs latent power?

The woman in the later poems acts creatively (as she does not in “Possessions”) upon his passion as she arouses in him not only sexual but poetic power as well.

Notes

10. Marius Bewley first set forth the interpretation of the poem as Crane’s own recognition that the tower of absolute vision was too high to climb in his art. Here, according to Bewley, Crane expresses most clearly his sense that a Platonic vision of the world is never realizable in art and he must content himself with the limits and distortions of mortal vision. See Marius Bewley, “Hart Crane’s Last Poem,” Accent, XIX (Spring 1959), 75–85.

11. Here Crane is close to William Carlos Williams, who also celebrated the poetic power that breaks through restrictions and generates new growth. Williams said in “A Sort of a Song,” “Saxifrage is my flower that splits / the rocks.” In Spring and All, originally published in 1923, Williams defines the imagination in terms congenial to Crane: “The imagination, intoxicated by prohibitions, rises to drunken heights to destroy the world. Let it rage, let it kill. The imagination is supreme. To it all our works forever, from the remotest past to the farthest future, have been, are and will be dedicated... To it now we come to dedicate our secret project: the annihilation of every human creature on the face of the earth.... None to remain; nothing but the lower vertebrates, the mollusks, insects and plants. Then at last will the world be made anew.” See William Carlos Williams, Spring & All (Columbus, Ohio: Frontier Press, 1970), pp. 5–6.


Lee Edelman Sees Crane Dismissing a Transcendent Vision

[Lee Edelman teaches English at Tufts University and is the author of Homographesis: Essays in Gay Literary & Cultural Theory. In the following, Edelman shows Crane’s desire for the feminine and its reliance on the reality of the earth rather than a transcendence.]
[Crane’s] poetry, then, undertakes to “trace the visionary company of love” in the “broken world” of textual traces, knowing full well the fictionality of all its own assertions. The patriarchal tower that his poetry breaks down emblematizes, after all, the illusory unity and fixity of meaning, the essentially theological nature of any particular knowledge. In the sexual schema of the poem such phallic insistence on the singularity of the “Word” must give way to a feminine acceptance of multiplicity, an invagination, an opening to rupture or difference that allows for a crossing of inside and outside. Such a reversal internalizes and reconceives the tower in the very process of dismantling it. Crane evokes this movement, fittingly, by means of a chiasmus: “And builds, within, a tower that is not stone / (Not stone can jacket heaven)—but slip / Of pebbles.” Pivoting upon the phrase “not stone”—which is to say, on the notion of not being inflexibly entrenché—the chiasmus mirrors or reinterprets the tower as a more fragile “slip of pebbles,” feminizing it through the connotation of “slip” as a female undergarment in opposition to the earlier “jacket” of stone.

By appealing, thus, to the feminine and the earthly, rather than to the masculine or transcendent, Crane chooses materiality and difference over metaphysical reconciliations. His own word need no longer be “cognate” with the “crystal Word” of the sun-like deity whose phallic “thigh embronzes earth,” for his poetry now finds its origin, instead, in “the matrix of the heart.” Crane, of course, gestures toward his own origins by means of the puns on “matrix” and Hart, but those literal or biological origins are inextricably linked to the textual origins invoked by the sense of “matrix” as that from which a plate can be made for printing. Like the “incunabula of the divine grotesque” recalled in “For the Marriage of Faustus and Helen,” this “matrix” points to the very origins of literature and underscores the text’s materiality as it does so. In the word, then, the resolutely graphic word, the material or rhetorical word, Crane finds the poetic sublimity that Eliot could only find in the transcendent “Word.” Swerving from such a transcendent vision, he reinterprets Keats’s celebration of the “viewless wings of poesy” by making those wings emphatically “visible” in the markings with which his own poetic page is “sown”:
—visible wings of silence sown
In azure circles, widening as they dip

The matrix of the heart, lift down the eye
That shrines the quiet lake and swells a tower ...
The commodious, tall decorum of that sky
Unseals her earth, and lifts love in its shower.

As one must “lift down the eye” to read these words, so the rejection of rhetorical transparency, the dismissal of the transcendental claims of metaphor itself, makes possible the diseminative ejaculation with which the text concludes. The catachresis that Crane images in these widening azure circles—circles that call to mind Emerson’s circles radiating from the sphere of the eye—allows for the establishment of a radically new linguistic propriety or “decorum.” This decorum extends by means of reversal, finding, as it looks down toward the printed text, a fictive “sky” that is “commodious” or wide enough to accommodate the poet’s achievement.

Lest there be any doubt about the nature of that achievement, Crane’s last line performs a dazzling leap as it offers a radical trope of originality: the ejaculatory scattering of this erotic “shower” is performed under the aegis of the male and the female both. The “tall” and apparently “masculine” sky has been inverted here, opened and invaginated in order to render it “commodious,” and its generative “shower” rises from the feminine “earth” that it “unseals.” Such a “shower” is more properly understood, then, as a fountain or a spring, which is to say that it figures a “literal” origin or source. In returning to that image of origin at the conclusion of “The Broken Tower,” Crane reaffirms his faith in the ability of his rhetoric to extend beyond the cycles of rupture and reversal so that he can declare, “What I hold healed, original now, and pure.” In this way his poem engages the task that American poetry continually sets itself: in Stevens’s words from “Notes Toward a Supreme Fiction,” it “refreshes life” and “satisfies / Belief in an immaculate beginning.”

Then, there is the movement from dark to down, suggesting the Platonic passage out of the cave from illusion to reality.

*Have you not heard, have you not seen that corps  
Of shadows in the tower, whose shoulders sway  
Antiphonal carillons launched before  
The stars are caught and hived in the sun’s ray?*

Perhaps the “shadows” an also lovers, those earlier attempts that failed to become completely real to the speaker. They have “shoulders”; they are a “corps” (Crane had a particular penchant for men in uniform). Moreover, the strew on the “antiphonal” tells us that dialogue, not just individual striving, is at issue in this moment just before revelation.

But above all, it is the bells whom fullest resonance Crane wants to make present to the reader. They are the human attempt to “gathe[r] god”—whether the Catholic conception or the more Aztec figure “whose thigh embronzes earth”—within our moments and rituals. As such, they implicate the whole Romantic tradition of poetry an a substitute religion, a religion without doctrine, in which Crane had enrolled himself, along with Rimbaud and Nerval, and to the distress of his neo-classical contemporaries, Allen Tate and Yvor Winters. The poem will enact his self-questioning around this issue: “My word I poured. But it was cognate, scored....” (“Scored,” here, is one of the wonderfully, characteristically overdetermined words that go
with Crane’s kind of textural difficulty. It means “subject to an
overriding musical organization”—as Tate and Winters would
have wished. But it also means “scourged,” purified through
suffering, and, as an earlier passage makes clear, it involves
“score” in the sense of “twenty”—twenty lovers? twenty poems?)
For the bells imply the fragmentariness of human endeavors.
They are, by their nature, “broken intervals”; their harmony or
melody must add up out of single violent acts, into each of which
a human being throws himself entire. They pose the problem of
the relation of part to whole as it must exist for the Romantic
artist: the relation of the “stars” to the “sun” in which they are
“hived,” like bees in the daylight.

And, of course, the poem involves the cost of such all-out
endeavors. “The bells, I say, the bells break down their tower; /
And swing I know not where.” It was a very real question, to a
poet whose hair had turned gray at thirty, who had already spent
several nights in Mexican jails for being drunk and disorderly,
and who, four months later, would be dead, in his second
impulsive suicide attempt.

It was not that Crane could not write about these issues with
a moving plainness, when the strategic moment arrived. He does
so twice in the course of the poem. The first instance has almost
passed into the realm of proverbs, providing the epigraph for
Tennessee Williams’s *A Streetcar Named Desire*, and the title for
Harold Bloom’s pioneering study of Romantic religion, *The
Visionary Company*. It makes explicit all the implications of
“broken intervals”:

*And so it was I entered the broken world,*
*To trace the visionary company of love, its voice*
*An instant in the wind (I know not whither hurled)*
*But not for long to hold each desperate choice.*

The second plain passage, for the first time, puts Crane’s
developing relationship with Peggy Cowley “in the middle of it”:

*The steep encroachments of my blood left me*
*No answer (could blood hold such a lofty tower*
*As flings the question true?)—or is it she*
*Whose sweet mortality stirs latent power?—*
And through whose pulse I hear, counting the strokes
My veins recall and add, revived and sure
The angelus of wars my chest evokes;
What I hold healed, original now, and pure ...

In our time of Gay identity politics, Crane’s conviction that his new sexual mode is more “healed,” “normal,” and “pure” will stick in the throats of many readers. But there is abundant biographical evidence that he felt that way, at least at the beginning of the relationship. More important, I think, is the turn away from sheer phallic aspiration, intensity of feeling, as the criterion of love or religion (“could blood hold such a lofty tower / As flings the question true?”). The poem moves instead toward dialogue, the recognition of a counterpart to one’s own feelings in another person—a move foreshadowed, early on in the word “antiphonal.” This leads in turn to the recognition that the true tower, “within” cannot be “stone”; it must break, and in breaking participate in the fluidity of the moment. Hence the marvellous, if quite unparsable, symphony of androgynous fusion with which the poem ends.

I love these clear passages in the poem, which remind us that a higher kind of communication was always the goal of Crane’s obscurity. But they wouldn’t move me as much without the central dream-action they emerge from, and its complex textures. I love the sheerly mimetic sections—“natural magic,” as Matthew Arnold said of Keats—the extravagant musicality, say, of the fourth stanza.

Oval encyclicals in canyons heaping
The impasse high with choir. Banked voices slain!
Pagodas, companiles with reveilles outleaping—
O terraced echoes prostrate on the plain! ...

What one hears, in those internal rhymes, those outrageous long words, in the clamor of overlapping bell-notes thrown back from the “canyon” walls of the belfry, “banked” like a banked fire, “slain” and “heap[ed]” like suicidal Greek heroes in the “impasse” of Thermopylae. And then overbrimming, “outleaping,” as the language itself does—“Pagodas, companiles....” Did Crane, as Henry James said of Whitman,
have “too great an acquaintance with the foreign languages”? But we must remember how, from the trip to Tepoztlan on, the overlay of cultures in Mexico had moved him—even the pulque god included—and made him feel his Romantic religious eclecticism was validated. It is right, then, that the extravagant rigidities of many traditions—“encycicals” alongside “pagodas”—should enter in, and then be “outleap[t],” in this climactic moment. (Also—anyone who thinks “pagodas” off-target should simply look at the churrigueresque of the towers in Taxco. Difficult poems record the world, every bit as much as transparent ones do.)
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